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Between April and July 1944, Truman Smith Flew thirty-five bombing missions over France and
Germany. He was only twenty years old. Although barely adults, Smith and his peers worried
about cramming a lifetime’s worth of experience into every free night, each knowing he probably
would not survive the next bombing mission. Written with blunt honesty, wry humor, and insight,
The Wrong Stuff is Smith’s gripping memoir of that time. In a new preface, the author comments
with equal honesty and humor on the impact this book has had on his life. 
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Smith’s war was in the skies of Europe, while mine was on the islands of the Pacific. Even so, a
world apart, the contrast of our experiences has served as a bond to our half-century
friendship.We met as students on the G.I. Bill after the war at the Pasadena Playhouse. And
while we both went into various roles as Story Tellers in Hollywood, we overlooked our personal
stories. However, True has finally given us an exciting part of his life in THE WRONG STUFF.If I
were asked to direct a reader of this story, I would suggest it be read with the mind of a 1940’s
twenty year old; in some ways more naive than a twenty year old of today. For this a period piece,
not contemporary, and should be regarded as a unique piece of history and given consideration
a reading Steinbeck of the 1930’s or Hemingway of the 1920’s.Unlike the postwar “ME”
generation, the very real question of whether we would win or lose the war made us a “WE”
generation. In transition from a Great Depression, SURVIVAL, not self-gratification, was
crucial.TRUE points out the basic instincts of survival and sex that drives us humans, but it is
survival to which he gives the higher priority in telling it like it was. This is not to say that he
ignores the cause of the postwar Baby Boom. God knows, fighting men, out of necessity,
generate a lot of testosterone. Yet, in honesty, sex lacked the exuberance exploited in today’s
entertainment.While certainly entertaining, the purpose of THE WRONG STUFF is in telling it



like it was, because it is not a novel, but THE REAL STUFF.BURT KENNEDY, screenwriter,
producer, and director, is the author of BURT KENNEDY, HOLLYWOOD TRAIL BOSS, in which
he recalls working with such notable Western actors as John Wayne, Kirk Douglas, James
Garner, etc . . .FOREWORDAs a longtime friend with a similar career, Truman Smith asked for
my reaction to his story THE WRONG STUFF. My first response was that the title was wrong,
because it suggested the flip side of the popular hero image.However, into reading the book I
realized the abundance of THE WRONG STUFF in the grim reality of flying combat in the hostile
skies of Europe during World War Two and I recalled another dear friend of mine in cadet
training, killed in a midair collision of two B-17 bombers. Not yet in combat, 20 young men
snuffed out, because somebody did something “WRONG.”But would anyone really want to re-
suffer the agonies dredged up by THE WRONG STUFF?Yes. There was the then young bride
whose husband, a ball turret gunner on a B-17 crew, did not return. Other wives, mothers,
fathers, friends, children and now grandchildren yearned for information about their loved ones
no longer alive. Maybe it was wrong for Truman to open the Pandora’s Box. On the other hand,
some incidents cannot be closed until they are better understood.Truman Smith brings a unique
insight into his Right of Passage, both terrifying as well as humorous, which he shared with
others confronted by the ultimate test of combat in the persistent shadow of THE WRONG
STUFF.Being with Truman in the cockpit is to experience and to know the challenges. Being with
him in London, rushing to live his fullest before THE WRONG STUFF ends his tomorrows, is to
know the frustration of losing a “sure thing” in the blackout.This is an exciting adventure for those
who were and for those who were not there.Carlton F. WeberLt. Colonel, U.S. Air Force,
RetiredPREFACEAs the author of The Wrong Stuff I am grateful to the University of Oklahoma
Press for their courage in breaking with the tradition of publishing scholarly works by printing my
unscholarly effort to tell it like it was in the greatest air war in history.This prologue is also an
epilogue, in that it is both a beginning and an ending, a survey of the actions and reactions to the
book. It might be called “foresight” and “hindsight,” as I attempt to give the reader an in-sight into
the experience of its production and reception.I was both elated and disappointed when the first
printing by Southern Heritage Press sold out, concluding our agreement, and leaving me a
Successful Failure as an author – without books to sell. The book’s popularity had exceeded my
expectations by being accepted into the Air Force Museum; the American Air Museum at the
Imperial War Museum, Duxford, England; the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space
Museum in Washington D.C.; the Mighty 8th Air Force Museum in Savannah, GA; the Pima Air
Museum in Tucson, AZ; the Commemorative Air Force in Midland, TX; the 385th Bomb Group
Memorial and Museum in Perle, Luxembourg; Texas Military Forces Museum, Austin, TX; Flight
of the Phoenix Aviation Museum, Gilmore, TX; Wisconsin Veterans Museum, Madison, WI;
Grant County Museum, Ulysses, KS; Sam Houston Memorial Museum, Huntsville, TX; and by
readers from around the world. It had even been required reading at the U.S. Air Force Academy
in Colorado Springs, CO.Okay, it was a good start, but I did not have any more books to fill
outstanding orders. While Carlton F. Weber, a longtime friend and retired Air Force Lt. Colonel,



had encouraged (and even pushed) me into writing the book, it was Nedwin C. Hockman,
Emeritus Professor of Film and Video Studies at OU, also a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel and a
very biased friend, who took his copy of The Wrong Stuff to the OU Press and recommended
they get it back in print.I couldn’t help but think how ironic it was that, in the beginning, an agent
in New York had judged the book unworthy, because it was about World War II, which had
happened a long, long time ago, and, therefore, that nobody would be interested in it. But then,
that was before Tom Brokaw brought forth The Greatest Generation.So how did readers feel
about The Wrong Stuff?One of the first readers to contact me was a seventeen-year-old girl in
England, who admired the B-17 Flying Fortress. She sent me a picture of a B-17 mural on the
wall of her room. My response to her was, “Ohhh, to B-Seventeen . . . again.” She wrote a review
on Ebook Library.com: “Truman is a truly great person, and I love his style of writing. If this book
was written in a conventional literary style, you would lose the fact that he was one of many
thousands to have had similar experiences.” I found it interesting that she later went to college
and arranged to join the Royal Air Force as an airborne electronics specialist.Not everyone was
as forgiving of my style. A reader from South Africa objected to my “off-putting” style, because of
my “capitalisation” and “italicisation” – spelled with “s’s” in place of “z’s.” Even so, I think he did
the honourable thing by saying that The Wrong Stuff was a “valuable addition” to his library.As
for the capitalization, I was merely trying to overcome the limitations of page size when it came
to such things as describing the sound of two fifty-caliber machine guns firing with their muzzles
only inches above my head. For when the fighters are coming in to kill you and you see their
guns blazing, the reaction is more deserving of a “B-R-R-R-R-R-R-R-O-O-O-O-O-M-M-M!”
instead of a “bangy-bangy” in print.A reviewer from Tel Aviv, Israel, wrote: “This book takes you
with the pilot to bombing flights over Europe thirty-five times. It’s a good book, full of detail (how
does the author remember all that small stuff, from fifty years ago?), and a casual, fun read. Why
isn’t there a movie??? There’s a lot of good material here! The ‘worst’ part, the two hundred
enemy planes battle, should not be left un-movied!”This question of remembering and recall has
come up several times. It has also amazed me, and I have given it much attention after the book
came out, because, like the Dalai Lama answering an interviewer about recalling some of his
former incarnations replied, “Sometimes I can’t even remember what I did yesterday.” And so it is
with me.The really important events in life just have more sticking power. But what about “all that
small stuff”? Did some readers think I was just making things up?As I mention in the book, all
humans are programmed with the instincts of sex and survival. It’s a great design concept, or we
would not be here. Not mentioned in this book are the technical aspects of the survival
process.In the beginning it started with, and still remains, the amygdala, which is central to the
primitive brain and is triggered by emotion, responding to anger, avoidance, defensiveness, and
fear. In other words, if someone is shooing to kill you – you are likely to remember it. But what
about the “small stuff”?I went through my logbook and notes. My mother had saved all of my
letters as well as newspaper articles (not clippings, but entire newspapers). I also referred to old
histories and reference materials and to personal contacts. Like Moon Baumann, who had



asked, “Do you remember the time Burnell had to shit in his helmet?” This might be considered
“small stuff” now, but not for Burnell at the time – just before the fighters attacked.So as I wrote
down these things (at maybe three in the morning in a trance, or hypnotic state) a mental door
opened and many details come forth. I feel that the book had written itself. I thought I had
forgotten some things. It was like opening Pandora’s box, and some things would have best
been left forgotten.I have so far received only one verbal objection to the use of profanity, which
the lady retracted when someone, unknown to me, told her, “If you’re going to tell it like it was,
which Truman did in his book, then you have to TELL IT LIKE IT WAS!” Of course you do,
because war itself is most profane. So now, if you too should become entranced through the
magic of literature, join with me in doing “The Wrong Stuff.”Truman J. “Smitty” SmithLt. Colonel,
Retired, United States Air ForceMember of the Distinguished Flying Cross
SocietyACKNOWLEDGMENTSAir Museum, Ponca City, Oklahoma and Aviation
Boosters.Ernest G. “Moon” Baumann, Lt. Colonel, US Air Force, Retired.Baumann’s Crew
Members: Robert Moody, Robert P. Eutrecht, Henry J. Burnell, Samuel Rudolfsky, Robert
Carmen, John E. Corscadden, Herbert L. Hill, Fred L. Dyer.Ray Bowden, English Author, Plane
Names & Fancy Noses.Walter Coblenz, Motion Picture Producer.George Collins, Major US Air
Force, Retired (9th AF).Members and Aims of the Confederate Air Force & Gulf Coast
Wing.Archie Di Fante, Historical Research Agency, Maxwell AFB.John Furia, Screenplay
Consultant.Professor Nedwin Hockman, Lt. Colonel, US Air Force, Ret.David Johnson, Author,
V-1/V-2, Hitler’s Vengeance Weapons.Burt Kennedy, Motion Picture Writer, Producer,
Director.Scott Klososky, Author, The Haldeman Diaries.Richard Norris, Aviation-Motion Picture
Consultant.Mike Pappas, Gunner-Togglier, 385th Bomb Group, 8th AF.John & Joyce Rasco,
Technical Assistance.Andrew Ryan, Surviving brother of Steve Ryan, (Billet-mate).Bill Shannon,
Navigator, 385th Bomb Group, 8th AF.Ed Stern, Editor, Hardlife Herald, 385th Bomb Group
Association.Members, United States Army Air Force, US Air Force & 8th AF.Bob Westmoreland,
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Retired.1st Lt. Truman J. Smith, July 1944INTRODUCTIONTHE RIGHT STUFF is an eloquent
book written by Tom Wolfe, about the creme de la creme of American pilots who were selected
for the U.S. space program, because they had THE RIGHT STUFF.Nature’s Law of Equal and
Opposite balances the Good with the Evil and the Right with the Wrong. Therefore, to arrive at
THE RIGHT STUFF there had to have been THE WRONG STUFF. For without the mistakes of
yesterday, today’s technology could not have evolved; which makes our Today, in which we live,
a product of Yesterday.Thus, the Yesterdays, with the Wrong Stuff, are essential for our Todays
and Tomorrows, because it is the mistakes and not the successes that give us wisdom to cope
with the complexities of life.Unlike lower forms of life, that are guided mainly by instincts, which
are correct 90% of the time, we humans, who are guided by logic, are fortunate if we are correct
50% of the time.So it is that we parents – by instinct – attempt to instruct our progeny from the
wisdom of our experiences.However, not yet having acquired wisdom, our offsprings prefer to



make their own mistakes by ignoring our good intentions and advice.Even so, directed by some
sort of futile instinct to bequeath my hard-earned wisdom to my children, Rex and Simone, I’ve
said to them, “Did I ever tell you about the time I –.”“Yes, dad, I think you did.”Well, if they
wouldn’t listen to my experiences, I would write them down for the future when, much wiser, they
could read and appreciate my achievements. I even decided that the title for such
accomplishments, under the circumstances, would have to be WHO CARES?Had my life really
been that boring; having been born into the Great Depression; surviving the Great War; having
lived on four continents; explored the Great Andes and the Great Ebook Libraryas, crashing into
the Ebook Library river; majoring in Drama at the then Great Pasadena Playhouse and
graduating BDH (Before Dustin Hoffman); directing television in Hollywood, California? Had I
really lived such a dull life?At least MY WAR OF ’44 itself should be worthy of remembrance. Yet,
I kept going back to the thought of my children and – WHO CARES?Then one afternoon my
wife, Margot, and I were taking care of our granddaughters, Heather and Kayla, who were five
and four years old, when Heather was attracted to the television on which was featured the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.Contrary to the notion of TV executives, that violence attracts
an audience, such oversaturation of brutality has actually immunized our society.Therefore,
Heather and Kayla generally ignore the ugly stuff on TV. On the other hand, television has
educated them beyond their years. They can discern the real from the make-believe rather well
and are quite aware of the suffering produced by warfare around the world.Heather, being older
at five, is also mindful of the past and present, gaining assurance that President Lincoln’s and
President Washington’s wars were long ago and not for her to worry about.So when television
brought the Japanese attacking Pearl Harbor to her, she somehow sensed it was different than
the current wars of her time and asked me, “Grandpa, is that your war?”I answered her that it
was my war and reached for the world globe we often refer to in helping them learn where they
are and I explained that it had been a World War and that I had actually fought my war on the
other side of the world in Europe; hoping to give her a sense of security by a separation of time
and place.She put her finger next to mine on the globe and asked, “Then we don’t have that war
anymore, do we?”I assured her that we didn’t have “that war” any more.Heather then looked at
me with a smile and blew me away by saying, “Thank you, grandpa.”Wow!Somebody did
care.Then others expressed an interest; mainly young men who had been boys, too young to
have participated in Vietnam.Vietnam was fought nobly by American troops, but disgraced by
Presidents and Congressmen with their Wrong Stuff.Vietnam . . . Hard to believe that it had
happened so long ago. Korea? Even longer. And World War Two?“Now, that was a glamorous
and romantic war.”Well, that’s what I’ve been told – by those who weren’t there.“Back then we
did it RIGHT.”“We did it RIGHT?”“Well, we didn’t have the disgrace of the MIAs, because all of
those missing in action back then were accounted for.”Well, let’s try to set the record
straight.Over 20,000 American servicemen, captured by the Germans, and recaptured by the
Soviets during World War Two, were and are still missing. Not 2,000, but over 20,000 Americans
captured in Europe have never been accounted for. There was also a like number in the Pacific,



where the Japanese preferred killing them rather than taking prisoners.President, former
General, Eisenhower was forced to abandon them and their plight when it became necessary to
stop the Communists in Korea. Such a decision had to have broken his heart.So what was
WRONG and what was RIGHT?Any sane concept of right and wrong in warfare is flawed,
because war is insane – and the rules are quite different.Good Guys don’t win wars. Victory goes
to the Bad guys. Even a domestic war against crime will never succeed unless criminals are
made to suffer more than their victims.The “Japs,” as they were called, who attacked Pearl
Harbor and committed gross war crimes, and the Nazis, who killed their own citizens, as well as
the Soviets, who killed even millions more of their own citizens, were the Bad Guys in our own
Good Guy viewpoint. But as bad as they were, they were finally defeated by the “Good Guys,”
because we were better at being bad than they were.No?We’re the only sonsabitches in the
history of the world to have dropped atomic bombs on civilians. And as bad as that was, we
created more destruction and killed even more women, children and elderly with the
conventional bombing of Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin and countless other targets.“When in doubt,
aim for the church in the middle of town where most of them live.”Was it wrong or right?Since we
had convinced our enemies that we had the means and the will to be – not only the Bad Guys,
but the worst in the history of the world – we avoided World War Three. So most would have to
agree that doing the wrong stuff actually turned out to be right.“Glamorous?” “Romantic?”“Well,
at least it had the support of the people and as a result it didn’t last as long as
Vietnam.”However, the length of a war is not the only criteria. The Vietnam War lasted five times
longer than the war of the Eighth Air Force in Europe. Yet, the Eighth Air Force lost 8,314
bombers and 60,376 air crewmen with 79,265 casualties in less than 36 months. Just try to
imagine it.The Eighth Air Force suffered higher losses than any other U.S. Force in War Two. And
what a force it was!How many airplanes have you ever seen in the sky at one time? Maybe ten?
Have you ever seen a hundred planes in the air at the same time? Two hundred? Five hundred?
Can you even imagine the sight of a thousand airplanes?How then can you possibly
comprehend an air armada of TWO THOUSAND AIRPLANES? – as far as the eye can see in
any direction . . . AIRPLANES!!! It was truly – AWESOME!!!Yet, more than four times as many
that had flown away from England on a single mission in such an armada would never return
from the aerial battleground above enemy-occupied Europe.General James Dolittle said, “The
world had never seen combat like this and I pray they never will (again).”The danger is in not
knowing. And in knowing, not remembering the way it was.“But can you remember enough of the
Wrong Stuff to write it down?” a young writer asked me. “Can you recall such things as the
weather with any clarity?”“Oh, YES!” I told him, “I can recall it vividly. It was a dark and stormy
night . . .”And so it is that I begin.Put on some background music of the Big Bands of the forties;
mix in some Wagner and Von Suppe’s LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE. Turn the thermostat way
down cold. Try to forget the comforts of home and family. Get real depressed and let’s DO IT!Col.
E. Vandevanter, Jr. (center) first commanding officer of the 385th Bomb Group (Heavy) winds
down with other officers of the group after a mission. Col. Vandevanter was CO from the group’s



formation until August 1944.WHO, WHERE, WHENCHAPTER 1It was a dark and stormy night
when the ten of us arrived in the back of a 6x6 Army truck at the 550th “Werewolf” Squadron
Headquarters at Great Ashfield, East Anglia, England, where the 385th Bomb Group (Heavies)
was stationed. It seemed appropriate, if not prophetic, that it was April Fool’s Day in 1944.The
six enlisted men of our crew were taken care of first and escorted to their Quonset hut “billet,” as
the British call the barracks. Then we four officers were guided to our billet: 2nd Lt. Ernest
“Moon” Baumann (Pilot); 2nd Lt. Robert “Ears” Moody (Navigator); Flight Officer Robert “Eut”
Eutrecht (Bombardier) and me, 2nd Lt. Truman “Smitty” Smith, their twenty-year-old copilot.
Everyone on the crew was senior to me in age by an average of three years.For the sake of
simplicity each crew was identified by the name of the pilot. Thus, we were Baumann’s Crew;
although it might have been more appropriate to call us Baumann’s Dog and Pony Show –
without the pony, because each of us had been trained to perform our individual tricks or
specialties.Up in the nose and on the point was our bombardier, “Eut” Eutrecht, who was much
like an English Pointer; long and lean, always on the lookout and ready to point. After all, he was
the “Bomb-Aimer”–point the target and bomb it. He was focused and high strung. Some might
say nervous, but I think it was mainly his immaturity, since he was only twenty-one and even
physically he had not yet filled out his six-feet-two frame.By contrast our navigator, “Ears,” was
mellow, much like a patient golden retriever. He reminded me greatly of the actor Van Heflin in
his Academy Award winning performance as an alcoholic intellectual in “JOHNNY
EAGER” (1942). At twenty-four, and even with thinning blonde hair, “Ears” had not yet reached
the peak as an alcoholic-intellectual, but he seemed to have the potential. And when he applied
himself, he could even navigate us from A to Z. However, he was not always motivated to do it in
proper sequence, which often added suspense to our flights.Top Row: Robert “Ears” Moody,
Ernest “Moon” Baumann, Truman “Smitty” Smith, Robert P. “Eut” Eutrecht. Bottom Row: Henry J.
Burnell, Samuel Rudolfsky, Robert Carmen, John E. Corscadden, Herbert L. Hill, Fred L.
Dyer.“Moon” Baumann, our pilot, was of German lineage. By canine comparison, he was more
like a German shepherd, although a bit on the small side. Even so, his manner conveyed the
meaning of the saying: ”It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.”
So with a B-17 and its crew of ten, “Moon” was very much larger and more lethal than his 145
pounds.And as Moon’s copilot, I was his right-hand-man, or boy. Four years younger, I did
outweigh him by at least thirty pounds; more muscular than mental, because I still had a lot to
learn about flying and living. Even my temperament had not yet developed, because I suppose I
was more like a mongrel pup with a hint of coyote ancestry–chasing butterflies and mystified by
everything, including my own tail.Burnell was our flight engineer. Whatever airplane we flew
turned out to belong to him; the same as any car belongs to the little bulldog that has been left
inside of it. Most of the time he rode standing between Moon and me making note of the plane’s
performance, except when he was needed to operate the twin fifty-caliber machine guns in the
top turret just behind us.Aft of the top turret was the bomb-bay and aft of that was the radio
room, guarded by “Rudy” Rudolfsky, a quiet yet nervous little terrier. Rudy was probably the



smallest and the oldest on the crew who, to me, seemed totally out of place. I had the feeling
that he should be in some high school teaching Radio or Shop, but of all places, not flying
combat in a Flying Fortress.Aft of the radio room was the waist of the ship with two gunners:
Dyer, left waist and Carmen, right waist and armorer. Dyer was a likable Dachshund, while
Carmen, with his black hair and chiseled facial features resembled a stealth-like
Doberman.Midship in the ball turret on the belly of the plane, with the temperament of an Irish
Setter, was red-headed “Corky” Corscaddin.Finally, managing the twin-50’s in the tail was the
classic bloodhound from Appalachia, Herby Hill.This was Baumann’s Dog Show; an eclectic, yet
homogeneous, pack, where hopefully the whole would be more than the sum of its parts in
contributing to the war effort.The “WAR” was in its making in the spring of 1944 and, as a nation,
we had not yet really begun to fight, because we couldn’t. We had truly become, as the
Japanese characterized us, a “Sleeping Giant.”Hitler had taken the whole of Europe for the Third
Reich, offering the sale of Jews to the world. But there were no takers; not even the Land of the
Free and the Home of the Brave, because we had lived in isolation, suffering our own problems
of the Great Depression.However, not wanting a war, the Japanese in the Pacific brought the war
to us in 1941 when the U.S. Army numbered only 175,000 men; ranked 16th in size, behind
Rumania. Having forgotten that the primary purpose of a federal government is national defense,
we proved that a small military force is an invitation for attack.So if we got lucky and worked hard
enough, there might be a very questionable chance that the United States would survive, even
though the odds were against it.No, there was no foregone conclusion that the U.S. even had a
future in 1941. It would simply cease to exist without the will and means to defend itself. But with
what? It took a total effort just to put bread on the table during the Great Depression.It was in the
1930’s that Japan and Europe faced the same problem, except they had decided to do
something about it. Japan, an island, needed expansion to acquire raw materials and resources.
Germany also needed resources and room for living, Lebensraum, which it had lost as a result
of World War One. So Hitler was indeed welcomed as a national hero by putting everyone to
work and promising that he could feed the world by controlling the fertile Ukraine of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.Why not? The Communists could not get the job done. They were not
even able to feed themselves. Stalin had starved over 300,000 people in his home state of
Georgia by shipping the food to Moscow to empower himself as leader of the U.S.S.R.;
executing another twenty million people to maintain his authority!Socialism was simply not
workable and would destroy civilization.According to whom? The United States? No.It was Hitler
who was the enemy of Communism.Charles Lindbergh, the LONE EAGLE and American folk
hero, along with Truman Smith (no relation to the author of THE WRONG STUFF), an Army
major who had been appointed as the U.S. Air Attaché in Berlin in 1935, agreed with Hitler that
Communism had to be stopped.However, this is not what President Roosevelt needed to save
the U.S. from the Japanese, who had been backed into a corner by U.S. trade sanctions.What
the U.S. needed was all the help and time it could get and why it had already allied itself with the
USSR and Britain against the Japanese and therefore – against Germany.But what about



America’s hero, Charles Lindbergh, who was apparently allied with the Nazis?The fact that
Germany’s Air Marshall Goering presented a medal to both Lindbergh and Smith made them
“Nazi sympathizers.”At least that was the opinion of President Roosevelt and his administration.
So the charge was then publicized by the press and noted broadcasters like Walter Winchell and
Drew Pearson that Lindbergh was unpatriotic.Thus, Lindbergh was silenced and Roosevelt went
on with the preparation for war against Japan and Germany in alliance with Churchill and
Stalin.Even so, it was not a “done-deal” that the Allies would win the upcoming war. In fact, it was
most unrealistic that the Allies could even hope to defeat the Axis powers on a world scale.By
1940 London had suffered the Nazi “Blitzkrieg” and Britain was on its knees, threatened with an
invasion of German forces.The U.S. finally enacted compulsory military service to try to build an
Army, even though the Axis – Japan, Italy and Germany – already had the largest military force in
history.No, the survival of the Allies at the beginning of the 1940’s did not even appear to be a
possibility. Yet, they did not give up and the “Sleeping Giant” finally started to awaken.Within 48
months, while the British, Soviets and Americans sacrificed their lives in a delaying action, the
United States was miraculously able to build a military force, as well as support the British and
Soviets.And while it was still far short of what was required to defeat the Axis – and the Eighth Air
Force had nearly been decimated in England; 1944 was destined to be a memorable year in
world history.So on April Fools Day 1944, Baumann’s Dog Show took the stage. Our billet was
not a Quonset hut, but the equivalent of a rather standard wooden barracks equipped with two
rows of twelve, single iron beds spaced perpendicularly to the two long walls for a total of twenty-
four bunks. There were windows in the long walls that were covered with blackout curtains. The
mattresses consisted of square “biscuits,” placed end-to-end for the length of the bed.The inside
of the roof doubled as the ceiling. Which is to say, the building was uninsulated and any heat
generated by the two small stoves, less than three feet high, rose upward and away from the
living space into the open attic.Thus, the first six feet or so above the concrete floor were
uncomfortably cold. It would have been totally unacceptable to prison inmates and good cause
for a riot by their prison standards. Yet, this was to be our home. The question was, for how long?
While our hope to escape the wet and cold English springtime weather was quickly dashed, our
reception was even more chilling.The four individuals who were grouped at the far end of the
open billet hardly acknowledged our entrance. And while we gave a cheery greeting and asked if
we could move in, the response was depressing.“Sure” one of them said, “Take any of those
bunks at that end. They’re still warm.”Then the group went back to its own.One of them wore a
leather A-2 jacket with Captain’s insignia and pilot’s wings. What the others were could not be
guessed, but we assumed they, like us, were the flying officers of two other crews.It turned out
that the dandy wearing a red satin robe with a white scarf around his neck and smoking a pipe,
as if he were to the manor born, was the Captain’s navigator. The other six were dressed in an
assortment of flight suits, long underwear and one wore a faded orange letterman sweater with a
big blue “B” on it.We tried to ignore their cynical un-welcome to us as we unpacked and put our
bunks in order, accepting the fact that we, as replacements, were at the bottom of the pecking



order and were naturally the intruders into their privileged and obviously very selective “club” of
aerial combatants, who literally made their living by killing intruders into their midst over enemy
occupied Europe.Perhaps it would have helped to have had some sort of a briefing about the
world of combat prior to being dropped into the middle of it. Except, there weren’t any experts
yet, because it was all part of a desperate “EXPERIMENT” to prove daylight bombing in the
hope of winning the war.Winning? There were no guarantees and we had already damned near
lost it before getting started. The prospects were definitely not good.So the question at the time
was not really so much about winning as it was in just surviving. It was to be a marathon and not
a quick sprint.The only bragging right of the 385th was that it had led the entire Eighth Air Force
on three attacks against Berlin at the beginning of March 1944, but nobody had been able to
bomb the target visually due to bad weather – until the third try.However, the Eighth Air Force,
led by the 385th Bomb Group, did finally hit BIG “B,” and that was certainly worth bragging about.
It was an accomplishment that, in time, I would learn to appreciate.It was not to Berlin, but it was
to Germany that I began with my FIRST mission on Saturday the 8th of April, 1944, just a week
after our arrival.MISSION #1Quakenbruck, Germany, 8 April 1944Saturday: 30 ships up (5:30
Flying Time)The Standard Operating Procedure was to break up a new crew and assign
individuals to more experienced crews for the first few missions in order to help them adjust to
the environment of combat.I was assigned to fly copilot for First Lieutenant Mullins, whom I
didn’t know and who made it clear that he was not interested in getting to know me. Later I would
realize it was best not to get to know anyone too well. Strangers die easier.The ship we were
assigned was the older model B-17 F, which weighed 32,000 pounds empty. However, it grossed
twenty-seven tons when loaded with 2,700 gallons of gasoline for fuel, which amounted to
22,000 pounds, and a bomb load of 6,000 pounds of high explosives, plus the weight of ten
crew members, equipment and heavy. 50 caliber ammunition for a dozen machine guns. This
meant it weighed five tons more than the popular German Mark IV tank, without the armor, and it
was expected to fly.Our position in our Group formation was “Purple Heart Corner,” better known
as “Coffin Corner,” which is the bottom ship in the bottom flight of the Low Squadron.The main
disadvantage in this position, unlike the High Squadron, was the inability to climb up and into the
Group for protection in case of lost power. Also in the game of “crack the whip,” the slightest
increase of power by the leader meant that we had to firewall it at the tail-end to try and keep
up.Thus, the position we were to fly deserved its identification as “COFFIN CORNER,”
sometimes called “PURPLE HEART CORNER.”The Group formation usually consisted of
twenty-seven aircraft, stacked in three Squadrons of nine aircraft each to form a “Box.” Spare
aircraft were sometimes attached to the High Squadron to fill in for aborting aircraft in case of
early malfunctions.While the plan view of a Bomb Group looks like an arrowhead, so does the
profile view, with the Lead Squadron as the point and the High and Low Squadrons forming the
barbs. No two aircraft fly at the same altitude, nor directly behind, nor ahead of each other. This
gives room for individual maneuvering and reduces the chances of colliding. According to the
book, ships were supposed to maintain a 50 foot separation.The B-17 “F” model has twelve .50



Caliber machine guns. The B-17 “G” model has thirteen .50 Caliber machine guns. The way the
aircraft are staggered in formation reduces, but does not eliminate, the chances of shooting into
each other. So with 30 aircraft put up for the Quackenbruck mission, we had almost 400
machine guns for protection – as long as we maintained “Group integrity”; which meant keeping
the “herd” packed together in tight formation.The key word was “together.” But having been given
twenty-seven tons of an old war-weary “bucket of bolts,” I doubted we could even get her up to
our assigned altitude of 27,000 feet and keep “together” with the others.And if that wasn’t
enough, we were also expected to ride this slow and heavy “flying bomb” just five miles above
Germany for most of the day in order to drop our three tons of bombs onto a well-defended
target before they could blow us up.It didn’t take a lot of experience to figure out just whose side
the odds favored. At the time, I didn’t know whether three tons of bombs made a bigger bang
than ten tons of 100-octane fuel. But then, it really didn’t make much difference since I was riding
right in the middle of it all!Another worry on my mind was that we were going to try to do this
tricky job at only a-hundred-and-fifty miles an hour. I wondered, “Do these people really know
what they’re doing?”Of course they didn’t. It was all an “EXPERIMENT”! The British had already
proved to their satisfaction that daylight bombing could not be done. So, it was no wonder that
the Eighth Air Force had the highest casualty rate of all U.S. Forces.Even so, it is noteworthy that
no bomb group of the Eighth Air Force had ever been forced to abort a mission by enemy
action.The best evaluation of U.S. strategic bombing was given by Albert Speer, the Minister of
Munitions for the Third Reich. He believed that if strategic bombing had started earlier and had
continued a bit longer, it would not even have been necessary to invade Germany, because it
would have been defeated by the inability to fight a war for a lack of resources. And that, of
course, was the theory of strategic bombing.But such a conclusion was after the fact and the
fact we faced at the time was that the theory had not yet been proved. And an even more
important fact on the 8th of April, 1944 was that I was betting my life on the success of this
unproven theory.Well, maybe not “its” success, but “my” success in surviving 25 combat
missions. It was a question constantly with me that would deprive me of sleep and food and any
pleasures I might consider. But, why had the goal been set at 25 combat missions?William J.
BellA P-47 Thunderbolt like “My Fran.”It really didn’t matter just how many missions we had to fly.
We were in the military and would try to do what we were ordered to do. However, curiosity
begged an answer as to why the particular number of 25 missions had been selected.The High
Command of the Eighth Air Force was responsible for the overall requirements of Plans and
Operations for the accomplishment of the Air Force’s Mission. They reviewed the objective and
the results in projecting the requirements: food, fuel, logistics, personnel, aircraft – down to every
nut and bolt. In fact, the air offensive had been delayed in the beginning due to a lack of proper
clothing for fighting the war in the sub-zero temperatures of high altitude flying.Therefore, the
number of missions to get the job done was not simply a number picked out of a hat, but it was
based on what could be expected to meet the requirements. And quite simply, the Air Force
could not count on flying personnel to survive beyond 25 missions. Thus, a tour of combat was



set at 25 missions.So, in the predawn hours of 8 April, 1944, as we were hauled in the back of a
6x6 truck to the mess hall, the briefing, the aircraft revetment and the wait to start engines, I
thought about how I had gotten into this mess in the first place.While it had been exciting to have
soloed an airplane on my sixteenth birthday in 1940, it was a small accomplishment compared
to James Cagney in “CAPTAIN OF THE CLOUDS,” a movie about a dashing Canadian bush-
pilot who volunteered for the Royal Air Force and was eventually given a bomber to fly.Nobody
had given me an airplane to fly back in 1938 when I was fourteen years old. I had saved up four
dollars for my first half-hour flying lesson.My flight instructor had been Johnny Erickson before
he’d gone to Canada to join the RAF. They gave him an airplane. Unfortunately, he was killed
shortly after his arrival in England.Two insurance agents, Ralph Cooley and C.E. Barr, had their
own airplane at the airport in Ponca City, Oklahoma, where I tried to learn aviation by osmosis –
being there, soaking it up, cleaning airplanes, bumming rides, listening to air stories, learning the
ground stuff and on rare occasions getting to learn the air stuff. Ralph and C. E. were
sympathetic to my ambition.Ralph became the Commander of the new local Civil Air Patrol that
was started in 1941 and he took me along as his observer, letting me fly.Since I had spent a
summer at Fort Sill in the Field Artillery with the Civilian Military Training Camp (having said I
was 16 when I was actually 15 in 1939), I was appointed the local CAP’s only Sergeant,
instructing a wide assortment of civilians in such things as close order drill.My greatest problem,
as Drill Sergeant, was keeping everyone in “goose-step” with a former World War One German
submarine sailor who had immigrated to the U.S. and – he even had his own airplane.In 1941
Ralph left Oklahoma and joined the RAF in Canada, where they gave him PBY Catalina Flying
Boats to ferry across the North Atlantic. It seemed that everyone except me had an airplane to
fly, even C.E. Barr who was left in Ponca City with the Luscombe that he and Ralph owned.Thus,
C.E. became my mentor and I became his “experimental” student. It was a good deal for the both
of us, because C.E. needed the practice the same as I, but for a different reason.The Battle of
Britain started the 10th of July 1940 when the German Luftwaffe began bombing Britain in
earnest. The Royal Air Force had only 704 serviceable aircraft, while the Germans possessed
1,392 bombers and 1,290 fighters. And by September the 7th, 1940 almost one fourth of the
R.A.F’s pilots had been lost.The Luftwaffe gave England hell. Through July and August the radar
sites and airfields were attacked along the south and eastern coasts. On the 24th of August,
1940, the first German bombs struck London, but it was a tactical mistake, because they had not
yet destroyed the R.A.F.The Royal Air Force consisted of volunteers from many nations,
including the Americans in the Eagle Squadron. It was to the R.A.F that Winston Churchill paid
tribute, saying that never had so many owed so much to so few, since their brave actions did, in
fact, convince Hitler to give up his intentions to invade England.However, the aerial attacks on
England continued to the point that it was unsafe to train pilots there and flying schools were
established in the United States. One such school was the #6 British Flying Training School
secured by the efforts of the community and aviation experts, such as Tommy Smyer, in Ponca
City, Oklahoma.I had gotten a job as a laborer, digging ditches and pouring concrete, during the



summer school break in 1941, in the construction of the #6 B.F.T.S. Darr School. And since it
was before Pearl Harbor and the Declaration of War by the U.S., the Royal Air Force training in
the U.S. was done under civilian contracts.Thus, my mentor, C.E. Barr wanted to be an instructor
at Darr School. So he practiced his instructing on me in order to qualify for his Instructor’s Rating
and we both taught each other about what should and should not be done. Like the time he
knocked the wind out of me by jabbing his fist into my stomach to teach me to “RELAX!”; proving
his point that the plane would still fly without my intense piloting.As C.E.’s “professional” student,
I told him that punching students in the gut, while very effective, was a teaching technique that I
was sure the British would not approve.By the next summer, having graduated high school and
joined the Air Corps, I worked as an aircraft dispatcher at Darr, assigning students to aircraft in
the Primary Flying School.So it was that airplanes and warfare belonged together and I had
signed my fate by wanting to fly airplanes.At least that was what I thought I wanted at the time. It
was simply my destiny. But how would it play out?Well, that’s what I was going to find out.On the
darkest of nights, at three-thousand feet up, it is possible to see the striking of a match at ground
level. So to witness the explosion of two bombers, loaded with fuel and bombs, colliding in the
dark is, at first-experience, overwhelming.Even though it must have been five miles away, I didn’t
hear it above the sound of engines, nor feel the impact of the blast. But twenty lives were snuffed
out and, except for the grace of God, it could have been us. And this wasn’t even the main
event.Even so, I sensed that the natural paralysis of such a shock had to be overcome in order
to function properly.We were just starting out and over friendly territory with nobody shooting at
us. And if flying itself wasn’t enough challenge, it was compounded by an unproven theory
(Somebody’s guess) that we might stop the Third Reich with airplanes.Well, it was admittedly an
act of desperation, because nothing else had stopped the Nazis. I mean NOTHING had been
able to halt the Third Reich in its progress toward total domination of Europe.There was no
longer even any standing room left on the Continent from which to fight. Britain’s foot soldiers
had been pushed into the sea at Dunkirk. This meant that the only fighting force left was the U.S.
Air Force for daylight bombing and the Royal Air Force for nighttime raids.Yes, it was truly an act
of desperation; the outcome of which would determine the future of civilization itself.It didn’t do
me any good to think about our disadvantage and the real possibility of our losing what was
turning into the largest war in history. But as true as it was, we had not yet won anything. Our
enemy was ahead of us in preparation and performance. So I preferred to ignore the
consequences and to focus on doing my duty for whatever good it would do for my country
somewhere down the line.The whole experience of taking off at night and climbing up through
the darkness to form up into the Group, plus the rarefied atmosphere at 10,000 feet, was literally
breathtaking.The sunrise was beautiful. Twenty-nine other B-17’s circling our assigned radio
“Buncher” beacon, jockeying for respective positions to fit into the formation, was quite an air-
show. And while I had flown practice formations, I had never seen so many Flying Fortresses in a
single group.And beyond our Group, other groups were forming up. I had never beheld so many
airplanes in the sky at one time. It was the most awesome experience of my life. Somehow I



knew that it was an historical phenomenon and felt that, if only in eternity, it was probably worth
whatever it would cost me to be a part of it.Mullins reminded me that I was more than just a
spectator to the event when he hit my arm and pointed to the engine gauges, the booster pump
switches and the supercharger levers.Getting into the rarefied air at 10,000 feet meant we
needed more power, especially to hold our place in formation; and it was obvious that our old
war-weary bird was not feeling very well. In truth, she was really one sick old bird.The Group was
formed and we set course for Germany, climbing for the designated altitude of 27,000 feet as we
went. But, damn it, it took everything we had to keep up at only 150 miles an hour. All of which
suggested that it was going to be one long day.Ahhh!!! That’s why the Group’s formation speed
was only 150 miles per hour; so that we could keep up. That was a great idea! Fastest was not
necessarily the best, because it was better to keep the herd together instead of stretched out
along the Bomber Stream where we could be picked off individually by the Luftwaffe.God help
anyone who was unfortunate enough to get left behind, because Air Marshall Hermann Goering
had ordered the Luftwaffe to take advantage of such odds and to knock down the
stragglers.GREAT! We hadn’t even gotten to Germany yet and, despite our desire and efforts
down in Coffin Corner, we were struggling and – straggling!Our old tired reluctant “dragon” was
draggin’. She groaned and argued all the way. The throttles were locked at full open and extra
power was added with the superchargers.Even 150 miles an hour seemed too much for her. I
couldn’t recall Jimmy Cagney having such power problems. All he had to worry about was
somebody shooting at him.Our battle was not with the Germans, but with the goddamned
equipment! The throttles were locked wide open and the power required to keep us in formation
had to be adjusted constantly with the supercharger levers for each of the four
engines.Somebody before us had recognized the problem and had attempted to solve it with
some jury-rigged, jill-farted extension levers that stuck up out of the control console like four
random sticks jammed into a puddle of mud.Since there was a separate “stick” for each of the
four engines, it was not possible to control them all with one hand.So, with his hands full with the
control wheel in one hand and grabbing at the power “sticks” with the other, I tried to assist
Mullins with my two hands. The whole procedure was as awkward and frustrating as a “slip-out”
during the critical moment in intercourse when all hands get in the way of each other.And this is
the way to go to war? It was ridiculous!We were so occupied in trying to get our act together that
I was unaware that we had reached our operating altitude of five miles above the earth.This
meant we were into the sub-stratosphere, which is a lethal environment. For without oxygen, you
are unconscious within ninety seconds! A few more seconds and you are dead!One of my duties
was to call for a “Crew Check” on the intercom every fifteen minutes, and everyone else was
supposed to check on each other for the effects of the treacherous anoxia, because it could
sneak up and kill you while you were in a state of euphoria.As we climbed higher the outside
ambient temperature lowered to fifty degrees below zero. The temperature inside was a bit
warmer in the nose, the cockpit and the radio room, but it was actually colder in the waist and
the tail than outside, because the slipstream from our four propellers drove the super-cold wind



into the open waist windows of the older “F” Model Fortress.Thus, the chill factor on our two
waist gunners must have been two-hundred degrees below zero!Waist gunners on the B-17 “F”
Model could be identified by what might appear as ugly “saber scars” on their cheeks; scarred
by frostbite from wind getting to their bare skin between helmet, goggles and oxygen mask. As
for touching any metal parts with bare hands it was to leave your skin on the metal.Even in the
relatively warmer cockpit I discovered that the condensation of my breath coming out of my
oxygen mask had frozen into icicles on my silk neck scarf. This caused me to consider my mask.
I squeezed on it and found that the insidious ice was cutting down my oxygen flow. So I
crunched it loose.While the thin and super cold air was a grim hardship on the human body, it
also worked against the performance of equipment and machinery. Guns could jam, bombs
hang up and –.DAMN! The #2 engine went wild!!!It was a “runaway” and Mullins called for me to,
“Feather Number Two!”Like the different gear ratios in a car, aircraft get different ratios of power
and thrust from the propeller pitch which can take greater or lesser bites from the air. A coarse
pitch takes a larger bite than a thin or flatter pitch. A coarse pitch, however, puts a greater load
on the engine and is reserved for cruising at slower rpm’s.Since reciprocal engines develop
higher horsepower at higher revolutions per minute, High RPM is used for taking off and also
emergency power with the propeller taking smaller bites in a flatter pitch.So besides the thin air
making it necessary to use superchargers, the colder air caused the hydraulic valves on the
controls to malfunction and the super-cold air also caused the propeller governor, that controls
the pitch of the prop, to change the propeller into flat pitch! Not a thin or fine pitch, but into a NO-
pitch mode.No pitch, no bite. No bite, no pull. No pull, no drag on the engine. And with no drag
on the engine, it’s a “runaway,” beating itself to death – until the feather-button I’d pushed started
to reconfigure the angle of pitch toward the other extreme of its range, taking larger bites of air
until it would stop in the full-feathered position.This limitation is called the “feathered” position,
because the prop, like a feather, is held in line with the flow of air across the airplane, which is
the designed purpose for feathering a prop, because it reduces the drag from the flat side of a
prop being pushed through the air when an engine fails.I knew that, but Mullins had just taught
me the un-designed use for the feathering button, which can be used to control a runaway
engine and still get some power from it, instead of shutting it down.All I had to do was to pull the
button out and unfeather the prop before it went into full feather and stopped. And when the
engine started to run away again, to push the feather-button in, and – so on and on with endless
repetition – while also helping Mullins jack around with the power “sticks.”I looked at Mullins, his
face covered by his oxygen mask, to see if the runaway engine would convince him to abort our
flight.We were somewhere over the North Sea and hadn’t yet reached enemy territory, so we
wouldn’t get credit for a mission if we turned back now, despite our best intentions and hard
work. But I was so pissed at the goddamned equipment that I was ready to settle for a non-
mission and start all over the next day.However, it wasn’t my call. It was up to Mullins. I don’t
know what he saw in my eyes, but I could see in his that Mullins was not even considering
turning back for England.DAMN IT!!! This meant I was going to have to ride the goddamned



feather-button all the way to Germany and back for the next eight hours. Already my fingers were
cramping from snapping in and snapping out the feather-button. I was also going to have to keep
working at adjusting the power to try to stay in formation.The job at hand reminded me, how as
kids, we tried to pat ourselves on the head with one hand and rub our stomachs at the same
time with the other hand. Flying was certainly not a glamorous business at all. In fact, it was
turning out to be pretty damned ludicrous.What was going to happen when the fighting started?
Well, I was going to die with a fuckin’ feathering button in my hand was what was going to
happen!In the midst of the tornado in my brain flashed G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES. What?
Why?My mind was in a search-mode for some answers and, lacking actual experience, was
trying to lock onto any reference to aerial combat.But, G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES?As a kid
between World Wars, like most kids, I read the World War One aerial adventures of G-8, wishing
and daydreaming of such high adventure. However, such adventure was not for me.Wrong!
Those daydreams were now turning into a nightmare, because I was not down there at only
5,000 feet hammering slugs from my Vickers machine gun into a Fokker D-VII. However, I was
up at 27 Angels busting my knuckles on a goddamned feathering button.Things were certainly
not going as I had expected, what with the malfunctioning equipment and the flak.FLAK?Well at
least I had expected the flak and sure enough it was there: billowing black puffs of smoke
announcing that we had finally arrived in German airspace over enemy occupied territory.And
although it was my first experience in combat, I didn’t need any explanation about the meaning
of flak.Just as my emotions were about to change from anger into fear of the exploding flak, I
was thrust back into anger, because the goddamned-monkey-fartin’-shit kickin’ #1 engine
started losing its power!!!Well, what the hell? It was hardly unexpected, because “shit happens.”
And when it does, it usually compounds itself.So it really didn’t surprise me to see the Group
slowly pulling away from us, leaving us quite alone over enemy occupied Europe as a straggler
with the #2 engine insisting on running away and then the supercharger on #1 failing to provide
power.Still flipping my feather-button, I stopped jiggling the superchargers, because we didn’t
have to worry about flying formation any more. We had become all alone, a group of one, a
straggler!I looked to Mullins, wondering if he had any other good ideas. It was like he was
hypnotized. He didn’t even see me. His sight and mind were still with the Group as it
disappeared ahead of us deeper into the flak. So we just sat there holding to the course, quite
alone.Since it was not Mullin’s nature to say anything, and I had no combat experience until the
flak started, I could only guess – and my guess was that we would just poop along until we got to
the target – by ourselves – or – we got shot down.At least I didn’t have to make myself crazy with
the “power sticks” any more. I would just play with the feathering button and wait.While we were
not able to catch up, we were able to hold our altitude; but at only 140 mph. There’s a saying
that, “You had to have been there to appreciate it,” except that there could be no appreciation nor
thankfulness to be stuck five miles above the middle of Germany, all alone, in a poopy old, worn
out war wagon. And, there was even more.Yep, if circumstances weren’t bad enough, our #4
engine also started losing power!That’s right. When shit happens there’s usually more on the



way and this looked to be my first and last mission. With good fortune in not getting blown up or
shot down, I might be spending the night in a prisoner of war camp.So, with only one seemingly
good engine out of four, the situation finally got Mullin’s attention. He came out of his trance and
gave me a brief glance.Fate had resolved our dilemma. We had no choice in the matter. With
major loss in power, we were definitely on our way down. The old bird simply couldn’t maintain
speed nor altitude. There were no other options. We – were – going – DOWN!!!Mullins banked to
the left, making a one-eighty degree turn for home, and we sacrificed altitude for a bit more
speed in the descent.By the time we reached Holland we had bled off 16,000 feet of altitude and
were down to 11,000 feet. It was good and bad in that altitude is an ally, as long as it’s below you.
All the sky in the world above you won’t help when the object is to keep from hitting the ground,
and we had already sacrificed too much of it for the distance we had yet to cover to get back
home.On the other hand, the air is more dense at lower altitude and superchargers are not
required. This meant that the #1 and #4 engines were regaining some of their strength and even
the #2 runaway engine became happier and more cooperative in the warmer air. So, when we
passed over the Zuider Zee in Holland we dropped our bombs into the water to lighten our load
and to improve the planes performance.“Hello Big Friend. This is your Little Friend at 3 o’clock.
Are you happy?”My eyes jumped to our right wingtip and a fighter pilot was waving at me from
an American P-47 Thunderbolt with the name “MY FRAN” painted on the side of its nose.Hot
Damnnn! It could just as easily have been a German pilot and none of our gunners had even
alerted us. But then, we wouldn’t have known what had hit us anyway.Mullins was tuned to the
intercom and I had been monitoring the fighter channel, so I waved back and told our Little
Friend that we were “happy” and asked if he could confirm our position.“Roger, Big Friend, stand
by” he said and jerked upward to gain altitude for a direct line-of-sight communications to his
control in England, while I listened to his quasi-coded transmission.“Hello Orange Grove, this is
Orange Peel. I need some Orange Juice: Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat Oats . . .”I
could not hear Orange Grove, because we were too low and the curvature of the earth
prevented line-of-sight reception from England. However, Orange Grove had immediately locked
onto Orange Peel’s transmission high above us; gave him the weather and location; which our
Little Friend relayed to us from his “perch” up at 30 Angels, or 30,000 feet above sea level.“Hello
Big Friend, this is your Little Friend at Thirty Angels. Your feet are wet (Over the Channel), but
you should have Chalky-Chalky-Chalky (White Cliffs of Dover) in about a half an hour on a QDM
(compass heading home) of two-seven-zero . . . Are you happy Big Friend?”I acknowledged that
we were indeed “happy” and – as mysteriously as he had arrived – he was gone.Five and a half
hours after we had started engines that morning we shut them down on our hardstand at Great
Ashfield. It felt great to be back home. But this was only the beginning – of what? The end?
FLAK: FLieger Abwehr Kannonen (Flyer Defense Cannons).THE FLAKCHAPTER 2Mechanical-
problems, people-problems, timing and plain luck. Those are the main ingredients to life and
certainly to that pressure cooker of life: COMBAT; which can serve as an excellent benchmark or
reference to normal life experiences. Think you’ve got a problem with losing your job or your



home? Think about it in relationship to losing your life.Besides sex and survival there is another
instinct with which we are provided to help us through life. It is the mysterious and usually
unpredictable SENSE OF HUMOR. It can be thought of as the lubricant that reduces friction and
the salve that eases the pain of outrageous fortune.Baumersbach, a copilot in our billet, had
ridden in the tail gunner’s position of our lead aircraft in order to watch the Group’s formation as
“eyes” for the leader on the Quakenbruck raid. That evening he complained of a strange feeling
in his private parts. A visit to the Flight Surgeon provided the answer to his mechanical
problem.Unlike the forward compartments of the ship, there is no heating in the tail gunner’s
position. Sometimes tail gunners were even provided a metal can with a concoction of powdered
milk, flavoring and a stick to stir the contents while on a long mission in order to make ice cream.
That’s how cold it really got in the tail, where the air was even colder than the inside of an ice
cream freezer.Tail gunners knew this, but not Baumersbach, nor any one else who had never
before been on a mission in the tail. So what had happened was, when he relieved himself into
the relief tube at minus-fifty degrees, he frostbit his penis.The fact he had been wearing an
electric flying suit (the precursor of electric blankets) did not change the law of Physics that
states: A warm wienny exposed to minus fifty degrees – even briefly – will be bitten by frost.It
might be said that Baumersbach’s misfortune was what broke the ice between the older crews
and us newcomers. Again, it was just a part of the great EXPERIMENT where much was left to
trial and, too often, error.Everybody, even Baumersbach, had a good laugh; proving that comedy
– usually based on tragedy – has healing properties.It also helped to warm the relationship
between all occupants of our billet when the whole Group had a “Stand Down” without a mission
on Sunday. We got better acquainted, freshened up with a shower a quarter of mile away in the
“Ablution,” which the “Limeys” (nickname for the British) called the showers; then had lunch in the
mess, which was another quarter mile hike for those who didn’t have a bicycle – like me.Yep, my
bike had been a nuisance at times, but I was glad I’d taken the trouble to put it on board the
brand new B-17G we had ferried to Nutts Corner, Ireland from Savannah, Georgia. After all,
there didn’t seem to be any regulation against it.The saying “if you have time to spare, travel by
air” could not have been more appropriate than for our flight across the Atlantic Ocean and to the
war, because the idea of going to “war” did give us pause. Like in, “time to spare.”We felt justified
in our reluctance, because it was customary to allow the troops at least a two weeks leave to see
their loved ones, for possibly the last time, before going overseas. However, it was a privilege
denied our crew.We were ordered from Drew Field at Tampa, Florida to report directly to
Savannah, Georgia, to pick up a new B-17 Flying Fortress and to fly it to Europe.Corky, our ball
turret gunner, assured us that we would have orders for leave awaiting us in Savannah. How did
he know that?Well, having had his schooling toward becoming a lawyer interrupted, he was the
“Barracks Lawyer” for our crew and claimed he knew about such things. Besides, just to make
sure, he’d sent a telegram to President Roosevelt to correct it.“Ohh God,” Moon exclaimed. “You
aren’t supposed to contact the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES! You’re not even allowed to
contact your Congressmen. There’s a war going on! They might even send us to Leavenworth



prison.”“And what?” Corky asked, “Shoot us before they send us off to combat to get shot?”I had
been the last to be assigned to Moon’s pick-up crew at Drew Field in Tampa, Florida, in
December 1943, shortly before my twentieth birthday in January. Prior to that, after graduating
from pilot training in the Class of 43-I at Douglas, Arizona, I had been in Columbia, South
Carolina, as a pick-up copilot on B-25’s. The leaders were survivors of the 30 SECONDS OVER
TOKYO group and they certainly knew how to fly the B-25 Mitchell medium bomber.By
comparison, the B-17 heavy bomber seemed very large to me with its 104′ wingspan. However,
Moon put me at ease from the very beginning and was tolerant of my inexperience. In fact, the
whole crew was very casual, had a great sense of humor and was the most non-military group I
had encountered in service.It didn’t seem to bother anyone but me that Ears appeared unable to
navigate us to the east or west coast of Florida. The reason he couldn’t find Florida that first
night I flew with them was simply because he couldn’t stay awake. But then, since it kept me
awake, he didn’t see any reason for both of us to worry about it and he went back to sleep.This is
not to suggest that the crew was not dedicated. Why, there was the one night we completed a
whole month’s practice bombing requirements on a single flight.After loading the bomb-bay with
hundred pound practice bombs, we loaded some more into the radio room and put another load
into the waist of the ship so we wouldn’t have to return from the bombing range to the base to
reload. That would have taken many more hours.Burnell engineered some headphones into the
bomb-bay where Ears and I hung onto the catwalk above the open bomb-bay doors and listened
for Eut to yell, “BOMBS AWAY!” from his bombardier’s position in the nose. The rest of the crew
passed the bombs to us hanging in the bomb-bay and we dropped them through the open
doors. Moon, alone in the cockpit, did all of the piloting himself.It was a good thing it had been
the darkest of nights so that I couldn’t see the ground below us as Ears and I hung in the open
bomb-bay wrestling the bombs into position and dropping them through our legs, because
height frightened me.When we had asked for the extra bombs from the Armament Officer, he
protested until we explained how we planned to get the job done.The assignment was to drop a
single bomb on each Bomb Run and not to salvo the entire lot. Therefore, the arming-wires in
the bom-bbay would not have to be used, since we could arm each bomb by hand just before we
dropped it. It would be as easy as – what? Falling off a log.“Just make sure you don’t fall out of
the damned bomb-bay,” the Armament Officer cautioned when he gave us the bombs and
complimented us on our dedication to duty.Yes, sir, we were dedicated alright – when
motivated.The extra effort in getting rid of our month’s required bombs in a single night earned
us the luxury of –. Well, we all felt the nurses on the Base deserved to know how much fun it
really was to fly at night. A couple of them agreed, or they wouldn’t have been waiting for us in
the dark at the end of the runway in the flight suits we had provided them.It was a non-sexual
affair shared by ten guys about to go overseas and two caring nurses. Everyone was on their
best behavior.Moon and I stayed in the cockpit while Carmen and Dyer put them aboard in the
waist. They were shown how to crawl back into the tail where Hill gave them a view from his gun
position. Rudy had Glenn Miller tuned in by the time they got to the radio room and Burnell went



back from his top turret to escort them forward through the bomb-bay to the flight deck, crowded
by the three of them and his top turret.The B-17 is a machine whose only purpose is that of
warfare. It was not built for comfort. It lacks the luxury of space in which to move about. It is even
more crowded than a submarine, without padding, and with hard corners and “grabbers” to poke
and to restrict your movement. But for one black-velvet night, there was at least one Flying
Fortress that seemed to share, if only so briefly, in an experience of tenderness.It was a bandage
of comfort that the nurses brought aboard in their caring about what it was that we did. Everyone
a gentleman, yet like a child, proudly showing off for recognition from a surrogate “mother.”Ears
and Eut guided our guests down and forward into their shared “office” in the nose, which they
had made more comfortable with lifesaving cushions. There were no refreshments to be offered,
but they weren’t needed. In a place between heaven and earth, with the heavy drone of the four
Wright Cyclone engines in the background, Glenn Miller’s orchestra personally serenading from
the earphones and the dancing of lights below. The flight was one of pleasure, yet haunted by
melancholy.Too soon, it seemed, it was time to go overseas, so we gave our old “Crew-Car,”
which we had all chipped in to buy, along with more than enough gas ration coupons, to a girl
who happened to work in the PX. We had overheard that her husband, a ball-turret gunner, had
been shipped overseas, she had a child, and her commute to and from work was a long bus
ride. So, we all decided to give her our car, with plenty of gas coupons. In return, she gave us her
gratitude, along with the memory of the tears in her eyes. Then we left for Savannah, Georgia, to
pick up our new airplane.Corky was right. A direct order from our Commander-in-Chief,
President Roosevelt, awaited our arrival in Savannah. And while leave orders for two weeks at
home made us very happy, everyone else at Savannah was equally unhappy with us.Fourteen
days is not much time when commercial air transportation required a Priority, which we didn’t
have, and bus or rail travel would eat up a week’s time for both ways. I opted for the train: three
days and two nights in a chair car through assorted connections to Ponca City, Oklahoma, to
see my mother, brother and not many friends, as everyone was off to the war.The good news
was that my dad arranged to catch a ride in a C-47 Troop Carrier transport, who favored him with
an overnight stop in Ponca City, and we both flew back with them to Grenada, Mississippi. From
there I caught a ride the next day in a cross-country AT-6 trainer to Augusta, Georgia, and then
took a bus to Savannah, Georgia. Thus, my leave time was mainly spent in travailing half way
across the United States and back. However, it was well worth the effort to be with family.Based
on the philosophy of smelling the roses along the way, we did our best to hook some “sniffies” as
we slowly made our way to the European Theater of Operations from Savannah, Georgia.Out of
the ten of us, there was always one who qualified to be put into hospital so that the other nine
could take the opportunity to see the sights.When Moon discovered I had a temperature just
before departure from Savannah, because I was trying to cut a wisdom tooth, he told me to
report to Sick Call, but not to tell them about my inflamed gum. “Let ’em try and figure it out.”THE
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SCRIPTUMMISSIONSINDEXFOREWORDTruman Smith’s war was in the skies of Europe, while
mine was on the islands of the Pacific. Even so, a world apart, the contrast of our experiences
has served as a bond to our half-century friendship.We met as students on the G.I. Bill after the
war at the Pasadena Playhouse. And while we both went into various roles as Story Tellers in
Hollywood, we overlooked our personal stories. However, True has finally given us an exciting
part of his life in THE WRONG STUFF.If I were asked to direct a reader of this story, I would
suggest it be read with the mind of a 1940’s twenty year old; in some ways more naive than a
twenty year old of today. For this a period piece, not contemporary, and should be regarded as a
unique piece of history and given consideration a reading Steinbeck of the 1930’s or Hemingway
of the 1920’s.Unlike the postwar “ME” generation, the very real question of whether we would
win or lose the war made us a “WE” generation. In transition from a Great Depression,
SURVIVAL, not self-gratification, was crucial.TRUE points out the basic instincts of survival and
sex that drives us humans, but it is survival to which he gives the higher priority in telling it like it
was. This is not to say that he ignores the cause of the postwar Baby Boom. God knows, fighting
men, out of necessity, generate a lot of testosterone. Yet, in honesty, sex lacked the exuberance
exploited in today’s entertainment.While certainly entertaining, the purpose of THE WRONG



STUFF is in telling it like it was, because it is not a novel, but THE REAL STUFF.BURT
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REAL STUFF.BURT KENNEDY, screenwriter, producer, and director, is the author of BURT
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with a similar career, Truman Smith asked for my reaction to his story THE WRONG STUFF. My
first response was that the title was wrong, because it suggested the flip side of the popular hero
image.However, into reading the book I realized the abundance of THE WRONG STUFF in the
grim reality of flying combat in the hostile skies of Europe during World War Two and I recalled
another dear friend of mine in cadet training, killed in a midair collision of two B-17 bombers. Not
yet in combat, 20 young men snuffed out, because somebody did something “WRONG.”But
would anyone really want to re-suffer the agonies dredged up by THE WRONG STUFF?Yes.
There was the then young bride whose husband, a ball turret gunner on a B-17 crew, did not
return. Other wives, mothers, fathers, friends, children and now grandchildren yearned for
information about their loved ones no longer alive. Maybe it was wrong for Truman to open the
Pandora’s Box. On the other hand, some incidents cannot be closed until they are better
understood.Truman Smith brings a unique insight into his Right of Passage, both terrifying as
well as humorous, which he shared with others confronted by the ultimate test of combat in the
persistent shadow of THE WRONG STUFF.Being with Truman in the cockpit is to experience
and to know the challenges. Being with him in London, rushing to live his fullest before THE
WRONG STUFF ends his tomorrows, is to know the frustration of losing a “sure thing” in the
blackout.This is an exciting adventure for those who were and for those who were not
there.Carlton F. WeberLt. Colonel, U.S. Air Force, RetiredFOREWORDAs a longtime friend with
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another dear friend of mine in cadet training, killed in a midair collision of two B-17 bombers. Not
yet in combat, 20 young men snuffed out, because somebody did something “WRONG.”But
would anyone really want to re-suffer the agonies dredged up by THE WRONG STUFF?Yes.
There was the then young bride whose husband, a ball turret gunner on a B-17 crew, did not
return. Other wives, mothers, fathers, friends, children and now grandchildren yearned for
information about their loved ones no longer alive. Maybe it was wrong for Truman to open the
Pandora’s Box. On the other hand, some incidents cannot be closed until they are better
understood.Truman Smith brings a unique insight into his Right of Passage, both terrifying as
well as humorous, which he shared with others confronted by the ultimate test of combat in the
persistent shadow of THE WRONG STUFF.Being with Truman in the cockpit is to experience
and to know the challenges. Being with him in London, rushing to live his fullest before THE
WRONG STUFF ends his tomorrows, is to know the frustration of losing a “sure thing” in the
blackout.This is an exciting adventure for those who were and for those who were not
there.Carlton F. WeberLt. Colonel, U.S. Air Force, RetiredPREFACEAs the author of The Wrong
Stuff I am grateful to the University of Oklahoma Press for their courage in breaking with the
tradition of publishing scholarly works by printing my unscholarly effort to tell it like it was in the
greatest air war in history.This prologue is also an epilogue, in that it is both a beginning and an
ending, a survey of the actions and reactions to the book. It might be called “foresight” and
“hindsight,” as I attempt to give the reader an in-sight into the experience of its production and
reception.I was both elated and disappointed when the first printing by Southern Heritage Press
sold out, concluding our agreement, and leaving me a Successful Failure as an author – without
books to sell. The book’s popularity had exceeded my expectations by being accepted into the
Air Force Museum; the American Air Museum at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford, England;
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space Museum in Washington D.C.; the Mighty 8th
Air Force Museum in Savannah, GA; the Pima Air Museum in Tucson, AZ; the Commemorative
Air Force in Midland, TX; the 385th Bomb Group Memorial and Museum in Perle, Luxembourg;
Texas Military Forces Museum, Austin, TX; Flight of the Phoenix Aviation Museum, Gilmore, TX;
Wisconsin Veterans Museum, Madison, WI; Grant County Museum, Ulysses, KS; Sam Houston
Memorial Museum, Huntsville, TX; and by readers from around the world. It had even been
required reading at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, CO.Okay, it was a good
start, but I did not have any more books to fill outstanding orders. While Carlton F. Weber, a
longtime friend and retired Air Force Lt. Colonel, had encouraged (and even pushed) me into
writing the book, it was Nedwin C. Hockman, Emeritus Professor of Film and Video Studies at
OU, also a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel and a very biased friend, who took his copy of The
Wrong Stuff to the OU Press and recommended they get it back in print.I couldn’t help but think



how ironic it was that, in the beginning, an agent in New York had judged the book unworthy,
because it was about World War II, which had happened a long, long time ago, and, therefore,
that nobody would be interested in it. But then, that was before Tom Brokaw brought forth The
Greatest Generation.So how did readers feel about The Wrong Stuff?One of the first readers to
contact me was a seventeen-year-old girl in England, who admired the B-17 Flying Fortress. She
sent me a picture of a B-17 mural on the wall of her room. My response to her was, “Ohhh, to B-
Seventeen . . . again.” She wrote a review on Ebook Library.com: “Truman is a truly great person,
and I love his style of writing. If this book was written in a conventional literary style, you would
lose the fact that he was one of many thousands to have had similar experiences.” I found it
interesting that she later went to college and arranged to join the Royal Air Force as an airborne
electronics specialist.Not everyone was as forgiving of my style. A reader from South Africa
objected to my “off-putting” style, because of my “capitalisation” and “italicisation” – spelled with
“s’s” in place of “z’s.” Even so, I think he did the honourable thing by saying that The Wrong Stuff
was a “valuable addition” to his library.As for the capitalization, I was merely trying to overcome
the limitations of page size when it came to such things as describing the sound of two fifty-
caliber machine guns firing with their muzzles only inches above my head. For when the fighters
are coming in to kill you and you see their guns blazing, the reaction is more deserving of a “B-R-
R-R-R-R-R-R-O-O-O-O-O-M-M-M!” instead of a “bangy-bangy” in print.A reviewer from Tel Aviv,
Israel, wrote: “This book takes you with the pilot to bombing flights over Europe thirty-five times.
It’s a good book, full of detail (how does the author remember all that small stuff, from fifty years
ago?), and a casual, fun read. Why isn’t there a movie??? There’s a lot of good material here!
The ‘worst’ part, the two hundred enemy planes battle, should not be left un-movied!”This
question of remembering and recall has come up several times. It has also amazed me, and I
have given it much attention after the book came out, because, like the Dalai Lama answering
an interviewer about recalling some of his former incarnations replied, “Sometimes I can’t even
remember what I did yesterday.” And so it is with me.The really important events in life just have
more sticking power. But what about “all that small stuff”? Did some readers think I was just
making things up?As I mention in the book, all humans are programmed with the instincts of sex
and survival. It’s a great design concept, or we would not be here. Not mentioned in this book are
the technical aspects of the survival process.In the beginning it started with, and still remains,
the amygdala, which is central to the primitive brain and is triggered by emotion, responding to
anger, avoidance, defensiveness, and fear. In other words, if someone is shooing to kill you –
you are likely to remember it. But what about the “small stuff”?I went through my logbook and
notes. My mother had saved all of my letters as well as newspaper articles (not clippings, but
entire newspapers). I also referred to old histories and reference materials and to personal
contacts. Like Moon Baumann, who had asked, “Do you remember the time Burnell had to shit
in his helmet?” This might be considered “small stuff” now, but not for Burnell at the time – just
before the fighters attacked.So as I wrote down these things (at maybe three in the morning in a
trance, or hypnotic state) a mental door opened and many details come forth. I feel that the book



had written itself. I thought I had forgotten some things. It was like opening Pandora’s box, and
some things would have best been left forgotten.I have so far received only one verbal objection
to the use of profanity, which the lady retracted when someone, unknown to me, told her, “If
you’re going to tell it like it was, which Truman did in his book, then you have to TELL IT LIKE IT
WAS!” Of course you do, because war itself is most profane. So now, if you too should become
entranced through the magic of literature, join with me in doing “The Wrong Stuff.”Truman J.
“Smitty” SmithLt. Colonel, Retired, United States Air ForceMember of the Distinguished Flying
Cross SocietyPREFACEAs the author of The Wrong Stuff I am grateful to the University of
Oklahoma Press for their courage in breaking with the tradition of publishing scholarly works by
printing my unscholarly effort to tell it like it was in the greatest air war in history.This prologue is
also an epilogue, in that it is both a beginning and an ending, a survey of the actions and
reactions to the book. It might be called “foresight” and “hindsight,” as I attempt to give the reader
an in-sight into the experience of its production and reception.I was both elated and
disappointed when the first printing by Southern Heritage Press sold out, concluding our
agreement, and leaving me a Successful Failure as an author – without books to sell. The book’s
popularity had exceeded my expectations by being accepted into the Air Force Museum; the
American Air Museum at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford, England; the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Air and Space Museum in Washington D.C.; the Mighty 8th Air Force
Museum in Savannah, GA; the Pima Air Museum in Tucson, AZ; the Commemorative Air Force
in Midland, TX; the 385th Bomb Group Memorial and Museum in Perle, Luxembourg; Texas
Military Forces Museum, Austin, TX; Flight of the Phoenix Aviation Museum, Gilmore, TX;
Wisconsin Veterans Museum, Madison, WI; Grant County Museum, Ulysses, KS; Sam Houston
Memorial Museum, Huntsville, TX; and by readers from around the world. It had even been
required reading at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, CO.Okay, it was a good
start, but I did not have any more books to fill outstanding orders. While Carlton F. Weber, a
longtime friend and retired Air Force Lt. Colonel, had encouraged (and even pushed) me into
writing the book, it was Nedwin C. Hockman, Emeritus Professor of Film and Video Studies at
OU, also a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel and a very biased friend, who took his copy of The
Wrong Stuff to the OU Press and recommended they get it back in print.I couldn’t help but think
how ironic it was that, in the beginning, an agent in New York had judged the book unworthy,
because it was about World War II, which had happened a long, long time ago, and, therefore,
that nobody would be interested in it. But then, that was before Tom Brokaw brought forth The
Greatest Generation.So how did readers feel about The Wrong Stuff?One of the first readers to
contact me was a seventeen-year-old girl in England, who admired the B-17 Flying Fortress. She
sent me a picture of a B-17 mural on the wall of her room. My response to her was, “Ohhh, to B-
Seventeen . . . again.” She wrote a review on Ebook Library.com: “Truman is a truly great person,
and I love his style of writing. If this book was written in a conventional literary style, you would
lose the fact that he was one of many thousands to have had similar experiences.” I found it
interesting that she later went to college and arranged to join the Royal Air Force as an airborne



electronics specialist.Not everyone was as forgiving of my style. A reader from South Africa
objected to my “off-putting” style, because of my “capitalisation” and “italicisation” – spelled with
“s’s” in place of “z’s.” Even so, I think he did the honourable thing by saying that The Wrong Stuff
was a “valuable addition” to his library.As for the capitalization, I was merely trying to overcome
the limitations of page size when it came to such things as describing the sound of two fifty-
caliber machine guns firing with their muzzles only inches above my head. For when the fighters
are coming in to kill you and you see their guns blazing, the reaction is more deserving of a “B-R-
R-R-R-R-R-R-O-O-O-O-O-M-M-M!” instead of a “bangy-bangy” in print.A reviewer from Tel Aviv,
Israel, wrote: “This book takes you with the pilot to bombing flights over Europe thirty-five times.
It’s a good book, full of detail (how does the author remember all that small stuff, from fifty years
ago?), and a casual, fun read. Why isn’t there a movie??? There’s a lot of good material here!
The ‘worst’ part, the two hundred enemy planes battle, should not be left un-movied!”This
question of remembering and recall has come up several times. It has also amazed me, and I
have given it much attention after the book came out, because, like the Dalai Lama answering
an interviewer about recalling some of his former incarnations replied, “Sometimes I can’t even
remember what I did yesterday.” And so it is with me.The really important events in life just have
more sticking power. But what about “all that small stuff”? Did some readers think I was just
making things up?As I mention in the book, all humans are programmed with the instincts of sex
and survival. It’s a great design concept, or we would not be here. Not mentioned in this book are
the technical aspects of the survival process.In the beginning it started with, and still remains,
the amygdala, which is central to the primitive brain and is triggered by emotion, responding to
anger, avoidance, defensiveness, and fear. In other words, if someone is shooing to kill you –
you are likely to remember it. But what about the “small stuff”?I went through my logbook and
notes. My mother had saved all of my letters as well as newspaper articles (not clippings, but
entire newspapers). I also referred to old histories and reference materials and to personal
contacts. Like Moon Baumann, who had asked, “Do you remember the time Burnell had to shit
in his helmet?” This might be considered “small stuff” now, but not for Burnell at the time – just
before the fighters attacked.So as I wrote down these things (at maybe three in the morning in a
trance, or hypnotic state) a mental door opened and many details come forth. I feel that the book
had written itself. I thought I had forgotten some things. It was like opening Pandora’s box, and
some things would have best been left forgotten.I have so far received only one verbal objection
to the use of profanity, which the lady retracted when someone, unknown to me, told her, “If
you’re going to tell it like it was, which Truman did in his book, then you have to TELL IT LIKE IT
WAS!” Of course you do, because war itself is most profane. So now, if you too should become
entranced through the magic of literature, join with me in doing “The Wrong Stuff.”Truman J.
“Smitty” SmithLt. Colonel, Retired, United States Air ForceMember of the Distinguished Flying
Cross SocietyPREFACEAs the author of The Wrong Stuff I am grateful to the University of
Oklahoma Press for their courage in breaking with the tradition of publishing scholarly works by
printing my unscholarly effort to tell it like it was in the greatest air war in history.This prologue is



also an epilogue, in that it is both a beginning and an ending, a survey of the actions and
reactions to the book. It might be called “foresight” and “hindsight,” as I attempt to give the reader
an in-sight into the experience of its production and reception.I was both elated and
disappointed when the first printing by Southern Heritage Press sold out, concluding our
agreement, and leaving me a Successful Failure as an author – without books to sell. The book’s
popularity had exceeded my expectations by being accepted into the Air Force Museum; the
American Air Museum at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford, England; the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Air and Space Museum in Washington D.C.; the Mighty 8th Air Force
Museum in Savannah, GA; the Pima Air Museum in Tucson, AZ; the Commemorative Air Force
in Midland, TX; the 385th Bomb Group Memorial and Museum in Perle, Luxembourg; Texas
Military Forces Museum, Austin, TX; Flight of the Phoenix Aviation Museum, Gilmore, TX;
Wisconsin Veterans Museum, Madison, WI; Grant County Museum, Ulysses, KS; Sam Houston
Memorial Museum, Huntsville, TX; and by readers from around the world. It had even been
required reading at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, CO.Okay, it was a good
start, but I did not have any more books to fill outstanding orders. While Carlton F. Weber, a
longtime friend and retired Air Force Lt. Colonel, had encouraged (and even pushed) me into
writing the book, it was Nedwin C. Hockman, Emeritus Professor of Film and Video Studies at
OU, also a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel and a very biased friend, who took his copy of The
Wrong Stuff to the OU Press and recommended they get it back in print.I couldn’t help but think
how ironic it was that, in the beginning, an agent in New York had judged the book unworthy,
because it was about World War II, which had happened a long, long time ago, and, therefore,
that nobody would be interested in it. But then, that was before Tom Brokaw brought forth The
Greatest Generation.So how did readers feel about The Wrong Stuff?One of the first readers to
contact me was a seventeen-year-old girl in England, who admired the B-17 Flying Fortress. She
sent me a picture of a B-17 mural on the wall of her room. My response to her was, “Ohhh, to B-
Seventeen . . . again.” She wrote a review on Ebook Library.com: “Truman is a truly great person,
and I love his style of writing. If this book was written in a conventional literary style, you would
lose the fact that he was one of many thousands to have had similar experiences.” I found it
interesting that she later went to college and arranged to join the Royal Air Force as an airborne
electronics specialist.Not everyone was as forgiving of my style. A reader from South Africa
objected to my “off-putting” style, because of my “capitalisation” and “italicisation” – spelled with
“s’s” in place of “z’s.” Even so, I think he did the honourable thing by saying that The Wrong Stuff
was a “valuable addition” to his library.As for the capitalization, I was merely trying to overcome
the limitations of page size when it came to such things as describing the sound of two fifty-
caliber machine guns firing with their muzzles only inches above my head. For when the fighters
are coming in to kill you and you see their guns blazing, the reaction is more deserving of a “B-R-
R-R-R-R-R-R-O-O-O-O-O-M-M-M!” instead of a “bangy-bangy” in print.A reviewer from Tel Aviv,
Israel, wrote: “This book takes you with the pilot to bombing flights over Europe thirty-five times.
It’s a good book, full of detail (how does the author remember all that small stuff, from fifty years



ago?), and a casual, fun read. Why isn’t there a movie??? There’s a lot of good material here!
The ‘worst’ part, the two hundred enemy planes battle, should not be left un-movied!”This
question of remembering and recall has come up several times. It has also amazed me, and I
have given it much attention after the book came out, because, like the Dalai Lama answering
an interviewer about recalling some of his former incarnations replied, “Sometimes I can’t even
remember what I did yesterday.” And so it is with me.The really important events in life just have
more sticking power. But what about “all that small stuff”? Did some readers think I was just
making things up?As I mention in the book, all humans are programmed with the instincts of sex
and survival. It’s a great design concept, or we would not be here. Not mentioned in this book are
the technical aspects of the survival process.In the beginning it started with, and still remains,
the amygdala, which is central to the primitive brain and is triggered by emotion, responding to
anger, avoidance, defensiveness, and fear. In other words, if someone is shooing to kill you –
you are likely to remember it. But what about the “small stuff”?I went through my logbook and
notes. My mother had saved all of my letters as well as newspaper articles (not clippings, but
entire newspapers). I also referred to old histories and reference materials and to personal
contacts. Like Moon Baumann, who had asked, “Do you remember the time Burnell had to shit
in his helmet?” This might be considered “small stuff” now, but not for Burnell at the time – just
before the fighters attacked.So as I wrote down these things (at maybe three in the morning in a
trance, or hypnotic state) a mental door opened and many details come forth. I feel that the book
had written itself. I thought I had forgotten some things. It was like opening Pandora’s box, and
some things would have best been left forgotten.I have so far received only one verbal objection
to the use of profanity, which the lady retracted when someone, unknown to me, told her, “If
you’re going to tell it like it was, which Truman did in his book, then you have to TELL IT LIKE IT
WAS!” Of course you do, because war itself is most profane. So now, if you too should become
entranced through the magic of literature, join with me in doing “The Wrong Stuff.”Truman J.
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Smith, July 1944INTRODUCTIONTHE RIGHT STUFF is an eloquent book written by Tom Wolfe,
about the creme de la creme of American pilots who were selected for the U.S. space program,
because they had THE RIGHT STUFF.Nature’s Law of Equal and Opposite balances the Good



with the Evil and the Right with the Wrong. Therefore, to arrive at THE RIGHT STUFF there had
to have been THE WRONG STUFF. For without the mistakes of yesterday, today’s technology
could not have evolved; which makes our Today, in which we live, a product of Yesterday.Thus,
the Yesterdays, with the Wrong Stuff, are essential for our Todays and Tomorrows, because it is
the mistakes and not the successes that give us wisdom to cope with the complexities of
life.Unlike lower forms of life, that are guided mainly by instincts, which are correct 90% of the
time, we humans, who are guided by logic, are fortunate if we are correct 50% of the time.So it is
that we parents – by instinct – attempt to instruct our progeny from the wisdom of our
experiences.However, not yet having acquired wisdom, our offsprings prefer to make their own
mistakes by ignoring our good intentions and advice.Even so, directed by some sort of futile
instinct to bequeath my hard-earned wisdom to my children, Rex and Simone, I’ve said to them,
“Did I ever tell you about the time I –.”“Yes, dad, I think you did.”Well, if they wouldn’t listen to my
experiences, I would write them down for the future when, much wiser, they could read and
appreciate my achievements. I even decided that the title for such accomplishments, under the
circumstances, would have to be WHO CARES?Had my life really been that boring; having been
born into the Great Depression; surviving the Great War; having lived on four continents;
explored the Great Andes and the Great Ebook Libraryas, crashing into the Ebook Library river;
majoring in Drama at the then Great Pasadena Playhouse and graduating BDH (Before Dustin
Hoffman); directing television in Hollywood, California? Had I really lived such a dull life?At least
MY WAR OF ’44 itself should be worthy of remembrance. Yet, I kept going back to the thought of
my children and – WHO CARES?Then one afternoon my wife, Margot, and I were taking care of
our granddaughters, Heather and Kayla, who were five and four years old, when Heather was
attracted to the television on which was featured the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.Contrary
to the notion of TV executives, that violence attracts an audience, such oversaturation of
brutality has actually immunized our society.Therefore, Heather and Kayla generally ignore the
ugly stuff on TV. On the other hand, television has educated them beyond their years. They can
discern the real from the make-believe rather well and are quite aware of the suffering produced
by warfare around the world.Heather, being older at five, is also mindful of the past and present,
gaining assurance that President Lincoln’s and President Washington’s wars were long ago and
not for her to worry about.So when television brought the Japanese attacking Pearl Harbor to
her, she somehow sensed it was different than the current wars of her time and asked me,
“Grandpa, is that your war?”I answered her that it was my war and reached for the world globe
we often refer to in helping them learn where they are and I explained that it had been a World
War and that I had actually fought my war on the other side of the world in Europe; hoping to give
her a sense of security by a separation of time and place.She put her finger next to mine on the
globe and asked, “Then we don’t have that war anymore, do we?”I assured her that we didn’t
have “that war” any more.Heather then looked at me with a smile and blew me away by saying,
“Thank you, grandpa.”Wow!Somebody did care.Then others expressed an interest; mainly
young men who had been boys, too young to have participated in Vietnam.Vietnam was fought



nobly by American troops, but disgraced by Presidents and Congressmen with their Wrong
Stuff.Vietnam . . . Hard to believe that it had happened so long ago. Korea? Even longer. And
World War Two?“Now, that was a glamorous and romantic war.”Well, that’s what I’ve been told –
by those who weren’t there.“Back then we did it RIGHT.”“We did it RIGHT?”“Well, we didn’t have
the disgrace of the MIAs, because all of those missing in action back then were accounted
for.”Well, let’s try to set the record straight.Over 20,000 American servicemen, captured by the
Germans, and recaptured by the Soviets during World War Two, were and are still missing. Not
2,000, but over 20,000 Americans captured in Europe have never been accounted for. There
was also a like number in the Pacific, where the Japanese preferred killing them rather than
taking prisoners.President, former General, Eisenhower was forced to abandon them and their
plight when it became necessary to stop the Communists in Korea. Such a decision had to have
broken his heart.So what was WRONG and what was RIGHT?Any sane concept of right and
wrong in warfare is flawed, because war is insane – and the rules are quite different.Good Guys
don’t win wars. Victory goes to the Bad guys. Even a domestic war against crime will never
succeed unless criminals are made to suffer more than their victims.The “Japs,” as they were
called, who attacked Pearl Harbor and committed gross war crimes, and the Nazis, who killed
their own citizens, as well as the Soviets, who killed even millions more of their own citizens,
were the Bad Guys in our own Good Guy viewpoint. But as bad as they were, they were finally
defeated by the “Good Guys,” because we were better at being bad than they were.No?We’re
the only sonsabitches in the history of the world to have dropped atomic bombs on civilians. And
as bad as that was, we created more destruction and killed even more women, children and
elderly with the conventional bombing of Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin and countless other
targets.“When in doubt, aim for the church in the middle of town where most of them live.”Was it
wrong or right?Since we had convinced our enemies that we had the means and the will to be –
not only the Bad Guys, but the worst in the history of the world – we avoided World War Three.
So most would have to agree that doing the wrong stuff actually turned out to be
right.“Glamorous?” “Romantic?”“Well, at least it had the support of the people and as a result it
didn’t last as long as Vietnam.”However, the length of a war is not the only criteria. The Vietnam
War lasted five times longer than the war of the Eighth Air Force in Europe. Yet, the Eighth Air
Force lost 8,314 bombers and 60,376 air crewmen with 79,265 casualties in less than 36
months. Just try to imagine it.The Eighth Air Force suffered higher losses than any other U.S.
Force in War Two. And what a force it was!How many airplanes have you ever seen in the sky at
one time? Maybe ten? Have you ever seen a hundred planes in the air at the same time? Two
hundred? Five hundred? Can you even imagine the sight of a thousand airplanes?How then can
you possibly comprehend an air armada of TWO THOUSAND AIRPLANES? – as far as the eye
can see in any direction . . . AIRPLANES!!! It was truly – AWESOME!!!Yet, more than four times
as many that had flown away from England on a single mission in such an armada would never
return from the aerial battleground above enemy-occupied Europe.General James Dolittle said,
“The world had never seen combat like this and I pray they never will (again).”The danger is in



not knowing. And in knowing, not remembering the way it was.“But can you remember enough of
the Wrong Stuff to write it down?” a young writer asked me. “Can you recall such things as the
weather with any clarity?”“Oh, YES!” I told him, “I can recall it vividly. It was a dark and stormy
night . . .”And so it is that I begin.Put on some background music of the Big Bands of the forties;
mix in some Wagner and Von Suppe’s LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE. Turn the thermostat way
down cold. Try to forget the comforts of home and family. Get real depressed and let’s DO IT!Col.
E. Vandevanter, Jr. (center) first commanding officer of the 385th Bomb Group (Heavy) winds
down with other officers of the group after a mission. Col. Vandevanter was CO from the group’s
formation until August 1944.INTRODUCTIONTHE RIGHT STUFF is an eloquent book written by
Tom Wolfe, about the creme de la creme of American pilots who were selected for the U.S.
space program, because they had THE RIGHT STUFF.Nature’s Law of Equal and Opposite
balances the Good with the Evil and the Right with the Wrong. Therefore, to arrive at THE
RIGHT STUFF there had to have been THE WRONG STUFF. For without the mistakes of
yesterday, today’s technology could not have evolved; which makes our Today, in which we live,
a product of Yesterday.Thus, the Yesterdays, with the Wrong Stuff, are essential for our Todays
and Tomorrows, because it is the mistakes and not the successes that give us wisdom to cope
with the complexities of life.Unlike lower forms of life, that are guided mainly by instincts, which
are correct 90% of the time, we humans, who are guided by logic, are fortunate if we are correct
50% of the time.So it is that we parents – by instinct – attempt to instruct our progeny from the
wisdom of our experiences.However, not yet having acquired wisdom, our offsprings prefer to
make their own mistakes by ignoring our good intentions and advice.Even so, directed by some
sort of futile instinct to bequeath my hard-earned wisdom to my children, Rex and Simone, I’ve
said to them, “Did I ever tell you about the time I –.”“Yes, dad, I think you did.”Well, if they
wouldn’t listen to my experiences, I would write them down for the future when, much wiser, they
could read and appreciate my achievements. I even decided that the title for such
accomplishments, under the circumstances, would have to be WHO CARES?Had my life really
been that boring; having been born into the Great Depression; surviving the Great War; having
lived on four continents; explored the Great Andes and the Great Ebook Libraryas, crashing into
the Ebook Library river; majoring in Drama at the then Great Pasadena Playhouse and
graduating BDH (Before Dustin Hoffman); directing television in Hollywood, California? Had I
really lived such a dull life?At least MY WAR OF ’44 itself should be worthy of remembrance. Yet,
I kept going back to the thought of my children and – WHO CARES?Then one afternoon my
wife, Margot, and I were taking care of our granddaughters, Heather and Kayla, who were five
and four years old, when Heather was attracted to the television on which was featured the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.Contrary to the notion of TV executives, that violence attracts
an audience, such oversaturation of brutality has actually immunized our society.Therefore,
Heather and Kayla generally ignore the ugly stuff on TV. On the other hand, television has
educated them beyond their years. They can discern the real from the make-believe rather well
and are quite aware of the suffering produced by warfare around the world.Heather, being older



at five, is also mindful of the past and present, gaining assurance that President Lincoln’s and
President Washington’s wars were long ago and not for her to worry about.So when television
brought the Japanese attacking Pearl Harbor to her, she somehow sensed it was different than
the current wars of her time and asked me, “Grandpa, is that your war?”I answered her that it
was my war and reached for the world globe we often refer to in helping them learn where they
are and I explained that it had been a World War and that I had actually fought my war on the
other side of the world in Europe; hoping to give her a sense of security by a separation of time
and place.She put her finger next to mine on the globe and asked, “Then we don’t have that war
anymore, do we?”I assured her that we didn’t have “that war” any more.Heather then looked at
me with a smile and blew me away by saying, “Thank you, grandpa.”Wow!Somebody did
care.Then others expressed an interest; mainly young men who had been boys, too young to
have participated in Vietnam.Vietnam was fought nobly by American troops, but disgraced by
Presidents and Congressmen with their Wrong Stuff.Vietnam . . . Hard to believe that it had
happened so long ago. Korea? Even longer. And World War Two?“Now, that was a glamorous
and romantic war.”Well, that’s what I’ve been told – by those who weren’t there.“Back then we
did it RIGHT.”“We did it RIGHT?”“Well, we didn’t have the disgrace of the MIAs, because all of
those missing in action back then were accounted for.”Well, let’s try to set the record
straight.Over 20,000 American servicemen, captured by the Germans, and recaptured by the
Soviets during World War Two, were and are still missing. Not 2,000, but over 20,000 Americans
captured in Europe have never been accounted for. There was also a like number in the Pacific,
where the Japanese preferred killing them rather than taking prisoners.President, former
General, Eisenhower was forced to abandon them and their plight when it became necessary to
stop the Communists in Korea. Such a decision had to have broken his heart.So what was
WRONG and what was RIGHT?Any sane concept of right and wrong in warfare is flawed,
because war is insane – and the rules are quite different.Good Guys don’t win wars. Victory goes
to the Bad guys. Even a domestic war against crime will never succeed unless criminals are
made to suffer more than their victims.The “Japs,” as they were called, who attacked Pearl
Harbor and committed gross war crimes, and the Nazis, who killed their own citizens, as well as
the Soviets, who killed even millions more of their own citizens, were the Bad Guys in our own
Good Guy viewpoint. But as bad as they were, they were finally defeated by the “Good Guys,”
because we were better at being bad than they were.No?We’re the only sonsabitches in the
history of the world to have dropped atomic bombs on civilians. And as bad as that was, we
created more destruction and killed even more women, children and elderly with the
conventional bombing of Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin and countless other targets.“When in doubt,
aim for the church in the middle of town where most of them live.”Was it wrong or right?Since we
had convinced our enemies that we had the means and the will to be – not only the Bad Guys,
but the worst in the history of the world – we avoided World War Three. So most would have to
agree that doing the wrong stuff actually turned out to be right.“Glamorous?” “Romantic?”“Well,
at least it had the support of the people and as a result it didn’t last as long as



Vietnam.”However, the length of a war is not the only criteria. The Vietnam War lasted five times
longer than the war of the Eighth Air Force in Europe. Yet, the Eighth Air Force lost 8,314
bombers and 60,376 air crewmen with 79,265 casualties in less than 36 months. Just try to
imagine it.The Eighth Air Force suffered higher losses than any other U.S. Force in War Two. And
what a force it was!How many airplanes have you ever seen in the sky at one time? Maybe ten?
Have you ever seen a hundred planes in the air at the same time? Two hundred? Five hundred?
Can you even imagine the sight of a thousand airplanes?How then can you possibly
comprehend an air armada of TWO THOUSAND AIRPLANES? – as far as the eye can see in
any direction . . . AIRPLANES!!! It was truly – AWESOME!!!Yet, more than four times as many
that had flown away from England on a single mission in such an armada would never return
from the aerial battleground above enemy-occupied Europe.General James Dolittle said, “The
world had never seen combat like this and I pray they never will (again).”The danger is in not
knowing. And in knowing, not remembering the way it was.“But can you remember enough of the
Wrong Stuff to write it down?” a young writer asked me. “Can you recall such things as the
weather with any clarity?”“Oh, YES!” I told him, “I can recall it vividly. It was a dark and stormy
night . . .”And so it is that I begin.Put on some background music of the Big Bands of the forties;
mix in some Wagner and Von Suppe’s LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE. Turn the thermostat way
down cold. Try to forget the comforts of home and family. Get real depressed and let’s DO IT!Col.
E. Vandevanter, Jr. (center) first commanding officer of the 385th Bomb Group (Heavy) winds
down with other officers of the group after a mission. Col. Vandevanter was CO from the group’s
formation until August 1944.INTRODUCTIONTHE RIGHT STUFF is an eloquent book written by
Tom Wolfe, about the creme de la creme of American pilots who were selected for the U.S.
space program, because they had THE RIGHT STUFF.Nature’s Law of Equal and Opposite
balances the Good with the Evil and the Right with the Wrong. Therefore, to arrive at THE
RIGHT STUFF there had to have been THE WRONG STUFF. For without the mistakes of
yesterday, today’s technology could not have evolved; which makes our Today, in which we live,
a product of Yesterday.Thus, the Yesterdays, with the Wrong Stuff, are essential for our Todays
and Tomorrows, because it is the mistakes and not the successes that give us wisdom to cope
with the complexities of life.Unlike lower forms of life, that are guided mainly by instincts, which
are correct 90% of the time, we humans, who are guided by logic, are fortunate if we are correct
50% of the time.So it is that we parents – by instinct – attempt to instruct our progeny from the
wisdom of our experiences.However, not yet having acquired wisdom, our offsprings prefer to
make their own mistakes by ignoring our good intentions and advice.Even so, directed by some
sort of futile instinct to bequeath my hard-earned wisdom to my children, Rex and Simone, I’ve
said to them, “Did I ever tell you about the time I –.”“Yes, dad, I think you did.”Well, if they
wouldn’t listen to my experiences, I would write them down for the future when, much wiser, they
could read and appreciate my achievements. I even decided that the title for such
accomplishments, under the circumstances, would have to be WHO CARES?Had my life really
been that boring; having been born into the Great Depression; surviving the Great War; having



lived on four continents; explored the Great Andes and the Great Ebook Libraryas, crashing into
the Ebook Library river; majoring in Drama at the then Great Pasadena Playhouse and
graduating BDH (Before Dustin Hoffman); directing television in Hollywood, California? Had I
really lived such a dull life?At least MY WAR OF ’44 itself should be worthy of remembrance. Yet,
I kept going back to the thought of my children and – WHO CARES?Then one afternoon my
wife, Margot, and I were taking care of our granddaughters, Heather and Kayla, who were five
and four years old, when Heather was attracted to the television on which was featured the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.Contrary to the notion of TV executives, that violence attracts
an audience, such oversaturation of brutality has actually immunized our society.Therefore,
Heather and Kayla generally ignore the ugly stuff on TV. On the other hand, television has
educated them beyond their years. They can discern the real from the make-believe rather well
and are quite aware of the suffering produced by warfare around the world.Heather, being older
at five, is also mindful of the past and present, gaining assurance that President Lincoln’s and
President Washington’s wars were long ago and not for her to worry about.So when television
brought the Japanese attacking Pearl Harbor to her, she somehow sensed it was different than
the current wars of her time and asked me, “Grandpa, is that your war?”I answered her that it
was my war and reached for the world globe we often refer to in helping them learn where they
are and I explained that it had been a World War and that I had actually fought my war on the
other side of the world in Europe; hoping to give her a sense of security by a separation of time
and place.She put her finger next to mine on the globe and asked, “Then we don’t have that war
anymore, do we?”I assured her that we didn’t have “that war” any more.Heather then looked at
me with a smile and blew me away by saying, “Thank you, grandpa.”Wow!Somebody did
care.Then others expressed an interest; mainly young men who had been boys, too young to
have participated in Vietnam.Vietnam was fought nobly by American troops, but disgraced by
Presidents and Congressmen with their Wrong Stuff.Vietnam . . . Hard to believe that it had
happened so long ago. Korea? Even longer. And World War Two?“Now, that was a glamorous
and romantic war.”Well, that’s what I’ve been told – by those who weren’t there.“Back then we
did it RIGHT.”“We did it RIGHT?”“Well, we didn’t have the disgrace of the MIAs, because all of
those missing in action back then were accounted for.”Well, let’s try to set the record
straight.Over 20,000 American servicemen, captured by the Germans, and recaptured by the
Soviets during World War Two, were and are still missing. Not 2,000, but over 20,000 Americans
captured in Europe have never been accounted for. There was also a like number in the Pacific,
where the Japanese preferred killing them rather than taking prisoners.President, former
General, Eisenhower was forced to abandon them and their plight when it became necessary to
stop the Communists in Korea. Such a decision had to have broken his heart.So what was
WRONG and what was RIGHT?Any sane concept of right and wrong in warfare is flawed,
because war is insane – and the rules are quite different.Good Guys don’t win wars. Victory goes
to the Bad guys. Even a domestic war against crime will never succeed unless criminals are
made to suffer more than their victims.The “Japs,” as they were called, who attacked Pearl



Harbor and committed gross war crimes, and the Nazis, who killed their own citizens, as well as
the Soviets, who killed even millions more of their own citizens, were the Bad Guys in our own
Good Guy viewpoint. But as bad as they were, they were finally defeated by the “Good Guys,”
because we were better at being bad than they were.No?We’re the only sonsabitches in the
history of the world to have dropped atomic bombs on civilians. And as bad as that was, we
created more destruction and killed even more women, children and elderly with the
conventional bombing of Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin and countless other targets.“When in doubt,
aim for the church in the middle of town where most of them live.”Was it wrong or right?Since we
had convinced our enemies that we had the means and the will to be – not only the Bad Guys,
but the worst in the history of the world – we avoided World War Three. So most would have to
agree that doing the wrong stuff actually turned out to be right.“Glamorous?” “Romantic?”“Well,
at least it had the support of the people and as a result it didn’t last as long as
Vietnam.”However, the length of a war is not the only criteria. The Vietnam War lasted five times
longer than the war of the Eighth Air Force in Europe. Yet, the Eighth Air Force lost 8,314
bombers and 60,376 air crewmen with 79,265 casualties in less than 36 months. Just try to
imagine it.The Eighth Air Force suffered higher losses than any other U.S. Force in War Two. And
what a force it was!How many airplanes have you ever seen in the sky at one time? Maybe ten?
Have you ever seen a hundred planes in the air at the same time? Two hundred? Five hundred?
Can you even imagine the sight of a thousand airplanes?How then can you possibly
comprehend an air armada of TWO THOUSAND AIRPLANES? – as far as the eye can see in
any direction . . . AIRPLANES!!! It was truly – AWESOME!!!Yet, more than four times as many
that had flown away from England on a single mission in such an armada would never return
from the aerial battleground above enemy-occupied Europe.General James Dolittle said, “The
world had never seen combat like this and I pray they never will (again).”The danger is in not
knowing. And in knowing, not remembering the way it was.“But can you remember enough of the
Wrong Stuff to write it down?” a young writer asked me. “Can you recall such things as the
weather with any clarity?”“Oh, YES!” I told him, “I can recall it vividly. It was a dark and stormy
night . . .”And so it is that I begin.Put on some background music of the Big Bands of the forties;
mix in some Wagner and Von Suppe’s LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE. Turn the thermostat way
down cold. Try to forget the comforts of home and family. Get real depressed and let’s DO IT!Col.
E. Vandevanter, Jr. (center) first commanding officer of the 385th Bomb Group (Heavy) winds
down with other officers of the group after a mission. Col. Vandevanter was CO from the group’s
formation until August 1944.WHO, WHERE, WHENCHAPTER 1It was a dark and stormy night
when the ten of us arrived in the back of a 6x6 Army truck at the 550th “Werewolf” Squadron
Headquarters at Great Ashfield, East Anglia, England, where the 385th Bomb Group (Heavies)
was stationed. It seemed appropriate, if not prophetic, that it was April Fool’s Day in 1944.The
six enlisted men of our crew were taken care of first and escorted to their Quonset hut “billet,” as
the British call the barracks. Then we four officers were guided to our billet: 2nd Lt. Ernest
“Moon” Baumann (Pilot); 2nd Lt. Robert “Ears” Moody (Navigator); Flight Officer Robert “Eut”



Eutrecht (Bombardier) and me, 2nd Lt. Truman “Smitty” Smith, their twenty-year-old copilot.
Everyone on the crew was senior to me in age by an average of three years.For the sake of
simplicity each crew was identified by the name of the pilot. Thus, we were Baumann’s Crew;
although it might have been more appropriate to call us Baumann’s Dog and Pony Show –
without the pony, because each of us had been trained to perform our individual tricks or
specialties.Up in the nose and on the point was our bombardier, “Eut” Eutrecht, who was much
like an English Pointer; long and lean, always on the lookout and ready to point. After all, he was
the “Bomb-Aimer”–point the target and bomb it. He was focused and high strung. Some might
say nervous, but I think it was mainly his immaturity, since he was only twenty-one and even
physically he had not yet filled out his six-feet-two frame.By contrast our navigator, “Ears,” was
mellow, much like a patient golden retriever. He reminded me greatly of the actor Van Heflin in
his Academy Award winning performance as an alcoholic intellectual in “JOHNNY
EAGER” (1942). At twenty-four, and even with thinning blonde hair, “Ears” had not yet reached
the peak as an alcoholic-intellectual, but he seemed to have the potential. And when he applied
himself, he could even navigate us from A to Z. However, he was not always motivated to do it in
proper sequence, which often added suspense to our flights.Top Row: Robert “Ears” Moody,
Ernest “Moon” Baumann, Truman “Smitty” Smith, Robert P. “Eut” Eutrecht. Bottom Row: Henry J.
Burnell, Samuel Rudolfsky, Robert Carmen, John E. Corscadden, Herbert L. Hill, Fred L.
Dyer.“Moon” Baumann, our pilot, was of German lineage. By canine comparison, he was more
like a German shepherd, although a bit on the small side. Even so, his manner conveyed the
meaning of the saying: ”It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.”
So with a B-17 and its crew of ten, “Moon” was very much larger and more lethal than his 145
pounds.And as Moon’s copilot, I was his right-hand-man, or boy. Four years younger, I did
outweigh him by at least thirty pounds; more muscular than mental, because I still had a lot to
learn about flying and living. Even my temperament had not yet developed, because I suppose I
was more like a mongrel pup with a hint of coyote ancestry–chasing butterflies and mystified by
everything, including my own tail.Burnell was our flight engineer. Whatever airplane we flew
turned out to belong to him; the same as any car belongs to the little bulldog that has been left
inside of it. Most of the time he rode standing between Moon and me making note of the plane’s
performance, except when he was needed to operate the twin fifty-caliber machine guns in the
top turret just behind us.Aft of the top turret was the bomb-bay and aft of that was the radio
room, guarded by “Rudy” Rudolfsky, a quiet yet nervous little terrier. Rudy was probably the
smallest and the oldest on the crew who, to me, seemed totally out of place. I had the feeling
that he should be in some high school teaching Radio or Shop, but of all places, not flying
combat in a Flying Fortress.Aft of the radio room was the waist of the ship with two gunners:
Dyer, left waist and Carmen, right waist and armorer. Dyer was a likable Dachshund, while
Carmen, with his black hair and chiseled facial features resembled a stealth-like
Doberman.Midship in the ball turret on the belly of the plane, with the temperament of an Irish
Setter, was red-headed “Corky” Corscaddin.Finally, managing the twin-50’s in the tail was the



classic bloodhound from Appalachia, Herby Hill.This was Baumann’s Dog Show; an eclectic, yet
homogeneous, pack, where hopefully the whole would be more than the sum of its parts in
contributing to the war effort.The “WAR” was in its making in the spring of 1944 and, as a nation,
we had not yet really begun to fight, because we couldn’t. We had truly become, as the
Japanese characterized us, a “Sleeping Giant.”Hitler had taken the whole of Europe for the Third
Reich, offering the sale of Jews to the world. But there were no takers; not even the Land of the
Free and the Home of the Brave, because we had lived in isolation, suffering our own problems
of the Great Depression.However, not wanting a war, the Japanese in the Pacific brought the war
to us in 1941 when the U.S. Army numbered only 175,000 men; ranked 16th in size, behind
Rumania. Having forgotten that the primary purpose of a federal government is national defense,
we proved that a small military force is an invitation for attack.So if we got lucky and worked hard
enough, there might be a very questionable chance that the United States would survive, even
though the odds were against it.No, there was no foregone conclusion that the U.S. even had a
future in 1941. It would simply cease to exist without the will and means to defend itself. But with
what? It took a total effort just to put bread on the table during the Great Depression.It was in the
1930’s that Japan and Europe faced the same problem, except they had decided to do
something about it. Japan, an island, needed expansion to acquire raw materials and resources.
Germany also needed resources and room for living, Lebensraum, which it had lost as a result
of World War One. So Hitler was indeed welcomed as a national hero by putting everyone to
work and promising that he could feed the world by controlling the fertile Ukraine of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.Why not? The Communists could not get the job done. They were not
even able to feed themselves. Stalin had starved over 300,000 people in his home state of
Georgia by shipping the food to Moscow to empower himself as leader of the U.S.S.R.;
executing another twenty million people to maintain his authority!Socialism was simply not
workable and would destroy civilization.According to whom? The United States? No.It was Hitler
who was the enemy of Communism.Charles Lindbergh, the LONE EAGLE and American folk
hero, along with Truman Smith (no relation to the author of THE WRONG STUFF), an Army
major who had been appointed as the U.S. Air Attaché in Berlin in 1935, agreed with Hitler that
Communism had to be stopped.However, this is not what President Roosevelt needed to save
the U.S. from the Japanese, who had been backed into a corner by U.S. trade sanctions.What
the U.S. needed was all the help and time it could get and why it had already allied itself with the
USSR and Britain against the Japanese and therefore – against Germany.But what about
America’s hero, Charles Lindbergh, who was apparently allied with the Nazis?The fact that
Germany’s Air Marshall Goering presented a medal to both Lindbergh and Smith made them
“Nazi sympathizers.”At least that was the opinion of President Roosevelt and his administration.
So the charge was then publicized by the press and noted broadcasters like Walter Winchell and
Drew Pearson that Lindbergh was unpatriotic.Thus, Lindbergh was silenced and Roosevelt went
on with the preparation for war against Japan and Germany in alliance with Churchill and
Stalin.Even so, it was not a “done-deal” that the Allies would win the upcoming war. In fact, it was



most unrealistic that the Allies could even hope to defeat the Axis powers on a world scale.By
1940 London had suffered the Nazi “Blitzkrieg” and Britain was on its knees, threatened with an
invasion of German forces.The U.S. finally enacted compulsory military service to try to build an
Army, even though the Axis – Japan, Italy and Germany – already had the largest military force in
history.No, the survival of the Allies at the beginning of the 1940’s did not even appear to be a
possibility. Yet, they did not give up and the “Sleeping Giant” finally started to awaken.Within 48
months, while the British, Soviets and Americans sacrificed their lives in a delaying action, the
United States was miraculously able to build a military force, as well as support the British and
Soviets.And while it was still far short of what was required to defeat the Axis – and the Eighth Air
Force had nearly been decimated in England; 1944 was destined to be a memorable year in
world history.So on April Fools Day 1944, Baumann’s Dog Show took the stage. Our billet was
not a Quonset hut, but the equivalent of a rather standard wooden barracks equipped with two
rows of twelve, single iron beds spaced perpendicularly to the two long walls for a total of twenty-
four bunks. There were windows in the long walls that were covered with blackout curtains. The
mattresses consisted of square “biscuits,” placed end-to-end for the length of the bed.The inside
of the roof doubled as the ceiling. Which is to say, the building was uninsulated and any heat
generated by the two small stoves, less than three feet high, rose upward and away from the
living space into the open attic.Thus, the first six feet or so above the concrete floor were
uncomfortably cold. It would have been totally unacceptable to prison inmates and good cause
for a riot by their prison standards. Yet, this was to be our home. The question was, for how long?
While our hope to escape the wet and cold English springtime weather was quickly dashed, our
reception was even more chilling.The four individuals who were grouped at the far end of the
open billet hardly acknowledged our entrance. And while we gave a cheery greeting and asked if
we could move in, the response was depressing.“Sure” one of them said, “Take any of those
bunks at that end. They’re still warm.”Then the group went back to its own.One of them wore a
leather A-2 jacket with Captain’s insignia and pilot’s wings. What the others were could not be
guessed, but we assumed they, like us, were the flying officers of two other crews.It turned out
that the dandy wearing a red satin robe with a white scarf around his neck and smoking a pipe,
as if he were to the manor born, was the Captain’s navigator. The other six were dressed in an
assortment of flight suits, long underwear and one wore a faded orange letterman sweater with a
big blue “B” on it.We tried to ignore their cynical un-welcome to us as we unpacked and put our
bunks in order, accepting the fact that we, as replacements, were at the bottom of the pecking
order and were naturally the intruders into their privileged and obviously very selective “club” of
aerial combatants, who literally made their living by killing intruders into their midst over enemy
occupied Europe.Perhaps it would have helped to have had some sort of a briefing about the
world of combat prior to being dropped into the middle of it. Except, there weren’t any experts
yet, because it was all part of a desperate “EXPERIMENT” to prove daylight bombing in the
hope of winning the war.Winning? There were no guarantees and we had already damned near
lost it before getting started. The prospects were definitely not good.So the question at the time



was not really so much about winning as it was in just surviving. It was to be a marathon and not
a quick sprint.The only bragging right of the 385th was that it had led the entire Eighth Air Force
on three attacks against Berlin at the beginning of March 1944, but nobody had been able to
bomb the target visually due to bad weather – until the third try.However, the Eighth Air Force,
led by the 385th Bomb Group, did finally hit BIG “B,” and that was certainly worth bragging about.
It was an accomplishment that, in time, I would learn to appreciate.It was not to Berlin, but it was
to Germany that I began with my FIRST mission on Saturday the 8th of April, 1944, just a week
after our arrival.MISSION #1Quakenbruck, Germany, 8 April 1944Saturday: 30 ships up (5:30
Flying Time)The Standard Operating Procedure was to break up a new crew and assign
individuals to more experienced crews for the first few missions in order to help them adjust to
the environment of combat.I was assigned to fly copilot for First Lieutenant Mullins, whom I
didn’t know and who made it clear that he was not interested in getting to know me. Later I would
realize it was best not to get to know anyone too well. Strangers die easier.The ship we were
assigned was the older model B-17 F, which weighed 32,000 pounds empty. However, it grossed
twenty-seven tons when loaded with 2,700 gallons of gasoline for fuel, which amounted to
22,000 pounds, and a bomb load of 6,000 pounds of high explosives, plus the weight of ten
crew members, equipment and heavy. 50 caliber ammunition for a dozen machine guns. This
meant it weighed five tons more than the popular German Mark IV tank, without the armor, and it
was expected to fly.Our position in our Group formation was “Purple Heart Corner,” better known
as “Coffin Corner,” which is the bottom ship in the bottom flight of the Low Squadron.The main
disadvantage in this position, unlike the High Squadron, was the inability to climb up and into the
Group for protection in case of lost power. Also in the game of “crack the whip,” the slightest
increase of power by the leader meant that we had to firewall it at the tail-end to try and keep
up.Thus, the position we were to fly deserved its identification as “COFFIN CORNER,”
sometimes called “PURPLE HEART CORNER.”The Group formation usually consisted of
twenty-seven aircraft, stacked in three Squadrons of nine aircraft each to form a “Box.” Spare
aircraft were sometimes attached to the High Squadron to fill in for aborting aircraft in case of
early malfunctions.While the plan view of a Bomb Group looks like an arrowhead, so does the
profile view, with the Lead Squadron as the point and the High and Low Squadrons forming the
barbs. No two aircraft fly at the same altitude, nor directly behind, nor ahead of each other. This
gives room for individual maneuvering and reduces the chances of colliding. According to the
book, ships were supposed to maintain a 50 foot separation.The B-17 “F” model has twelve .50
Caliber machine guns. The B-17 “G” model has thirteen .50 Caliber machine guns. The way the
aircraft are staggered in formation reduces, but does not eliminate, the chances of shooting into
each other. So with 30 aircraft put up for the Quackenbruck mission, we had almost 400
machine guns for protection – as long as we maintained “Group integrity”; which meant keeping
the “herd” packed together in tight formation.The key word was “together.” But having been given
twenty-seven tons of an old war-weary “bucket of bolts,” I doubted we could even get her up to
our assigned altitude of 27,000 feet and keep “together” with the others.And if that wasn’t



enough, we were also expected to ride this slow and heavy “flying bomb” just five miles above
Germany for most of the day in order to drop our three tons of bombs onto a well-defended
target before they could blow us up.It didn’t take a lot of experience to figure out just whose side
the odds favored. At the time, I didn’t know whether three tons of bombs made a bigger bang
than ten tons of 100-octane fuel. But then, it really didn’t make much difference since I was riding
right in the middle of it all!Another worry on my mind was that we were going to try to do this
tricky job at only a-hundred-and-fifty miles an hour. I wondered, “Do these people really know
what they’re doing?”Of course they didn’t. It was all an “EXPERIMENT”! The British had already
proved to their satisfaction that daylight bombing could not be done. So, it was no wonder that
the Eighth Air Force had the highest casualty rate of all U.S. Forces.Even so, it is noteworthy that
no bomb group of the Eighth Air Force had ever been forced to abort a mission by enemy
action.The best evaluation of U.S. strategic bombing was given by Albert Speer, the Minister of
Munitions for the Third Reich. He believed that if strategic bombing had started earlier and had
continued a bit longer, it would not even have been necessary to invade Germany, because it
would have been defeated by the inability to fight a war for a lack of resources. And that, of
course, was the theory of strategic bombing.But such a conclusion was after the fact and the
fact we faced at the time was that the theory had not yet been proved. And an even more
important fact on the 8th of April, 1944 was that I was betting my life on the success of this
unproven theory.Well, maybe not “its” success, but “my” success in surviving 25 combat
missions. It was a question constantly with me that would deprive me of sleep and food and any
pleasures I might consider. But, why had the goal been set at 25 combat missions?William J.
BellA P-47 Thunderbolt like “My Fran.”It really didn’t matter just how many missions we had to fly.
We were in the military and would try to do what we were ordered to do. However, curiosity
begged an answer as to why the particular number of 25 missions had been selected.The High
Command of the Eighth Air Force was responsible for the overall requirements of Plans and
Operations for the accomplishment of the Air Force’s Mission. They reviewed the objective and
the results in projecting the requirements: food, fuel, logistics, personnel, aircraft – down to every
nut and bolt. In fact, the air offensive had been delayed in the beginning due to a lack of proper
clothing for fighting the war in the sub-zero temperatures of high altitude flying.Therefore, the
number of missions to get the job done was not simply a number picked out of a hat, but it was
based on what could be expected to meet the requirements. And quite simply, the Air Force
could not count on flying personnel to survive beyond 25 missions. Thus, a tour of combat was
set at 25 missions.So, in the predawn hours of 8 April, 1944, as we were hauled in the back of a
6x6 truck to the mess hall, the briefing, the aircraft revetment and the wait to start engines, I
thought about how I had gotten into this mess in the first place.While it had been exciting to have
soloed an airplane on my sixteenth birthday in 1940, it was a small accomplishment compared
to James Cagney in “CAPTAIN OF THE CLOUDS,” a movie about a dashing Canadian bush-
pilot who volunteered for the Royal Air Force and was eventually given a bomber to fly.Nobody
had given me an airplane to fly back in 1938 when I was fourteen years old. I had saved up four



dollars for my first half-hour flying lesson.My flight instructor had been Johnny Erickson before
he’d gone to Canada to join the RAF. They gave him an airplane. Unfortunately, he was killed
shortly after his arrival in England.Two insurance agents, Ralph Cooley and C.E. Barr, had their
own airplane at the airport in Ponca City, Oklahoma, where I tried to learn aviation by osmosis –
being there, soaking it up, cleaning airplanes, bumming rides, listening to air stories, learning the
ground stuff and on rare occasions getting to learn the air stuff. Ralph and C. E. were
sympathetic to my ambition.Ralph became the Commander of the new local Civil Air Patrol that
was started in 1941 and he took me along as his observer, letting me fly.Since I had spent a
summer at Fort Sill in the Field Artillery with the Civilian Military Training Camp (having said I
was 16 when I was actually 15 in 1939), I was appointed the local CAP’s only Sergeant,
instructing a wide assortment of civilians in such things as close order drill.My greatest problem,
as Drill Sergeant, was keeping everyone in “goose-step” with a former World War One German
submarine sailor who had immigrated to the U.S. and – he even had his own airplane.In 1941
Ralph left Oklahoma and joined the RAF in Canada, where they gave him PBY Catalina Flying
Boats to ferry across the North Atlantic. It seemed that everyone except me had an airplane to
fly, even C.E. Barr who was left in Ponca City with the Luscombe that he and Ralph owned.Thus,
C.E. became my mentor and I became his “experimental” student. It was a good deal for the both
of us, because C.E. needed the practice the same as I, but for a different reason.The Battle of
Britain started the 10th of July 1940 when the German Luftwaffe began bombing Britain in
earnest. The Royal Air Force had only 704 serviceable aircraft, while the Germans possessed
1,392 bombers and 1,290 fighters. And by September the 7th, 1940 almost one fourth of the
R.A.F’s pilots had been lost.The Luftwaffe gave England hell. Through July and August the radar
sites and airfields were attacked along the south and eastern coasts. On the 24th of August,
1940, the first German bombs struck London, but it was a tactical mistake, because they had not
yet destroyed the R.A.F.The Royal Air Force consisted of volunteers from many nations,
including the Americans in the Eagle Squadron. It was to the R.A.F that Winston Churchill paid
tribute, saying that never had so many owed so much to so few, since their brave actions did, in
fact, convince Hitler to give up his intentions to invade England.However, the aerial attacks on
England continued to the point that it was unsafe to train pilots there and flying schools were
established in the United States. One such school was the #6 British Flying Training School
secured by the efforts of the community and aviation experts, such as Tommy Smyer, in Ponca
City, Oklahoma.I had gotten a job as a laborer, digging ditches and pouring concrete, during the
summer school break in 1941, in the construction of the #6 B.F.T.S. Darr School. And since it
was before Pearl Harbor and the Declaration of War by the U.S., the Royal Air Force training in
the U.S. was done under civilian contracts.Thus, my mentor, C.E. Barr wanted to be an instructor
at Darr School. So he practiced his instructing on me in order to qualify for his Instructor’s Rating
and we both taught each other about what should and should not be done. Like the time he
knocked the wind out of me by jabbing his fist into my stomach to teach me to “RELAX!”; proving
his point that the plane would still fly without my intense piloting.As C.E.’s “professional” student,



I told him that punching students in the gut, while very effective, was a teaching technique that I
was sure the British would not approve.By the next summer, having graduated high school and
joined the Air Corps, I worked as an aircraft dispatcher at Darr, assigning students to aircraft in
the Primary Flying School.So it was that airplanes and warfare belonged together and I had
signed my fate by wanting to fly airplanes.At least that was what I thought I wanted at the time. It
was simply my destiny. But how would it play out?Well, that’s what I was going to find out.On the
darkest of nights, at three-thousand feet up, it is possible to see the striking of a match at ground
level. So to witness the explosion of two bombers, loaded with fuel and bombs, colliding in the
dark is, at first-experience, overwhelming.Even though it must have been five miles away, I didn’t
hear it above the sound of engines, nor feel the impact of the blast. But twenty lives were snuffed
out and, except for the grace of God, it could have been us. And this wasn’t even the main
event.Even so, I sensed that the natural paralysis of such a shock had to be overcome in order
to function properly.We were just starting out and over friendly territory with nobody shooting at
us. And if flying itself wasn’t enough challenge, it was compounded by an unproven theory
(Somebody’s guess) that we might stop the Third Reich with airplanes.Well, it was admittedly an
act of desperation, because nothing else had stopped the Nazis. I mean NOTHING had been
able to halt the Third Reich in its progress toward total domination of Europe.There was no
longer even any standing room left on the Continent from which to fight. Britain’s foot soldiers
had been pushed into the sea at Dunkirk. This meant that the only fighting force left was the U.S.
Air Force for daylight bombing and the Royal Air Force for nighttime raids.Yes, it was truly an act
of desperation; the outcome of which would determine the future of civilization itself.It didn’t do
me any good to think about our disadvantage and the real possibility of our losing what was
turning into the largest war in history. But as true as it was, we had not yet won anything. Our
enemy was ahead of us in preparation and performance. So I preferred to ignore the
consequences and to focus on doing my duty for whatever good it would do for my country
somewhere down the line.The whole experience of taking off at night and climbing up through
the darkness to form up into the Group, plus the rarefied atmosphere at 10,000 feet, was literally
breathtaking.The sunrise was beautiful. Twenty-nine other B-17’s circling our assigned radio
“Buncher” beacon, jockeying for respective positions to fit into the formation, was quite an air-
show. And while I had flown practice formations, I had never seen so many Flying Fortresses in a
single group.And beyond our Group, other groups were forming up. I had never beheld so many
airplanes in the sky at one time. It was the most awesome experience of my life. Somehow I
knew that it was an historical phenomenon and felt that, if only in eternity, it was probably worth
whatever it would cost me to be a part of it.Mullins reminded me that I was more than just a
spectator to the event when he hit my arm and pointed to the engine gauges, the booster pump
switches and the supercharger levers.Getting into the rarefied air at 10,000 feet meant we
needed more power, especially to hold our place in formation; and it was obvious that our old
war-weary bird was not feeling very well. In truth, she was really one sick old bird.The Group was
formed and we set course for Germany, climbing for the designated altitude of 27,000 feet as we



went. But, damn it, it took everything we had to keep up at only 150 miles an hour. All of which
suggested that it was going to be one long day.Ahhh!!! That’s why the Group’s formation speed
was only 150 miles per hour; so that we could keep up. That was a great idea! Fastest was not
necessarily the best, because it was better to keep the herd together instead of stretched out
along the Bomber Stream where we could be picked off individually by the Luftwaffe.God help
anyone who was unfortunate enough to get left behind, because Air Marshall Hermann Goering
had ordered the Luftwaffe to take advantage of such odds and to knock down the
stragglers.GREAT! We hadn’t even gotten to Germany yet and, despite our desire and efforts
down in Coffin Corner, we were struggling and – straggling!Our old tired reluctant “dragon” was
draggin’. She groaned and argued all the way. The throttles were locked at full open and extra
power was added with the superchargers.Even 150 miles an hour seemed too much for her. I
couldn’t recall Jimmy Cagney having such power problems. All he had to worry about was
somebody shooting at him.Our battle was not with the Germans, but with the goddamned
equipment! The throttles were locked wide open and the power required to keep us in formation
had to be adjusted constantly with the supercharger levers for each of the four
engines.Somebody before us had recognized the problem and had attempted to solve it with
some jury-rigged, jill-farted extension levers that stuck up out of the control console like four
random sticks jammed into a puddle of mud.Since there was a separate “stick” for each of the
four engines, it was not possible to control them all with one hand.So, with his hands full with the
control wheel in one hand and grabbing at the power “sticks” with the other, I tried to assist
Mullins with my two hands. The whole procedure was as awkward and frustrating as a “slip-out”
during the critical moment in intercourse when all hands get in the way of each other.And this is
the way to go to war? It was ridiculous!We were so occupied in trying to get our act together that
I was unaware that we had reached our operating altitude of five miles above the earth.This
meant we were into the sub-stratosphere, which is a lethal environment. For without oxygen, you
are unconscious within ninety seconds! A few more seconds and you are dead!One of my duties
was to call for a “Crew Check” on the intercom every fifteen minutes, and everyone else was
supposed to check on each other for the effects of the treacherous anoxia, because it could
sneak up and kill you while you were in a state of euphoria.As we climbed higher the outside
ambient temperature lowered to fifty degrees below zero. The temperature inside was a bit
warmer in the nose, the cockpit and the radio room, but it was actually colder in the waist and
the tail than outside, because the slipstream from our four propellers drove the super-cold wind
into the open waist windows of the older “F” Model Fortress.Thus, the chill factor on our two
waist gunners must have been two-hundred degrees below zero!Waist gunners on the B-17 “F”
Model could be identified by what might appear as ugly “saber scars” on their cheeks; scarred
by frostbite from wind getting to their bare skin between helmet, goggles and oxygen mask. As
for touching any metal parts with bare hands it was to leave your skin on the metal.Even in the
relatively warmer cockpit I discovered that the condensation of my breath coming out of my
oxygen mask had frozen into icicles on my silk neck scarf. This caused me to consider my mask.



I squeezed on it and found that the insidious ice was cutting down my oxygen flow. So I
crunched it loose.While the thin and super cold air was a grim hardship on the human body, it
also worked against the performance of equipment and machinery. Guns could jam, bombs
hang up and –.DAMN! The #2 engine went wild!!!It was a “runaway” and Mullins called for me to,
“Feather Number Two!”Like the different gear ratios in a car, aircraft get different ratios of power
and thrust from the propeller pitch which can take greater or lesser bites from the air. A coarse
pitch takes a larger bite than a thin or flatter pitch. A coarse pitch, however, puts a greater load
on the engine and is reserved for cruising at slower rpm’s.Since reciprocal engines develop
higher horsepower at higher revolutions per minute, High RPM is used for taking off and also
emergency power with the propeller taking smaller bites in a flatter pitch.So besides the thin air
making it necessary to use superchargers, the colder air caused the hydraulic valves on the
controls to malfunction and the super-cold air also caused the propeller governor, that controls
the pitch of the prop, to change the propeller into flat pitch! Not a thin or fine pitch, but into a NO-
pitch mode.No pitch, no bite. No bite, no pull. No pull, no drag on the engine. And with no drag
on the engine, it’s a “runaway,” beating itself to death – until the feather-button I’d pushed started
to reconfigure the angle of pitch toward the other extreme of its range, taking larger bites of air
until it would stop in the full-feathered position.This limitation is called the “feathered” position,
because the prop, like a feather, is held in line with the flow of air across the airplane, which is
the designed purpose for feathering a prop, because it reduces the drag from the flat side of a
prop being pushed through the air when an engine fails.I knew that, but Mullins had just taught
me the un-designed use for the feathering button, which can be used to control a runaway
engine and still get some power from it, instead of shutting it down.All I had to do was to pull the
button out and unfeather the prop before it went into full feather and stopped. And when the
engine started to run away again, to push the feather-button in, and – so on and on with endless
repetition – while also helping Mullins jack around with the power “sticks.”I looked at Mullins, his
face covered by his oxygen mask, to see if the runaway engine would convince him to abort our
flight.We were somewhere over the North Sea and hadn’t yet reached enemy territory, so we
wouldn’t get credit for a mission if we turned back now, despite our best intentions and hard
work. But I was so pissed at the goddamned equipment that I was ready to settle for a non-
mission and start all over the next day.However, it wasn’t my call. It was up to Mullins. I don’t
know what he saw in my eyes, but I could see in his that Mullins was not even considering
turning back for England.DAMN IT!!! This meant I was going to have to ride the goddamned
feather-button all the way to Germany and back for the next eight hours. Already my fingers were
cramping from snapping in and snapping out the feather-button. I was also going to have to keep
working at adjusting the power to try to stay in formation.The job at hand reminded me, how as
kids, we tried to pat ourselves on the head with one hand and rub our stomachs at the same
time with the other hand. Flying was certainly not a glamorous business at all. In fact, it was
turning out to be pretty damned ludicrous.What was going to happen when the fighting started?
Well, I was going to die with a fuckin’ feathering button in my hand was what was going to



happen!In the midst of the tornado in my brain flashed G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES. What?
Why?My mind was in a search-mode for some answers and, lacking actual experience, was
trying to lock onto any reference to aerial combat.But, G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES?As a kid
between World Wars, like most kids, I read the World War One aerial adventures of G-8, wishing
and daydreaming of such high adventure. However, such adventure was not for me.Wrong!
Those daydreams were now turning into a nightmare, because I was not down there at only
5,000 feet hammering slugs from my Vickers machine gun into a Fokker D-VII. However, I was
up at 27 Angels busting my knuckles on a goddamned feathering button.Things were certainly
not going as I had expected, what with the malfunctioning equipment and the flak.FLAK?Well at
least I had expected the flak and sure enough it was there: billowing black puffs of smoke
announcing that we had finally arrived in German airspace over enemy occupied territory.And
although it was my first experience in combat, I didn’t need any explanation about the meaning
of flak.Just as my emotions were about to change from anger into fear of the exploding flak, I
was thrust back into anger, because the goddamned-monkey-fartin’-shit kickin’ #1 engine
started losing its power!!!Well, what the hell? It was hardly unexpected, because “shit happens.”
And when it does, it usually compounds itself.So it really didn’t surprise me to see the Group
slowly pulling away from us, leaving us quite alone over enemy occupied Europe as a straggler
with the #2 engine insisting on running away and then the supercharger on #1 failing to provide
power.Still flipping my feather-button, I stopped jiggling the superchargers, because we didn’t
have to worry about flying formation any more. We had become all alone, a group of one, a
straggler!I looked to Mullins, wondering if he had any other good ideas. It was like he was
hypnotized. He didn’t even see me. His sight and mind were still with the Group as it
disappeared ahead of us deeper into the flak. So we just sat there holding to the course, quite
alone.Since it was not Mullin’s nature to say anything, and I had no combat experience until the
flak started, I could only guess – and my guess was that we would just poop along until we got to
the target – by ourselves – or – we got shot down.At least I didn’t have to make myself crazy with
the “power sticks” any more. I would just play with the feathering button and wait.While we were
not able to catch up, we were able to hold our altitude; but at only 140 mph. There’s a saying
that, “You had to have been there to appreciate it,” except that there could be no appreciation nor
thankfulness to be stuck five miles above the middle of Germany, all alone, in a poopy old, worn
out war wagon. And, there was even more.Yep, if circumstances weren’t bad enough, our #4
engine also started losing power!That’s right. When shit happens there’s usually more on the
way and this looked to be my first and last mission. With good fortune in not getting blown up or
shot down, I might be spending the night in a prisoner of war camp.So, with only one seemingly
good engine out of four, the situation finally got Mullin’s attention. He came out of his trance and
gave me a brief glance.Fate had resolved our dilemma. We had no choice in the matter. With
major loss in power, we were definitely on our way down. The old bird simply couldn’t maintain
speed nor altitude. There were no other options. We – were – going – DOWN!!!Mullins banked to
the left, making a one-eighty degree turn for home, and we sacrificed altitude for a bit more



speed in the descent.By the time we reached Holland we had bled off 16,000 feet of altitude and
were down to 11,000 feet. It was good and bad in that altitude is an ally, as long as it’s below you.
All the sky in the world above you won’t help when the object is to keep from hitting the ground,
and we had already sacrificed too much of it for the distance we had yet to cover to get back
home.On the other hand, the air is more dense at lower altitude and superchargers are not
required. This meant that the #1 and #4 engines were regaining some of their strength and even
the #2 runaway engine became happier and more cooperative in the warmer air. So, when we
passed over the Zuider Zee in Holland we dropped our bombs into the water to lighten our load
and to improve the planes performance.“Hello Big Friend. This is your Little Friend at 3 o’clock.
Are you happy?”My eyes jumped to our right wingtip and a fighter pilot was waving at me from
an American P-47 Thunderbolt with the name “MY FRAN” painted on the side of its nose.Hot
Damnnn! It could just as easily have been a German pilot and none of our gunners had even
alerted us. But then, we wouldn’t have known what had hit us anyway.Mullins was tuned to the
intercom and I had been monitoring the fighter channel, so I waved back and told our Little
Friend that we were “happy” and asked if he could confirm our position.“Roger, Big Friend, stand
by” he said and jerked upward to gain altitude for a direct line-of-sight communications to his
control in England, while I listened to his quasi-coded transmission.“Hello Orange Grove, this is
Orange Peel. I need some Orange Juice: Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat Oats . . .”I
could not hear Orange Grove, because we were too low and the curvature of the earth
prevented line-of-sight reception from England. However, Orange Grove had immediately locked
onto Orange Peel’s transmission high above us; gave him the weather and location; which our
Little Friend relayed to us from his “perch” up at 30 Angels, or 30,000 feet above sea level.“Hello
Big Friend, this is your Little Friend at Thirty Angels. Your feet are wet (Over the Channel), but
you should have Chalky-Chalky-Chalky (White Cliffs of Dover) in about a half an hour on a QDM
(compass heading home) of two-seven-zero . . . Are you happy Big Friend?”I acknowledged that
we were indeed “happy” and – as mysteriously as he had arrived – he was gone.Five and a half
hours after we had started engines that morning we shut them down on our hardstand at Great
Ashfield. It felt great to be back home. But this was only the beginning – of what? The end?
FLAK: FLieger Abwehr Kannonen (Flyer Defense Cannons).WHO, WHERE, WHENCHAPTER
1It was a dark and stormy night when the ten of us arrived in the back of a 6x6 Army truck at the
550th “Werewolf” Squadron Headquarters at Great Ashfield, East Anglia, England, where the
385th Bomb Group (Heavies) was stationed. It seemed appropriate, if not prophetic, that it was
April Fool’s Day in 1944.The six enlisted men of our crew were taken care of first and escorted to
their Quonset hut “billet,” as the British call the barracks. Then we four officers were guided to
our billet: 2nd Lt. Ernest “Moon” Baumann (Pilot); 2nd Lt. Robert “Ears” Moody (Navigator); Flight
Officer Robert “Eut” Eutrecht (Bombardier) and me, 2nd Lt. Truman “Smitty” Smith, their twenty-
year-old copilot. Everyone on the crew was senior to me in age by an average of three years.For
the sake of simplicity each crew was identified by the name of the pilot. Thus, we were
Baumann’s Crew; although it might have been more appropriate to call us Baumann’s Dog and



Pony Show – without the pony, because each of us had been trained to perform our individual
tricks or specialties.Up in the nose and on the point was our bombardier, “Eut” Eutrecht, who
was much like an English Pointer; long and lean, always on the lookout and ready to point. After
all, he was the “Bomb-Aimer”–point the target and bomb it. He was focused and high strung.
Some might say nervous, but I think it was mainly his immaturity, since he was only twenty-one
and even physically he had not yet filled out his six-feet-two frame.By contrast our navigator,
“Ears,” was mellow, much like a patient golden retriever. He reminded me greatly of the actor Van
Heflin in his Academy Award winning performance as an alcoholic intellectual in “JOHNNY
EAGER” (1942). At twenty-four, and even with thinning blonde hair, “Ears” had not yet reached
the peak as an alcoholic-intellectual, but he seemed to have the potential. And when he applied
himself, he could even navigate us from A to Z. However, he was not always motivated to do it in
proper sequence, which often added suspense to our flights.Top Row: Robert “Ears” Moody,
Ernest “Moon” Baumann, Truman “Smitty” Smith, Robert P. “Eut” Eutrecht. Bottom Row: Henry J.
Burnell, Samuel Rudolfsky, Robert Carmen, John E. Corscadden, Herbert L. Hill, Fred L.
Dyer.“Moon” Baumann, our pilot, was of German lineage. By canine comparison, he was more
like a German shepherd, although a bit on the small side. Even so, his manner conveyed the
meaning of the saying: ”It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.”
So with a B-17 and its crew of ten, “Moon” was very much larger and more lethal than his 145
pounds.And as Moon’s copilot, I was his right-hand-man, or boy. Four years younger, I did
outweigh him by at least thirty pounds; more muscular than mental, because I still had a lot to
learn about flying and living. Even my temperament had not yet developed, because I suppose I
was more like a mongrel pup with a hint of coyote ancestry–chasing butterflies and mystified by
everything, including my own tail.Burnell was our flight engineer. Whatever airplane we flew
turned out to belong to him; the same as any car belongs to the little bulldog that has been left
inside of it. Most of the time he rode standing between Moon and me making note of the plane’s
performance, except when he was needed to operate the twin fifty-caliber machine guns in the
top turret just behind us.Aft of the top turret was the bomb-bay and aft of that was the radio
room, guarded by “Rudy” Rudolfsky, a quiet yet nervous little terrier. Rudy was probably the
smallest and the oldest on the crew who, to me, seemed totally out of place. I had the feeling
that he should be in some high school teaching Radio or Shop, but of all places, not flying
combat in a Flying Fortress.Aft of the radio room was the waist of the ship with two gunners:
Dyer, left waist and Carmen, right waist and armorer. Dyer was a likable Dachshund, while
Carmen, with his black hair and chiseled facial features resembled a stealth-like
Doberman.Midship in the ball turret on the belly of the plane, with the temperament of an Irish
Setter, was red-headed “Corky” Corscaddin.Finally, managing the twin-50’s in the tail was the
classic bloodhound from Appalachia, Herby Hill.This was Baumann’s Dog Show; an eclectic, yet
homogeneous, pack, where hopefully the whole would be more than the sum of its parts in
contributing to the war effort.The “WAR” was in its making in the spring of 1944 and, as a nation,
we had not yet really begun to fight, because we couldn’t. We had truly become, as the



Japanese characterized us, a “Sleeping Giant.”Hitler had taken the whole of Europe for the Third
Reich, offering the sale of Jews to the world. But there were no takers; not even the Land of the
Free and the Home of the Brave, because we had lived in isolation, suffering our own problems
of the Great Depression.However, not wanting a war, the Japanese in the Pacific brought the war
to us in 1941 when the U.S. Army numbered only 175,000 men; ranked 16th in size, behind
Rumania. Having forgotten that the primary purpose of a federal government is national defense,
we proved that a small military force is an invitation for attack.So if we got lucky and worked hard
enough, there might be a very questionable chance that the United States would survive, even
though the odds were against it.No, there was no foregone conclusion that the U.S. even had a
future in 1941. It would simply cease to exist without the will and means to defend itself. But with
what? It took a total effort just to put bread on the table during the Great Depression.It was in the
1930’s that Japan and Europe faced the same problem, except they had decided to do
something about it. Japan, an island, needed expansion to acquire raw materials and resources.
Germany also needed resources and room for living, Lebensraum, which it had lost as a result
of World War One. So Hitler was indeed welcomed as a national hero by putting everyone to
work and promising that he could feed the world by controlling the fertile Ukraine of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.Why not? The Communists could not get the job done. They were not
even able to feed themselves. Stalin had starved over 300,000 people in his home state of
Georgia by shipping the food to Moscow to empower himself as leader of the U.S.S.R.;
executing another twenty million people to maintain his authority!Socialism was simply not
workable and would destroy civilization.According to whom? The United States? No.It was Hitler
who was the enemy of Communism.Charles Lindbergh, the LONE EAGLE and American folk
hero, along with Truman Smith (no relation to the author of THE WRONG STUFF), an Army
major who had been appointed as the U.S. Air Attaché in Berlin in 1935, agreed with Hitler that
Communism had to be stopped.However, this is not what President Roosevelt needed to save
the U.S. from the Japanese, who had been backed into a corner by U.S. trade sanctions.What
the U.S. needed was all the help and time it could get and why it had already allied itself with the
USSR and Britain against the Japanese and therefore – against Germany.But what about
America’s hero, Charles Lindbergh, who was apparently allied with the Nazis?The fact that
Germany’s Air Marshall Goering presented a medal to both Lindbergh and Smith made them
“Nazi sympathizers.”At least that was the opinion of President Roosevelt and his administration.
So the charge was then publicized by the press and noted broadcasters like Walter Winchell and
Drew Pearson that Lindbergh was unpatriotic.Thus, Lindbergh was silenced and Roosevelt went
on with the preparation for war against Japan and Germany in alliance with Churchill and
Stalin.Even so, it was not a “done-deal” that the Allies would win the upcoming war. In fact, it was
most unrealistic that the Allies could even hope to defeat the Axis powers on a world scale.By
1940 London had suffered the Nazi “Blitzkrieg” and Britain was on its knees, threatened with an
invasion of German forces.The U.S. finally enacted compulsory military service to try to build an
Army, even though the Axis – Japan, Italy and Germany – already had the largest military force in



history.No, the survival of the Allies at the beginning of the 1940’s did not even appear to be a
possibility. Yet, they did not give up and the “Sleeping Giant” finally started to awaken.Within 48
months, while the British, Soviets and Americans sacrificed their lives in a delaying action, the
United States was miraculously able to build a military force, as well as support the British and
Soviets.And while it was still far short of what was required to defeat the Axis – and the Eighth Air
Force had nearly been decimated in England; 1944 was destined to be a memorable year in
world history.So on April Fools Day 1944, Baumann’s Dog Show took the stage. Our billet was
not a Quonset hut, but the equivalent of a rather standard wooden barracks equipped with two
rows of twelve, single iron beds spaced perpendicularly to the two long walls for a total of twenty-
four bunks. There were windows in the long walls that were covered with blackout curtains. The
mattresses consisted of square “biscuits,” placed end-to-end for the length of the bed.The inside
of the roof doubled as the ceiling. Which is to say, the building was uninsulated and any heat
generated by the two small stoves, less than three feet high, rose upward and away from the
living space into the open attic.Thus, the first six feet or so above the concrete floor were
uncomfortably cold. It would have been totally unacceptable to prison inmates and good cause
for a riot by their prison standards. Yet, this was to be our home. The question was, for how long?
While our hope to escape the wet and cold English springtime weather was quickly dashed, our
reception was even more chilling.The four individuals who were grouped at the far end of the
open billet hardly acknowledged our entrance. And while we gave a cheery greeting and asked if
we could move in, the response was depressing.“Sure” one of them said, “Take any of those
bunks at that end. They’re still warm.”Then the group went back to its own.One of them wore a
leather A-2 jacket with Captain’s insignia and pilot’s wings. What the others were could not be
guessed, but we assumed they, like us, were the flying officers of two other crews.It turned out
that the dandy wearing a red satin robe with a white scarf around his neck and smoking a pipe,
as if he were to the manor born, was the Captain’s navigator. The other six were dressed in an
assortment of flight suits, long underwear and one wore a faded orange letterman sweater with a
big blue “B” on it.We tried to ignore their cynical un-welcome to us as we unpacked and put our
bunks in order, accepting the fact that we, as replacements, were at the bottom of the pecking
order and were naturally the intruders into their privileged and obviously very selective “club” of
aerial combatants, who literally made their living by killing intruders into their midst over enemy
occupied Europe.Perhaps it would have helped to have had some sort of a briefing about the
world of combat prior to being dropped into the middle of it. Except, there weren’t any experts
yet, because it was all part of a desperate “EXPERIMENT” to prove daylight bombing in the
hope of winning the war.Winning? There were no guarantees and we had already damned near
lost it before getting started. The prospects were definitely not good.So the question at the time
was not really so much about winning as it was in just surviving. It was to be a marathon and not
a quick sprint.The only bragging right of the 385th was that it had led the entire Eighth Air Force
on three attacks against Berlin at the beginning of March 1944, but nobody had been able to
bomb the target visually due to bad weather – until the third try.However, the Eighth Air Force,



led by the 385th Bomb Group, did finally hit BIG “B,” and that was certainly worth bragging about.
It was an accomplishment that, in time, I would learn to appreciate.It was not to Berlin, but it was
to Germany that I began with my FIRST mission on Saturday the 8th of April, 1944, just a week
after our arrival.MISSION #1Quakenbruck, Germany, 8 April 1944Saturday: 30 ships up (5:30
Flying Time)The Standard Operating Procedure was to break up a new crew and assign
individuals to more experienced crews for the first few missions in order to help them adjust to
the environment of combat.I was assigned to fly copilot for First Lieutenant Mullins, whom I
didn’t know and who made it clear that he was not interested in getting to know me. Later I would
realize it was best not to get to know anyone too well. Strangers die easier.The ship we were
assigned was the older model B-17 F, which weighed 32,000 pounds empty. However, it grossed
twenty-seven tons when loaded with 2,700 gallons of gasoline for fuel, which amounted to
22,000 pounds, and a bomb load of 6,000 pounds of high explosives, plus the weight of ten
crew members, equipment and heavy. 50 caliber ammunition for a dozen machine guns. This
meant it weighed five tons more than the popular German Mark IV tank, without the armor, and it
was expected to fly.Our position in our Group formation was “Purple Heart Corner,” better known
as “Coffin Corner,” which is the bottom ship in the bottom flight of the Low Squadron.The main
disadvantage in this position, unlike the High Squadron, was the inability to climb up and into the
Group for protection in case of lost power. Also in the game of “crack the whip,” the slightest
increase of power by the leader meant that we had to firewall it at the tail-end to try and keep
up.Thus, the position we were to fly deserved its identification as “COFFIN CORNER,”
sometimes called “PURPLE HEART CORNER.”The Group formation usually consisted of
twenty-seven aircraft, stacked in three Squadrons of nine aircraft each to form a “Box.” Spare
aircraft were sometimes attached to the High Squadron to fill in for aborting aircraft in case of
early malfunctions.While the plan view of a Bomb Group looks like an arrowhead, so does the
profile view, with the Lead Squadron as the point and the High and Low Squadrons forming the
barbs. No two aircraft fly at the same altitude, nor directly behind, nor ahead of each other. This
gives room for individual maneuvering and reduces the chances of colliding. According to the
book, ships were supposed to maintain a 50 foot separation.The B-17 “F” model has twelve .50
Caliber machine guns. The B-17 “G” model has thirteen .50 Caliber machine guns. The way the
aircraft are staggered in formation reduces, but does not eliminate, the chances of shooting into
each other. So with 30 aircraft put up for the Quackenbruck mission, we had almost 400
machine guns for protection – as long as we maintained “Group integrity”; which meant keeping
the “herd” packed together in tight formation.The key word was “together.” But having been given
twenty-seven tons of an old war-weary “bucket of bolts,” I doubted we could even get her up to
our assigned altitude of 27,000 feet and keep “together” with the others.And if that wasn’t
enough, we were also expected to ride this slow and heavy “flying bomb” just five miles above
Germany for most of the day in order to drop our three tons of bombs onto a well-defended
target before they could blow us up.It didn’t take a lot of experience to figure out just whose side
the odds favored. At the time, I didn’t know whether three tons of bombs made a bigger bang



than ten tons of 100-octane fuel. But then, it really didn’t make much difference since I was riding
right in the middle of it all!Another worry on my mind was that we were going to try to do this
tricky job at only a-hundred-and-fifty miles an hour. I wondered, “Do these people really know
what they’re doing?”Of course they didn’t. It was all an “EXPERIMENT”! The British had already
proved to their satisfaction that daylight bombing could not be done. So, it was no wonder that
the Eighth Air Force had the highest casualty rate of all U.S. Forces.Even so, it is noteworthy that
no bomb group of the Eighth Air Force had ever been forced to abort a mission by enemy
action.The best evaluation of U.S. strategic bombing was given by Albert Speer, the Minister of
Munitions for the Third Reich. He believed that if strategic bombing had started earlier and had
continued a bit longer, it would not even have been necessary to invade Germany, because it
would have been defeated by the inability to fight a war for a lack of resources. And that, of
course, was the theory of strategic bombing.But such a conclusion was after the fact and the
fact we faced at the time was that the theory had not yet been proved. And an even more
important fact on the 8th of April, 1944 was that I was betting my life on the success of this
unproven theory.Well, maybe not “its” success, but “my” success in surviving 25 combat
missions. It was a question constantly with me that would deprive me of sleep and food and any
pleasures I might consider. But, why had the goal been set at 25 combat missions?William J.
BellA P-47 Thunderbolt like “My Fran.”It really didn’t matter just how many missions we had to fly.
We were in the military and would try to do what we were ordered to do. However, curiosity
begged an answer as to why the particular number of 25 missions had been selected.The High
Command of the Eighth Air Force was responsible for the overall requirements of Plans and
Operations for the accomplishment of the Air Force’s Mission. They reviewed the objective and
the results in projecting the requirements: food, fuel, logistics, personnel, aircraft – down to every
nut and bolt. In fact, the air offensive had been delayed in the beginning due to a lack of proper
clothing for fighting the war in the sub-zero temperatures of high altitude flying.Therefore, the
number of missions to get the job done was not simply a number picked out of a hat, but it was
based on what could be expected to meet the requirements. And quite simply, the Air Force
could not count on flying personnel to survive beyond 25 missions. Thus, a tour of combat was
set at 25 missions.So, in the predawn hours of 8 April, 1944, as we were hauled in the back of a
6x6 truck to the mess hall, the briefing, the aircraft revetment and the wait to start engines, I
thought about how I had gotten into this mess in the first place.While it had been exciting to have
soloed an airplane on my sixteenth birthday in 1940, it was a small accomplishment compared
to James Cagney in “CAPTAIN OF THE CLOUDS,” a movie about a dashing Canadian bush-
pilot who volunteered for the Royal Air Force and was eventually given a bomber to fly.Nobody
had given me an airplane to fly back in 1938 when I was fourteen years old. I had saved up four
dollars for my first half-hour flying lesson.My flight instructor had been Johnny Erickson before
he’d gone to Canada to join the RAF. They gave him an airplane. Unfortunately, he was killed
shortly after his arrival in England.Two insurance agents, Ralph Cooley and C.E. Barr, had their
own airplane at the airport in Ponca City, Oklahoma, where I tried to learn aviation by osmosis –



being there, soaking it up, cleaning airplanes, bumming rides, listening to air stories, learning the
ground stuff and on rare occasions getting to learn the air stuff. Ralph and C. E. were
sympathetic to my ambition.Ralph became the Commander of the new local Civil Air Patrol that
was started in 1941 and he took me along as his observer, letting me fly.Since I had spent a
summer at Fort Sill in the Field Artillery with the Civilian Military Training Camp (having said I
was 16 when I was actually 15 in 1939), I was appointed the local CAP’s only Sergeant,
instructing a wide assortment of civilians in such things as close order drill.My greatest problem,
as Drill Sergeant, was keeping everyone in “goose-step” with a former World War One German
submarine sailor who had immigrated to the U.S. and – he even had his own airplane.In 1941
Ralph left Oklahoma and joined the RAF in Canada, where they gave him PBY Catalina Flying
Boats to ferry across the North Atlantic. It seemed that everyone except me had an airplane to
fly, even C.E. Barr who was left in Ponca City with the Luscombe that he and Ralph owned.Thus,
C.E. became my mentor and I became his “experimental” student. It was a good deal for the both
of us, because C.E. needed the practice the same as I, but for a different reason.The Battle of
Britain started the 10th of July 1940 when the German Luftwaffe began bombing Britain in
earnest. The Royal Air Force had only 704 serviceable aircraft, while the Germans possessed
1,392 bombers and 1,290 fighters. And by September the 7th, 1940 almost one fourth of the
R.A.F’s pilots had been lost.The Luftwaffe gave England hell. Through July and August the radar
sites and airfields were attacked along the south and eastern coasts. On the 24th of August,
1940, the first German bombs struck London, but it was a tactical mistake, because they had not
yet destroyed the R.A.F.The Royal Air Force consisted of volunteers from many nations,
including the Americans in the Eagle Squadron. It was to the R.A.F that Winston Churchill paid
tribute, saying that never had so many owed so much to so few, since their brave actions did, in
fact, convince Hitler to give up his intentions to invade England.However, the aerial attacks on
England continued to the point that it was unsafe to train pilots there and flying schools were
established in the United States. One such school was the #6 British Flying Training School
secured by the efforts of the community and aviation experts, such as Tommy Smyer, in Ponca
City, Oklahoma.I had gotten a job as a laborer, digging ditches and pouring concrete, during the
summer school break in 1941, in the construction of the #6 B.F.T.S. Darr School. And since it
was before Pearl Harbor and the Declaration of War by the U.S., the Royal Air Force training in
the U.S. was done under civilian contracts.Thus, my mentor, C.E. Barr wanted to be an instructor
at Darr School. So he practiced his instructing on me in order to qualify for his Instructor’s Rating
and we both taught each other about what should and should not be done. Like the time he
knocked the wind out of me by jabbing his fist into my stomach to teach me to “RELAX!”; proving
his point that the plane would still fly without my intense piloting.As C.E.’s “professional” student,
I told him that punching students in the gut, while very effective, was a teaching technique that I
was sure the British would not approve.By the next summer, having graduated high school and
joined the Air Corps, I worked as an aircraft dispatcher at Darr, assigning students to aircraft in
the Primary Flying School.So it was that airplanes and warfare belonged together and I had



signed my fate by wanting to fly airplanes.At least that was what I thought I wanted at the time. It
was simply my destiny. But how would it play out?Well, that’s what I was going to find out.On the
darkest of nights, at three-thousand feet up, it is possible to see the striking of a match at ground
level. So to witness the explosion of two bombers, loaded with fuel and bombs, colliding in the
dark is, at first-experience, overwhelming.Even though it must have been five miles away, I didn’t
hear it above the sound of engines, nor feel the impact of the blast. But twenty lives were snuffed
out and, except for the grace of God, it could have been us. And this wasn’t even the main
event.Even so, I sensed that the natural paralysis of such a shock had to be overcome in order
to function properly.We were just starting out and over friendly territory with nobody shooting at
us. And if flying itself wasn’t enough challenge, it was compounded by an unproven theory
(Somebody’s guess) that we might stop the Third Reich with airplanes.Well, it was admittedly an
act of desperation, because nothing else had stopped the Nazis. I mean NOTHING had been
able to halt the Third Reich in its progress toward total domination of Europe.There was no
longer even any standing room left on the Continent from which to fight. Britain’s foot soldiers
had been pushed into the sea at Dunkirk. This meant that the only fighting force left was the U.S.
Air Force for daylight bombing and the Royal Air Force for nighttime raids.Yes, it was truly an act
of desperation; the outcome of which would determine the future of civilization itself.It didn’t do
me any good to think about our disadvantage and the real possibility of our losing what was
turning into the largest war in history. But as true as it was, we had not yet won anything. Our
enemy was ahead of us in preparation and performance. So I preferred to ignore the
consequences and to focus on doing my duty for whatever good it would do for my country
somewhere down the line.The whole experience of taking off at night and climbing up through
the darkness to form up into the Group, plus the rarefied atmosphere at 10,000 feet, was literally
breathtaking.The sunrise was beautiful. Twenty-nine other B-17’s circling our assigned radio
“Buncher” beacon, jockeying for respective positions to fit into the formation, was quite an air-
show. And while I had flown practice formations, I had never seen so many Flying Fortresses in a
single group.And beyond our Group, other groups were forming up. I had never beheld so many
airplanes in the sky at one time. It was the most awesome experience of my life. Somehow I
knew that it was an historical phenomenon and felt that, if only in eternity, it was probably worth
whatever it would cost me to be a part of it.Mullins reminded me that I was more than just a
spectator to the event when he hit my arm and pointed to the engine gauges, the booster pump
switches and the supercharger levers.Getting into the rarefied air at 10,000 feet meant we
needed more power, especially to hold our place in formation; and it was obvious that our old
war-weary bird was not feeling very well. In truth, she was really one sick old bird.The Group was
formed and we set course for Germany, climbing for the designated altitude of 27,000 feet as we
went. But, damn it, it took everything we had to keep up at only 150 miles an hour. All of which
suggested that it was going to be one long day.Ahhh!!! That’s why the Group’s formation speed
was only 150 miles per hour; so that we could keep up. That was a great idea! Fastest was not
necessarily the best, because it was better to keep the herd together instead of stretched out



along the Bomber Stream where we could be picked off individually by the Luftwaffe.God help
anyone who was unfortunate enough to get left behind, because Air Marshall Hermann Goering
had ordered the Luftwaffe to take advantage of such odds and to knock down the
stragglers.GREAT! We hadn’t even gotten to Germany yet and, despite our desire and efforts
down in Coffin Corner, we were struggling and – straggling!Our old tired reluctant “dragon” was
draggin’. She groaned and argued all the way. The throttles were locked at full open and extra
power was added with the superchargers.Even 150 miles an hour seemed too much for her. I
couldn’t recall Jimmy Cagney having such power problems. All he had to worry about was
somebody shooting at him.Our battle was not with the Germans, but with the goddamned
equipment! The throttles were locked wide open and the power required to keep us in formation
had to be adjusted constantly with the supercharger levers for each of the four
engines.Somebody before us had recognized the problem and had attempted to solve it with
some jury-rigged, jill-farted extension levers that stuck up out of the control console like four
random sticks jammed into a puddle of mud.Since there was a separate “stick” for each of the
four engines, it was not possible to control them all with one hand.So, with his hands full with the
control wheel in one hand and grabbing at the power “sticks” with the other, I tried to assist
Mullins with my two hands. The whole procedure was as awkward and frustrating as a “slip-out”
during the critical moment in intercourse when all hands get in the way of each other.And this is
the way to go to war? It was ridiculous!We were so occupied in trying to get our act together that
I was unaware that we had reached our operating altitude of five miles above the earth.This
meant we were into the sub-stratosphere, which is a lethal environment. For without oxygen, you
are unconscious within ninety seconds! A few more seconds and you are dead!One of my duties
was to call for a “Crew Check” on the intercom every fifteen minutes, and everyone else was
supposed to check on each other for the effects of the treacherous anoxia, because it could
sneak up and kill you while you were in a state of euphoria.As we climbed higher the outside
ambient temperature lowered to fifty degrees below zero. The temperature inside was a bit
warmer in the nose, the cockpit and the radio room, but it was actually colder in the waist and
the tail than outside, because the slipstream from our four propellers drove the super-cold wind
into the open waist windows of the older “F” Model Fortress.Thus, the chill factor on our two
waist gunners must have been two-hundred degrees below zero!Waist gunners on the B-17 “F”
Model could be identified by what might appear as ugly “saber scars” on their cheeks; scarred
by frostbite from wind getting to their bare skin between helmet, goggles and oxygen mask. As
for touching any metal parts with bare hands it was to leave your skin on the metal.Even in the
relatively warmer cockpit I discovered that the condensation of my breath coming out of my
oxygen mask had frozen into icicles on my silk neck scarf. This caused me to consider my mask.
I squeezed on it and found that the insidious ice was cutting down my oxygen flow. So I
crunched it loose.While the thin and super cold air was a grim hardship on the human body, it
also worked against the performance of equipment and machinery. Guns could jam, bombs
hang up and –.DAMN! The #2 engine went wild!!!It was a “runaway” and Mullins called for me to,



“Feather Number Two!”Like the different gear ratios in a car, aircraft get different ratios of power
and thrust from the propeller pitch which can take greater or lesser bites from the air. A coarse
pitch takes a larger bite than a thin or flatter pitch. A coarse pitch, however, puts a greater load
on the engine and is reserved for cruising at slower rpm’s.Since reciprocal engines develop
higher horsepower at higher revolutions per minute, High RPM is used for taking off and also
emergency power with the propeller taking smaller bites in a flatter pitch.So besides the thin air
making it necessary to use superchargers, the colder air caused the hydraulic valves on the
controls to malfunction and the super-cold air also caused the propeller governor, that controls
the pitch of the prop, to change the propeller into flat pitch! Not a thin or fine pitch, but into a NO-
pitch mode.No pitch, no bite. No bite, no pull. No pull, no drag on the engine. And with no drag
on the engine, it’s a “runaway,” beating itself to death – until the feather-button I’d pushed started
to reconfigure the angle of pitch toward the other extreme of its range, taking larger bites of air
until it would stop in the full-feathered position.This limitation is called the “feathered” position,
because the prop, like a feather, is held in line with the flow of air across the airplane, which is
the designed purpose for feathering a prop, because it reduces the drag from the flat side of a
prop being pushed through the air when an engine fails.I knew that, but Mullins had just taught
me the un-designed use for the feathering button, which can be used to control a runaway
engine and still get some power from it, instead of shutting it down.All I had to do was to pull the
button out and unfeather the prop before it went into full feather and stopped. And when the
engine started to run away again, to push the feather-button in, and – so on and on with endless
repetition – while also helping Mullins jack around with the power “sticks.”I looked at Mullins, his
face covered by his oxygen mask, to see if the runaway engine would convince him to abort our
flight.We were somewhere over the North Sea and hadn’t yet reached enemy territory, so we
wouldn’t get credit for a mission if we turned back now, despite our best intentions and hard
work. But I was so pissed at the goddamned equipment that I was ready to settle for a non-
mission and start all over the next day.However, it wasn’t my call. It was up to Mullins. I don’t
know what he saw in my eyes, but I could see in his that Mullins was not even considering
turning back for England.DAMN IT!!! This meant I was going to have to ride the goddamned
feather-button all the way to Germany and back for the next eight hours. Already my fingers were
cramping from snapping in and snapping out the feather-button. I was also going to have to keep
working at adjusting the power to try to stay in formation.The job at hand reminded me, how as
kids, we tried to pat ourselves on the head with one hand and rub our stomachs at the same
time with the other hand. Flying was certainly not a glamorous business at all. In fact, it was
turning out to be pretty damned ludicrous.What was going to happen when the fighting started?
Well, I was going to die with a fuckin’ feathering button in my hand was what was going to
happen!In the midst of the tornado in my brain flashed G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES. What?
Why?My mind was in a search-mode for some answers and, lacking actual experience, was
trying to lock onto any reference to aerial combat.But, G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES?As a kid
between World Wars, like most kids, I read the World War One aerial adventures of G-8, wishing



and daydreaming of such high adventure. However, such adventure was not for me.Wrong!
Those daydreams were now turning into a nightmare, because I was not down there at only
5,000 feet hammering slugs from my Vickers machine gun into a Fokker D-VII. However, I was
up at 27 Angels busting my knuckles on a goddamned feathering button.Things were certainly
not going as I had expected, what with the malfunctioning equipment and the flak.FLAK?Well at
least I had expected the flak and sure enough it was there: billowing black puffs of smoke
announcing that we had finally arrived in German airspace over enemy occupied territory.And
although it was my first experience in combat, I didn’t need any explanation about the meaning
of flak.Just as my emotions were about to change from anger into fear of the exploding flak, I
was thrust back into anger, because the goddamned-monkey-fartin’-shit kickin’ #1 engine
started losing its power!!!Well, what the hell? It was hardly unexpected, because “shit happens.”
And when it does, it usually compounds itself.So it really didn’t surprise me to see the Group
slowly pulling away from us, leaving us quite alone over enemy occupied Europe as a straggler
with the #2 engine insisting on running away and then the supercharger on #1 failing to provide
power.Still flipping my feather-button, I stopped jiggling the superchargers, because we didn’t
have to worry about flying formation any more. We had become all alone, a group of one, a
straggler!I looked to Mullins, wondering if he had any other good ideas. It was like he was
hypnotized. He didn’t even see me. His sight and mind were still with the Group as it
disappeared ahead of us deeper into the flak. So we just sat there holding to the course, quite
alone.Since it was not Mullin’s nature to say anything, and I had no combat experience until the
flak started, I could only guess – and my guess was that we would just poop along until we got to
the target – by ourselves – or – we got shot down.At least I didn’t have to make myself crazy with
the “power sticks” any more. I would just play with the feathering button and wait.While we were
not able to catch up, we were able to hold our altitude; but at only 140 mph. There’s a saying
that, “You had to have been there to appreciate it,” except that there could be no appreciation nor
thankfulness to be stuck five miles above the middle of Germany, all alone, in a poopy old, worn
out war wagon. And, there was even more.Yep, if circumstances weren’t bad enough, our #4
engine also started losing power!That’s right. When shit happens there’s usually more on the
way and this looked to be my first and last mission. With good fortune in not getting blown up or
shot down, I might be spending the night in a prisoner of war camp.So, with only one seemingly
good engine out of four, the situation finally got Mullin’s attention. He came out of his trance and
gave me a brief glance.Fate had resolved our dilemma. We had no choice in the matter. With
major loss in power, we were definitely on our way down. The old bird simply couldn’t maintain
speed nor altitude. There were no other options. We – were – going – DOWN!!!Mullins banked to
the left, making a one-eighty degree turn for home, and we sacrificed altitude for a bit more
speed in the descent.By the time we reached Holland we had bled off 16,000 feet of altitude and
were down to 11,000 feet. It was good and bad in that altitude is an ally, as long as it’s below you.
All the sky in the world above you won’t help when the object is to keep from hitting the ground,
and we had already sacrificed too much of it for the distance we had yet to cover to get back



home.On the other hand, the air is more dense at lower altitude and superchargers are not
required. This meant that the #1 and #4 engines were regaining some of their strength and even
the #2 runaway engine became happier and more cooperative in the warmer air. So, when we
passed over the Zuider Zee in Holland we dropped our bombs into the water to lighten our load
and to improve the planes performance.“Hello Big Friend. This is your Little Friend at 3 o’clock.
Are you happy?”My eyes jumped to our right wingtip and a fighter pilot was waving at me from
an American P-47 Thunderbolt with the name “MY FRAN” painted on the side of its nose.Hot
Damnnn! It could just as easily have been a German pilot and none of our gunners had even
alerted us. But then, we wouldn’t have known what had hit us anyway.Mullins was tuned to the
intercom and I had been monitoring the fighter channel, so I waved back and told our Little
Friend that we were “happy” and asked if he could confirm our position.“Roger, Big Friend, stand
by” he said and jerked upward to gain altitude for a direct line-of-sight communications to his
control in England, while I listened to his quasi-coded transmission.“Hello Orange Grove, this is
Orange Peel. I need some Orange Juice: Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat Oats . . .”I
could not hear Orange Grove, because we were too low and the curvature of the earth
prevented line-of-sight reception from England. However, Orange Grove had immediately locked
onto Orange Peel’s transmission high above us; gave him the weather and location; which our
Little Friend relayed to us from his “perch” up at 30 Angels, or 30,000 feet above sea level.“Hello
Big Friend, this is your Little Friend at Thirty Angels. Your feet are wet (Over the Channel), but
you should have Chalky-Chalky-Chalky (White Cliffs of Dover) in about a half an hour on a QDM
(compass heading home) of two-seven-zero . . . Are you happy Big Friend?”I acknowledged that
we were indeed “happy” and – as mysteriously as he had arrived – he was gone.Five and a half
hours after we had started engines that morning we shut them down on our hardstand at Great
Ashfield. It felt great to be back home. But this was only the beginning – of what? The end?
FLAK: FLieger Abwehr Kannonen (Flyer Defense Cannons).WHO, WHERE, WHENCHAPTER
1It was a dark and stormy night when the ten of us arrived in the back of a 6x6 Army truck at the
550th “Werewolf” Squadron Headquarters at Great Ashfield, East Anglia, England, where the
385th Bomb Group (Heavies) was stationed. It seemed appropriate, if not prophetic, that it was
April Fool’s Day in 1944.The six enlisted men of our crew were taken care of first and escorted to
their Quonset hut “billet,” as the British call the barracks. Then we four officers were guided to
our billet: 2nd Lt. Ernest “Moon” Baumann (Pilot); 2nd Lt. Robert “Ears” Moody (Navigator); Flight
Officer Robert “Eut” Eutrecht (Bombardier) and me, 2nd Lt. Truman “Smitty” Smith, their twenty-
year-old copilot. Everyone on the crew was senior to me in age by an average of three years.For
the sake of simplicity each crew was identified by the name of the pilot. Thus, we were
Baumann’s Crew; although it might have been more appropriate to call us Baumann’s Dog and
Pony Show – without the pony, because each of us had been trained to perform our individual
tricks or specialties.Up in the nose and on the point was our bombardier, “Eut” Eutrecht, who
was much like an English Pointer; long and lean, always on the lookout and ready to point. After
all, he was the “Bomb-Aimer”–point the target and bomb it. He was focused and high strung.



Some might say nervous, but I think it was mainly his immaturity, since he was only twenty-one
and even physically he had not yet filled out his six-feet-two frame.By contrast our navigator,
“Ears,” was mellow, much like a patient golden retriever. He reminded me greatly of the actor Van
Heflin in his Academy Award winning performance as an alcoholic intellectual in “JOHNNY
EAGER” (1942). At twenty-four, and even with thinning blonde hair, “Ears” had not yet reached
the peak as an alcoholic-intellectual, but he seemed to have the potential. And when he applied
himself, he could even navigate us from A to Z. However, he was not always motivated to do it in
proper sequence, which often added suspense to our flights.Top Row: Robert “Ears” Moody,
Ernest “Moon” Baumann, Truman “Smitty” Smith, Robert P. “Eut” Eutrecht. Bottom Row: Henry J.
Burnell, Samuel Rudolfsky, Robert Carmen, John E. Corscadden, Herbert L. Hill, Fred L.
Dyer.“Moon” Baumann, our pilot, was of German lineage. By canine comparison, he was more
like a German shepherd, although a bit on the small side. Even so, his manner conveyed the
meaning of the saying: ”It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.”
So with a B-17 and its crew of ten, “Moon” was very much larger and more lethal than his 145
pounds.And as Moon’s copilot, I was his right-hand-man, or boy. Four years younger, I did
outweigh him by at least thirty pounds; more muscular than mental, because I still had a lot to
learn about flying and living. Even my temperament had not yet developed, because I suppose I
was more like a mongrel pup with a hint of coyote ancestry–chasing butterflies and mystified by
everything, including my own tail.Burnell was our flight engineer. Whatever airplane we flew
turned out to belong to him; the same as any car belongs to the little bulldog that has been left
inside of it. Most of the time he rode standing between Moon and me making note of the plane’s
performance, except when he was needed to operate the twin fifty-caliber machine guns in the
top turret just behind us.Aft of the top turret was the bomb-bay and aft of that was the radio
room, guarded by “Rudy” Rudolfsky, a quiet yet nervous little terrier. Rudy was probably the
smallest and the oldest on the crew who, to me, seemed totally out of place. I had the feeling
that he should be in some high school teaching Radio or Shop, but of all places, not flying
combat in a Flying Fortress.Aft of the radio room was the waist of the ship with two gunners:
Dyer, left waist and Carmen, right waist and armorer. Dyer was a likable Dachshund, while
Carmen, with his black hair and chiseled facial features resembled a stealth-like
Doberman.Midship in the ball turret on the belly of the plane, with the temperament of an Irish
Setter, was red-headed “Corky” Corscaddin.Finally, managing the twin-50’s in the tail was the
classic bloodhound from Appalachia, Herby Hill.This was Baumann’s Dog Show; an eclectic, yet
homogeneous, pack, where hopefully the whole would be more than the sum of its parts in
contributing to the war effort.The “WAR” was in its making in the spring of 1944 and, as a nation,
we had not yet really begun to fight, because we couldn’t. We had truly become, as the
Japanese characterized us, a “Sleeping Giant.”Hitler had taken the whole of Europe for the Third
Reich, offering the sale of Jews to the world. But there were no takers; not even the Land of the
Free and the Home of the Brave, because we had lived in isolation, suffering our own problems
of the Great Depression.However, not wanting a war, the Japanese in the Pacific brought the war



to us in 1941 when the U.S. Army numbered only 175,000 men; ranked 16th in size, behind
Rumania. Having forgotten that the primary purpose of a federal government is national defense,
we proved that a small military force is an invitation for attack.So if we got lucky and worked hard
enough, there might be a very questionable chance that the United States would survive, even
though the odds were against it.No, there was no foregone conclusion that the U.S. even had a
future in 1941. It would simply cease to exist without the will and means to defend itself. But with
what? It took a total effort just to put bread on the table during the Great Depression.It was in the
1930’s that Japan and Europe faced the same problem, except they had decided to do
something about it. Japan, an island, needed expansion to acquire raw materials and resources.
Germany also needed resources and room for living, Lebensraum, which it had lost as a result
of World War One. So Hitler was indeed welcomed as a national hero by putting everyone to
work and promising that he could feed the world by controlling the fertile Ukraine of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.Why not? The Communists could not get the job done. They were not
even able to feed themselves. Stalin had starved over 300,000 people in his home state of
Georgia by shipping the food to Moscow to empower himself as leader of the U.S.S.R.;
executing another twenty million people to maintain his authority!Socialism was simply not
workable and would destroy civilization.According to whom? The United States? No.It was Hitler
who was the enemy of Communism.Charles Lindbergh, the LONE EAGLE and American folk
hero, along with Truman Smith (no relation to the author of THE WRONG STUFF), an Army
major who had been appointed as the U.S. Air Attaché in Berlin in 1935, agreed with Hitler that
Communism had to be stopped.However, this is not what President Roosevelt needed to save
the U.S. from the Japanese, who had been backed into a corner by U.S. trade sanctions.What
the U.S. needed was all the help and time it could get and why it had already allied itself with the
USSR and Britain against the Japanese and therefore – against Germany.But what about
America’s hero, Charles Lindbergh, who was apparently allied with the Nazis?The fact that
Germany’s Air Marshall Goering presented a medal to both Lindbergh and Smith made them
“Nazi sympathizers.”At least that was the opinion of President Roosevelt and his administration.
So the charge was then publicized by the press and noted broadcasters like Walter Winchell and
Drew Pearson that Lindbergh was unpatriotic.Thus, Lindbergh was silenced and Roosevelt went
on with the preparation for war against Japan and Germany in alliance with Churchill and
Stalin.Even so, it was not a “done-deal” that the Allies would win the upcoming war. In fact, it was
most unrealistic that the Allies could even hope to defeat the Axis powers on a world scale.By
1940 London had suffered the Nazi “Blitzkrieg” and Britain was on its knees, threatened with an
invasion of German forces.The U.S. finally enacted compulsory military service to try to build an
Army, even though the Axis – Japan, Italy and Germany – already had the largest military force in
history.No, the survival of the Allies at the beginning of the 1940’s did not even appear to be a
possibility. Yet, they did not give up and the “Sleeping Giant” finally started to awaken.Within 48
months, while the British, Soviets and Americans sacrificed their lives in a delaying action, the
United States was miraculously able to build a military force, as well as support the British and



Soviets.And while it was still far short of what was required to defeat the Axis – and the Eighth Air
Force had nearly been decimated in England; 1944 was destined to be a memorable year in
world history.So on April Fools Day 1944, Baumann’s Dog Show took the stage. Our billet was
not a Quonset hut, but the equivalent of a rather standard wooden barracks equipped with two
rows of twelve, single iron beds spaced perpendicularly to the two long walls for a total of twenty-
four bunks. There were windows in the long walls that were covered with blackout curtains. The
mattresses consisted of square “biscuits,” placed end-to-end for the length of the bed.The inside
of the roof doubled as the ceiling. Which is to say, the building was uninsulated and any heat
generated by the two small stoves, less than three feet high, rose upward and away from the
living space into the open attic.Thus, the first six feet or so above the concrete floor were
uncomfortably cold. It would have been totally unacceptable to prison inmates and good cause
for a riot by their prison standards. Yet, this was to be our home. The question was, for how long?
While our hope to escape the wet and cold English springtime weather was quickly dashed, our
reception was even more chilling.The four individuals who were grouped at the far end of the
open billet hardly acknowledged our entrance. And while we gave a cheery greeting and asked if
we could move in, the response was depressing.“Sure” one of them said, “Take any of those
bunks at that end. They’re still warm.”Then the group went back to its own.One of them wore a
leather A-2 jacket with Captain’s insignia and pilot’s wings. What the others were could not be
guessed, but we assumed they, like us, were the flying officers of two other crews.It turned out
that the dandy wearing a red satin robe with a white scarf around his neck and smoking a pipe,
as if he were to the manor born, was the Captain’s navigator. The other six were dressed in an
assortment of flight suits, long underwear and one wore a faded orange letterman sweater with a
big blue “B” on it.We tried to ignore their cynical un-welcome to us as we unpacked and put our
bunks in order, accepting the fact that we, as replacements, were at the bottom of the pecking
order and were naturally the intruders into their privileged and obviously very selective “club” of
aerial combatants, who literally made their living by killing intruders into their midst over enemy
occupied Europe.Perhaps it would have helped to have had some sort of a briefing about the
world of combat prior to being dropped into the middle of it. Except, there weren’t any experts
yet, because it was all part of a desperate “EXPERIMENT” to prove daylight bombing in the
hope of winning the war.Winning? There were no guarantees and we had already damned near
lost it before getting started. The prospects were definitely not good.So the question at the time
was not really so much about winning as it was in just surviving. It was to be a marathon and not
a quick sprint.The only bragging right of the 385th was that it had led the entire Eighth Air Force
on three attacks against Berlin at the beginning of March 1944, but nobody had been able to
bomb the target visually due to bad weather – until the third try.However, the Eighth Air Force,
led by the 385th Bomb Group, did finally hit BIG “B,” and that was certainly worth bragging about.
It was an accomplishment that, in time, I would learn to appreciate.It was not to Berlin, but it was
to Germany that I began with my FIRST mission on Saturday the 8th of April, 1944, just a week
after our arrival.MISSION #1Quakenbruck, Germany, 8 April 1944Saturday: 30 ships up (5:30



Flying Time)The Standard Operating Procedure was to break up a new crew and assign
individuals to more experienced crews for the first few missions in order to help them adjust to
the environment of combat.I was assigned to fly copilot for First Lieutenant Mullins, whom I
didn’t know and who made it clear that he was not interested in getting to know me. Later I would
realize it was best not to get to know anyone too well. Strangers die easier.The ship we were
assigned was the older model B-17 F, which weighed 32,000 pounds empty. However, it grossed
twenty-seven tons when loaded with 2,700 gallons of gasoline for fuel, which amounted to
22,000 pounds, and a bomb load of 6,000 pounds of high explosives, plus the weight of ten
crew members, equipment and heavy. 50 caliber ammunition for a dozen machine guns. This
meant it weighed five tons more than the popular German Mark IV tank, without the armor, and it
was expected to fly.Our position in our Group formation was “Purple Heart Corner,” better known
as “Coffin Corner,” which is the bottom ship in the bottom flight of the Low Squadron.The main
disadvantage in this position, unlike the High Squadron, was the inability to climb up and into the
Group for protection in case of lost power. Also in the game of “crack the whip,” the slightest
increase of power by the leader meant that we had to firewall it at the tail-end to try and keep
up.Thus, the position we were to fly deserved its identification as “COFFIN CORNER,”
sometimes called “PURPLE HEART CORNER.”The Group formation usually consisted of
twenty-seven aircraft, stacked in three Squadrons of nine aircraft each to form a “Box.” Spare
aircraft were sometimes attached to the High Squadron to fill in for aborting aircraft in case of
early malfunctions.While the plan view of a Bomb Group looks like an arrowhead, so does the
profile view, with the Lead Squadron as the point and the High and Low Squadrons forming the
barbs. No two aircraft fly at the same altitude, nor directly behind, nor ahead of each other. This
gives room for individual maneuvering and reduces the chances of colliding. According to the
book, ships were supposed to maintain a 50 foot separation.The B-17 “F” model has twelve .50
Caliber machine guns. The B-17 “G” model has thirteen .50 Caliber machine guns. The way the
aircraft are staggered in formation reduces, but does not eliminate, the chances of shooting into
each other. So with 30 aircraft put up for the Quackenbruck mission, we had almost 400
machine guns for protection – as long as we maintained “Group integrity”; which meant keeping
the “herd” packed together in tight formation.The key word was “together.” But having been given
twenty-seven tons of an old war-weary “bucket of bolts,” I doubted we could even get her up to
our assigned altitude of 27,000 feet and keep “together” with the others.And if that wasn’t
enough, we were also expected to ride this slow and heavy “flying bomb” just five miles above
Germany for most of the day in order to drop our three tons of bombs onto a well-defended
target before they could blow us up.It didn’t take a lot of experience to figure out just whose side
the odds favored. At the time, I didn’t know whether three tons of bombs made a bigger bang
than ten tons of 100-octane fuel. But then, it really didn’t make much difference since I was riding
right in the middle of it all!Another worry on my mind was that we were going to try to do this
tricky job at only a-hundred-and-fifty miles an hour. I wondered, “Do these people really know
what they’re doing?”Of course they didn’t. It was all an “EXPERIMENT”! The British had already



proved to their satisfaction that daylight bombing could not be done. So, it was no wonder that
the Eighth Air Force had the highest casualty rate of all U.S. Forces.Even so, it is noteworthy that
no bomb group of the Eighth Air Force had ever been forced to abort a mission by enemy
action.The best evaluation of U.S. strategic bombing was given by Albert Speer, the Minister of
Munitions for the Third Reich. He believed that if strategic bombing had started earlier and had
continued a bit longer, it would not even have been necessary to invade Germany, because it
would have been defeated by the inability to fight a war for a lack of resources. And that, of
course, was the theory of strategic bombing.But such a conclusion was after the fact and the
fact we faced at the time was that the theory had not yet been proved. And an even more
important fact on the 8th of April, 1944 was that I was betting my life on the success of this
unproven theory.Well, maybe not “its” success, but “my” success in surviving 25 combat
missions. It was a question constantly with me that would deprive me of sleep and food and any
pleasures I might consider. But, why had the goal been set at 25 combat missions?William J.
BellA P-47 Thunderbolt like “My Fran.”It really didn’t matter just how many missions we had to fly.
We were in the military and would try to do what we were ordered to do. However, curiosity
begged an answer as to why the particular number of 25 missions had been selected.The High
Command of the Eighth Air Force was responsible for the overall requirements of Plans and
Operations for the accomplishment of the Air Force’s Mission. They reviewed the objective and
the results in projecting the requirements: food, fuel, logistics, personnel, aircraft – down to every
nut and bolt. In fact, the air offensive had been delayed in the beginning due to a lack of proper
clothing for fighting the war in the sub-zero temperatures of high altitude flying.Therefore, the
number of missions to get the job done was not simply a number picked out of a hat, but it was
based on what could be expected to meet the requirements. And quite simply, the Air Force
could not count on flying personnel to survive beyond 25 missions. Thus, a tour of combat was
set at 25 missions.So, in the predawn hours of 8 April, 1944, as we were hauled in the back of a
6x6 truck to the mess hall, the briefing, the aircraft revetment and the wait to start engines, I
thought about how I had gotten into this mess in the first place.While it had been exciting to have
soloed an airplane on my sixteenth birthday in 1940, it was a small accomplishment compared
to James Cagney in “CAPTAIN OF THE CLOUDS,” a movie about a dashing Canadian bush-
pilot who volunteered for the Royal Air Force and was eventually given a bomber to fly.Nobody
had given me an airplane to fly back in 1938 when I was fourteen years old. I had saved up four
dollars for my first half-hour flying lesson.My flight instructor had been Johnny Erickson before
he’d gone to Canada to join the RAF. They gave him an airplane. Unfortunately, he was killed
shortly after his arrival in England.Two insurance agents, Ralph Cooley and C.E. Barr, had their
own airplane at the airport in Ponca City, Oklahoma, where I tried to learn aviation by osmosis –
being there, soaking it up, cleaning airplanes, bumming rides, listening to air stories, learning the
ground stuff and on rare occasions getting to learn the air stuff. Ralph and C. E. were
sympathetic to my ambition.Ralph became the Commander of the new local Civil Air Patrol that
was started in 1941 and he took me along as his observer, letting me fly.Since I had spent a



summer at Fort Sill in the Field Artillery with the Civilian Military Training Camp (having said I
was 16 when I was actually 15 in 1939), I was appointed the local CAP’s only Sergeant,
instructing a wide assortment of civilians in such things as close order drill.My greatest problem,
as Drill Sergeant, was keeping everyone in “goose-step” with a former World War One German
submarine sailor who had immigrated to the U.S. and – he even had his own airplane.In 1941
Ralph left Oklahoma and joined the RAF in Canada, where they gave him PBY Catalina Flying
Boats to ferry across the North Atlantic. It seemed that everyone except me had an airplane to
fly, even C.E. Barr who was left in Ponca City with the Luscombe that he and Ralph owned.Thus,
C.E. became my mentor and I became his “experimental” student. It was a good deal for the both
of us, because C.E. needed the practice the same as I, but for a different reason.The Battle of
Britain started the 10th of July 1940 when the German Luftwaffe began bombing Britain in
earnest. The Royal Air Force had only 704 serviceable aircraft, while the Germans possessed
1,392 bombers and 1,290 fighters. And by September the 7th, 1940 almost one fourth of the
R.A.F’s pilots had been lost.The Luftwaffe gave England hell. Through July and August the radar
sites and airfields were attacked along the south and eastern coasts. On the 24th of August,
1940, the first German bombs struck London, but it was a tactical mistake, because they had not
yet destroyed the R.A.F.The Royal Air Force consisted of volunteers from many nations,
including the Americans in the Eagle Squadron. It was to the R.A.F that Winston Churchill paid
tribute, saying that never had so many owed so much to so few, since their brave actions did, in
fact, convince Hitler to give up his intentions to invade England.However, the aerial attacks on
England continued to the point that it was unsafe to train pilots there and flying schools were
established in the United States. One such school was the #6 British Flying Training School
secured by the efforts of the community and aviation experts, such as Tommy Smyer, in Ponca
City, Oklahoma.I had gotten a job as a laborer, digging ditches and pouring concrete, during the
summer school break in 1941, in the construction of the #6 B.F.T.S. Darr School. And since it
was before Pearl Harbor and the Declaration of War by the U.S., the Royal Air Force training in
the U.S. was done under civilian contracts.Thus, my mentor, C.E. Barr wanted to be an instructor
at Darr School. So he practiced his instructing on me in order to qualify for his Instructor’s Rating
and we both taught each other about what should and should not be done. Like the time he
knocked the wind out of me by jabbing his fist into my stomach to teach me to “RELAX!”; proving
his point that the plane would still fly without my intense piloting.As C.E.’s “professional” student,
I told him that punching students in the gut, while very effective, was a teaching technique that I
was sure the British would not approve.By the next summer, having graduated high school and
joined the Air Corps, I worked as an aircraft dispatcher at Darr, assigning students to aircraft in
the Primary Flying School.So it was that airplanes and warfare belonged together and I had
signed my fate by wanting to fly airplanes.At least that was what I thought I wanted at the time. It
was simply my destiny. But how would it play out?Well, that’s what I was going to find out.On the
darkest of nights, at three-thousand feet up, it is possible to see the striking of a match at ground
level. So to witness the explosion of two bombers, loaded with fuel and bombs, colliding in the



dark is, at first-experience, overwhelming.Even though it must have been five miles away, I didn’t
hear it above the sound of engines, nor feel the impact of the blast. But twenty lives were snuffed
out and, except for the grace of God, it could have been us. And this wasn’t even the main
event.Even so, I sensed that the natural paralysis of such a shock had to be overcome in order
to function properly.We were just starting out and over friendly territory with nobody shooting at
us. And if flying itself wasn’t enough challenge, it was compounded by an unproven theory
(Somebody’s guess) that we might stop the Third Reich with airplanes.Well, it was admittedly an
act of desperation, because nothing else had stopped the Nazis. I mean NOTHING had been
able to halt the Third Reich in its progress toward total domination of Europe.There was no
longer even any standing room left on the Continent from which to fight. Britain’s foot soldiers
had been pushed into the sea at Dunkirk. This meant that the only fighting force left was the U.S.
Air Force for daylight bombing and the Royal Air Force for nighttime raids.Yes, it was truly an act
of desperation; the outcome of which would determine the future of civilization itself.It didn’t do
me any good to think about our disadvantage and the real possibility of our losing what was
turning into the largest war in history. But as true as it was, we had not yet won anything. Our
enemy was ahead of us in preparation and performance. So I preferred to ignore the
consequences and to focus on doing my duty for whatever good it would do for my country
somewhere down the line.The whole experience of taking off at night and climbing up through
the darkness to form up into the Group, plus the rarefied atmosphere at 10,000 feet, was literally
breathtaking.The sunrise was beautiful. Twenty-nine other B-17’s circling our assigned radio
“Buncher” beacon, jockeying for respective positions to fit into the formation, was quite an air-
show. And while I had flown practice formations, I had never seen so many Flying Fortresses in a
single group.And beyond our Group, other groups were forming up. I had never beheld so many
airplanes in the sky at one time. It was the most awesome experience of my life. Somehow I
knew that it was an historical phenomenon and felt that, if only in eternity, it was probably worth
whatever it would cost me to be a part of it.Mullins reminded me that I was more than just a
spectator to the event when he hit my arm and pointed to the engine gauges, the booster pump
switches and the supercharger levers.Getting into the rarefied air at 10,000 feet meant we
needed more power, especially to hold our place in formation; and it was obvious that our old
war-weary bird was not feeling very well. In truth, she was really one sick old bird.The Group was
formed and we set course for Germany, climbing for the designated altitude of 27,000 feet as we
went. But, damn it, it took everything we had to keep up at only 150 miles an hour. All of which
suggested that it was going to be one long day.Ahhh!!! That’s why the Group’s formation speed
was only 150 miles per hour; so that we could keep up. That was a great idea! Fastest was not
necessarily the best, because it was better to keep the herd together instead of stretched out
along the Bomber Stream where we could be picked off individually by the Luftwaffe.God help
anyone who was unfortunate enough to get left behind, because Air Marshall Hermann Goering
had ordered the Luftwaffe to take advantage of such odds and to knock down the
stragglers.GREAT! We hadn’t even gotten to Germany yet and, despite our desire and efforts



down in Coffin Corner, we were struggling and – straggling!Our old tired reluctant “dragon” was
draggin’. She groaned and argued all the way. The throttles were locked at full open and extra
power was added with the superchargers.Even 150 miles an hour seemed too much for her. I
couldn’t recall Jimmy Cagney having such power problems. All he had to worry about was
somebody shooting at him.Our battle was not with the Germans, but with the goddamned
equipment! The throttles were locked wide open and the power required to keep us in formation
had to be adjusted constantly with the supercharger levers for each of the four
engines.Somebody before us had recognized the problem and had attempted to solve it with
some jury-rigged, jill-farted extension levers that stuck up out of the control console like four
random sticks jammed into a puddle of mud.Since there was a separate “stick” for each of the
four engines, it was not possible to control them all with one hand.So, with his hands full with the
control wheel in one hand and grabbing at the power “sticks” with the other, I tried to assist
Mullins with my two hands. The whole procedure was as awkward and frustrating as a “slip-out”
during the critical moment in intercourse when all hands get in the way of each other.And this is
the way to go to war? It was ridiculous!We were so occupied in trying to get our act together that
I was unaware that we had reached our operating altitude of five miles above the earth.This
meant we were into the sub-stratosphere, which is a lethal environment. For without oxygen, you
are unconscious within ninety seconds! A few more seconds and you are dead!One of my duties
was to call for a “Crew Check” on the intercom every fifteen minutes, and everyone else was
supposed to check on each other for the effects of the treacherous anoxia, because it could
sneak up and kill you while you were in a state of euphoria.As we climbed higher the outside
ambient temperature lowered to fifty degrees below zero. The temperature inside was a bit
warmer in the nose, the cockpit and the radio room, but it was actually colder in the waist and
the tail than outside, because the slipstream from our four propellers drove the super-cold wind
into the open waist windows of the older “F” Model Fortress.Thus, the chill factor on our two
waist gunners must have been two-hundred degrees below zero!Waist gunners on the B-17 “F”
Model could be identified by what might appear as ugly “saber scars” on their cheeks; scarred
by frostbite from wind getting to their bare skin between helmet, goggles and oxygen mask. As
for touching any metal parts with bare hands it was to leave your skin on the metal.Even in the
relatively warmer cockpit I discovered that the condensation of my breath coming out of my
oxygen mask had frozen into icicles on my silk neck scarf. This caused me to consider my mask.
I squeezed on it and found that the insidious ice was cutting down my oxygen flow. So I
crunched it loose.While the thin and super cold air was a grim hardship on the human body, it
also worked against the performance of equipment and machinery. Guns could jam, bombs
hang up and –.DAMN! The #2 engine went wild!!!It was a “runaway” and Mullins called for me to,
“Feather Number Two!”Like the different gear ratios in a car, aircraft get different ratios of power
and thrust from the propeller pitch which can take greater or lesser bites from the air. A coarse
pitch takes a larger bite than a thin or flatter pitch. A coarse pitch, however, puts a greater load
on the engine and is reserved for cruising at slower rpm’s.Since reciprocal engines develop



higher horsepower at higher revolutions per minute, High RPM is used for taking off and also
emergency power with the propeller taking smaller bites in a flatter pitch.So besides the thin air
making it necessary to use superchargers, the colder air caused the hydraulic valves on the
controls to malfunction and the super-cold air also caused the propeller governor, that controls
the pitch of the prop, to change the propeller into flat pitch! Not a thin or fine pitch, but into a NO-
pitch mode.No pitch, no bite. No bite, no pull. No pull, no drag on the engine. And with no drag
on the engine, it’s a “runaway,” beating itself to death – until the feather-button I’d pushed started
to reconfigure the angle of pitch toward the other extreme of its range, taking larger bites of air
until it would stop in the full-feathered position.This limitation is called the “feathered” position,
because the prop, like a feather, is held in line with the flow of air across the airplane, which is
the designed purpose for feathering a prop, because it reduces the drag from the flat side of a
prop being pushed through the air when an engine fails.I knew that, but Mullins had just taught
me the un-designed use for the feathering button, which can be used to control a runaway
engine and still get some power from it, instead of shutting it down.All I had to do was to pull the
button out and unfeather the prop before it went into full feather and stopped. And when the
engine started to run away again, to push the feather-button in, and – so on and on with endless
repetition – while also helping Mullins jack around with the power “sticks.”I looked at Mullins, his
face covered by his oxygen mask, to see if the runaway engine would convince him to abort our
flight.We were somewhere over the North Sea and hadn’t yet reached enemy territory, so we
wouldn’t get credit for a mission if we turned back now, despite our best intentions and hard
work. But I was so pissed at the goddamned equipment that I was ready to settle for a non-
mission and start all over the next day.However, it wasn’t my call. It was up to Mullins. I don’t
know what he saw in my eyes, but I could see in his that Mullins was not even considering
turning back for England.DAMN IT!!! This meant I was going to have to ride the goddamned
feather-button all the way to Germany and back for the next eight hours. Already my fingers were
cramping from snapping in and snapping out the feather-button. I was also going to have to keep
working at adjusting the power to try to stay in formation.The job at hand reminded me, how as
kids, we tried to pat ourselves on the head with one hand and rub our stomachs at the same
time with the other hand. Flying was certainly not a glamorous business at all. In fact, it was
turning out to be pretty damned ludicrous.What was going to happen when the fighting started?
Well, I was going to die with a fuckin’ feathering button in my hand was what was going to
happen!In the midst of the tornado in my brain flashed G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES. What?
Why?My mind was in a search-mode for some answers and, lacking actual experience, was
trying to lock onto any reference to aerial combat.But, G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES?As a kid
between World Wars, like most kids, I read the World War One aerial adventures of G-8, wishing
and daydreaming of such high adventure. However, such adventure was not for me.Wrong!
Those daydreams were now turning into a nightmare, because I was not down there at only
5,000 feet hammering slugs from my Vickers machine gun into a Fokker D-VII. However, I was
up at 27 Angels busting my knuckles on a goddamned feathering button.Things were certainly



not going as I had expected, what with the malfunctioning equipment and the flak.FLAK?Well at
least I had expected the flak and sure enough it was there: billowing black puffs of smoke
announcing that we had finally arrived in German airspace over enemy occupied territory.And
although it was my first experience in combat, I didn’t need any explanation about the meaning
of flak.Just as my emotions were about to change from anger into fear of the exploding flak, I
was thrust back into anger, because the goddamned-monkey-fartin’-shit kickin’ #1 engine
started losing its power!!!Well, what the hell? It was hardly unexpected, because “shit happens.”
And when it does, it usually compounds itself.So it really didn’t surprise me to see the Group
slowly pulling away from us, leaving us quite alone over enemy occupied Europe as a straggler
with the #2 engine insisting on running away and then the supercharger on #1 failing to provide
power.Still flipping my feather-button, I stopped jiggling the superchargers, because we didn’t
have to worry about flying formation any more. We had become all alone, a group of one, a
straggler!I looked to Mullins, wondering if he had any other good ideas. It was like he was
hypnotized. He didn’t even see me. His sight and mind were still with the Group as it
disappeared ahead of us deeper into the flak. So we just sat there holding to the course, quite
alone.Since it was not Mullin’s nature to say anything, and I had no combat experience until the
flak started, I could only guess – and my guess was that we would just poop along until we got to
the target – by ourselves – or – we got shot down.At least I didn’t have to make myself crazy with
the “power sticks” any more. I would just play with the feathering button and wait.While we were
not able to catch up, we were able to hold our altitude; but at only 140 mph. There’s a saying
that, “You had to have been there to appreciate it,” except that there could be no appreciation nor
thankfulness to be stuck five miles above the middle of Germany, all alone, in a poopy old, worn
out war wagon. And, there was even more.Yep, if circumstances weren’t bad enough, our #4
engine also started losing power!That’s right. When shit happens there’s usually more on the
way and this looked to be my first and last mission. With good fortune in not getting blown up or
shot down, I might be spending the night in a prisoner of war camp.So, with only one seemingly
good engine out of four, the situation finally got Mullin’s attention. He came out of his trance and
gave me a brief glance.Fate had resolved our dilemma. We had no choice in the matter. With
major loss in power, we were definitely on our way down. The old bird simply couldn’t maintain
speed nor altitude. There were no other options. We – were – going – DOWN!!!Mullins banked to
the left, making a one-eighty degree turn for home, and we sacrificed altitude for a bit more
speed in the descent.By the time we reached Holland we had bled off 16,000 feet of altitude and
were down to 11,000 feet. It was good and bad in that altitude is an ally, as long as it’s below you.
All the sky in the world above you won’t help when the object is to keep from hitting the ground,
and we had already sacrificed too much of it for the distance we had yet to cover to get back
home.On the other hand, the air is more dense at lower altitude and superchargers are not
required. This meant that the #1 and #4 engines were regaining some of their strength and even
the #2 runaway engine became happier and more cooperative in the warmer air. So, when we
passed over the Zuider Zee in Holland we dropped our bombs into the water to lighten our load



and to improve the planes performance.“Hello Big Friend. This is your Little Friend at 3 o’clock.
Are you happy?”My eyes jumped to our right wingtip and a fighter pilot was waving at me from
an American P-47 Thunderbolt with the name “MY FRAN” painted on the side of its nose.Hot
Damnnn! It could just as easily have been a German pilot and none of our gunners had even
alerted us. But then, we wouldn’t have known what had hit us anyway.Mullins was tuned to the
intercom and I had been monitoring the fighter channel, so I waved back and told our Little
Friend that we were “happy” and asked if he could confirm our position.“Roger, Big Friend, stand
by” he said and jerked upward to gain altitude for a direct line-of-sight communications to his
control in England, while I listened to his quasi-coded transmission.“Hello Orange Grove, this is
Orange Peel. I need some Orange Juice: Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat-Oats, Mares-Eat Oats . . .”I
could not hear Orange Grove, because we were too low and the curvature of the earth
prevented line-of-sight reception from England. However, Orange Grove had immediately locked
onto Orange Peel’s transmission high above us; gave him the weather and location; which our
Little Friend relayed to us from his “perch” up at 30 Angels, or 30,000 feet above sea level.“Hello
Big Friend, this is your Little Friend at Thirty Angels. Your feet are wet (Over the Channel), but
you should have Chalky-Chalky-Chalky (White Cliffs of Dover) in about a half an hour on a QDM
(compass heading home) of two-seven-zero . . . Are you happy Big Friend?”I acknowledged that
we were indeed “happy” and – as mysteriously as he had arrived – he was gone.Five and a half
hours after we had started engines that morning we shut them down on our hardstand at Great
Ashfield. It felt great to be back home. But this was only the beginning – of what? The end?
FLAK: FLieger Abwehr Kannonen (Flyer Defense Cannons).THE FLAKCHAPTER 2Mechanical-
problems, people-problems, timing and plain luck. Those are the main ingredients to life and
certainly to that pressure cooker of life: COMBAT; which can serve as an excellent benchmark or
reference to normal life experiences. Think you’ve got a problem with losing your job or your
home? Think about it in relationship to losing your life.Besides sex and survival there is another
instinct with which we are provided to help us through life. It is the mysterious and usually
unpredictable SENSE OF HUMOR. It can be thought of as the lubricant that reduces friction and
the salve that eases the pain of outrageous fortune.Baumersbach, a copilot in our billet, had
ridden in the tail gunner’s position of our lead aircraft in order to watch the Group’s formation as
“eyes” for the leader on the Quakenbruck raid. That evening he complained of a strange feeling
in his private parts. A visit to the Flight Surgeon provided the answer to his mechanical
problem.Unlike the forward compartments of the ship, there is no heating in the tail gunner’s
position. Sometimes tail gunners were even provided a metal can with a concoction of powdered
milk, flavoring and a stick to stir the contents while on a long mission in order to make ice cream.
That’s how cold it really got in the tail, where the air was even colder than the inside of an ice
cream freezer.Tail gunners knew this, but not Baumersbach, nor any one else who had never
before been on a mission in the tail. So what had happened was, when he relieved himself into
the relief tube at minus-fifty degrees, he frostbit his penis.The fact he had been wearing an
electric flying suit (the precursor of electric blankets) did not change the law of Physics that



states: A warm wienny exposed to minus fifty degrees – even briefly – will be bitten by frost.It
might be said that Baumersbach’s misfortune was what broke the ice between the older crews
and us newcomers. Again, it was just a part of the great EXPERIMENT where much was left to
trial and, too often, error.Everybody, even Baumersbach, had a good laugh; proving that comedy
– usually based on tragedy – has healing properties.It also helped to warm the relationship
between all occupants of our billet when the whole Group had a “Stand Down” without a mission
on Sunday. We got better acquainted, freshened up with a shower a quarter of mile away in the
“Ablution,” which the “Limeys” (nickname for the British) called the showers; then had lunch in the
mess, which was another quarter mile hike for those who didn’t have a bicycle – like me.Yep, my
bike had been a nuisance at times, but I was glad I’d taken the trouble to put it on board the
brand new B-17G we had ferried to Nutts Corner, Ireland from Savannah, Georgia. After all,
there didn’t seem to be any regulation against it.The saying “if you have time to spare, travel by
air” could not have been more appropriate than for our flight across the Atlantic Ocean and to the
war, because the idea of going to “war” did give us pause. Like in, “time to spare.”We felt justified
in our reluctance, because it was customary to allow the troops at least a two weeks leave to see
their loved ones, for possibly the last time, before going overseas. However, it was a privilege
denied our crew.We were ordered from Drew Field at Tampa, Florida to report directly to
Savannah, Georgia, to pick up a new B-17 Flying Fortress and to fly it to Europe.Corky, our ball
turret gunner, assured us that we would have orders for leave awaiting us in Savannah. How did
he know that?Well, having had his schooling toward becoming a lawyer interrupted, he was the
“Barracks Lawyer” for our crew and claimed he knew about such things. Besides, just to make
sure, he’d sent a telegram to President Roosevelt to correct it.“Ohh God,” Moon exclaimed. “You
aren’t supposed to contact the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES! You’re not even allowed to
contact your Congressmen. There’s a war going on! They might even send us to Leavenworth
prison.”“And what?” Corky asked, “Shoot us before they send us off to combat to get shot?”I had
been the last to be assigned to Moon’s pick-up crew at Drew Field in Tampa, Florida, in
December 1943, shortly before my twentieth birthday in January. Prior to that, after graduating
from pilot training in the Class of 43-I at Douglas, Arizona, I had been in Columbia, South
Carolina, as a pick-up copilot on B-25’s. The leaders were survivors of the 30 SECONDS OVER
TOKYO group and they certainly knew how to fly the B-25 Mitchell medium bomber.By
comparison, the B-17 heavy bomber seemed very large to me with its 104′ wingspan. However,
Moon put me at ease from the very beginning and was tolerant of my inexperience. In fact, the
whole crew was very casual, had a great sense of humor and was the most non-military group I
had encountered in service.It didn’t seem to bother anyone but me that Ears appeared unable to
navigate us to the east or west coast of Florida. The reason he couldn’t find Florida that first
night I flew with them was simply because he couldn’t stay awake. But then, since it kept me
awake, he didn’t see any reason for both of us to worry about it and he went back to sleep.This is
not to suggest that the crew was not dedicated. Why, there was the one night we completed a
whole month’s practice bombing requirements on a single flight.After loading the bomb-bay with



hundred pound practice bombs, we loaded some more into the radio room and put another load
into the waist of the ship so we wouldn’t have to return from the bombing range to the base to
reload. That would have taken many more hours.Burnell engineered some headphones into the
bomb-bay where Ears and I hung onto the catwalk above the open bomb-bay doors and listened
for Eut to yell, “BOMBS AWAY!” from his bombardier’s position in the nose. The rest of the crew
passed the bombs to us hanging in the bomb-bay and we dropped them through the open
doors. Moon, alone in the cockpit, did all of the piloting himself.It was a good thing it had been
the darkest of nights so that I couldn’t see the ground below us as Ears and I hung in the open
bomb-bay wrestling the bombs into position and dropping them through our legs, because
height frightened me.When we had asked for the extra bombs from the Armament Officer, he
protested until we explained how we planned to get the job done.The assignment was to drop a
single bomb on each Bomb Run and not to salvo the entire lot. Therefore, the arming-wires in
the bom-bbay would not have to be used, since we could arm each bomb by hand just before we
dropped it. It would be as easy as – what? Falling off a log.“Just make sure you don’t fall out of
the damned bomb-bay,” the Armament Officer cautioned when he gave us the bombs and
complimented us on our dedication to duty.Yes, sir, we were dedicated alright – when
motivated.The extra effort in getting rid of our month’s required bombs in a single night earned
us the luxury of –. Well, we all felt the nurses on the Base deserved to know how much fun it
really was to fly at night. A couple of them agreed, or they wouldn’t have been waiting for us in
the dark at the end of the runway in the flight suits we had provided them.It was a non-sexual
affair shared by ten guys about to go overseas and two caring nurses. Everyone was on their
best behavior.Moon and I stayed in the cockpit while Carmen and Dyer put them aboard in the
waist. They were shown how to crawl back into the tail where Hill gave them a view from his gun
position. Rudy had Glenn Miller tuned in by the time they got to the radio room and Burnell went
back from his top turret to escort them forward through the bomb-bay to the flight deck, crowded
by the three of them and his top turret.The B-17 is a machine whose only purpose is that of
warfare. It was not built for comfort. It lacks the luxury of space in which to move about. It is even
more crowded than a submarine, without padding, and with hard corners and “grabbers” to poke
and to restrict your movement. But for one black-velvet night, there was at least one Flying
Fortress that seemed to share, if only so briefly, in an experience of tenderness.It was a bandage
of comfort that the nurses brought aboard in their caring about what it was that we did. Everyone
a gentleman, yet like a child, proudly showing off for recognition from a surrogate “mother.”Ears
and Eut guided our guests down and forward into their shared “office” in the nose, which they
had made more comfortable with lifesaving cushions. There were no refreshments to be offered,
but they weren’t needed. In a place between heaven and earth, with the heavy drone of the four
Wright Cyclone engines in the background, Glenn Miller’s orchestra personally serenading from
the earphones and the dancing of lights below. The flight was one of pleasure, yet haunted by
melancholy.Too soon, it seemed, it was time to go overseas, so we gave our old “Crew-Car,”
which we had all chipped in to buy, along with more than enough gas ration coupons, to a girl



who happened to work in the PX. We had overheard that her husband, a ball-turret gunner, had
been shipped overseas, she had a child, and her commute to and from work was a long bus
ride. So, we all decided to give her our car, with plenty of gas coupons. In return, she gave us her
gratitude, along with the memory of the tears in her eyes. Then we left for Savannah, Georgia, to
pick up our new airplane.Corky was right. A direct order from our Commander-in-Chief,
President Roosevelt, awaited our arrival in Savannah. And while leave orders for two weeks at
home made us very happy, everyone else at Savannah was equally unhappy with us.Fourteen
days is not much time when commercial air transportation required a Priority, which we didn’t
have, and bus or rail travel would eat up a week’s time for both ways. I opted for the train: three
days and two nights in a chair car through assorted connections to Ponca City, Oklahoma, to
see my mother, brother and not many friends, as everyone was off to the war.The good news
was that my dad arranged to catch a ride in a C-47 Troop Carrier transport, who favored him with
an overnight stop in Ponca City, and we both flew back with them to Grenada, Mississippi. From
there I caught a ride the next day in a cross-country AT-6 trainer to Augusta, Georgia, and then
took a bus to Savannah, Georgia. Thus, my leave time was mainly spent in travailing half way
across the United States and back. However, it was well worth the effort to be with family.Based
on the philosophy of smelling the roses along the way, we did our best to hook some “sniffies” as
we slowly made our way to the European Theater of Operations from Savannah, Georgia.Out of
the ten of us, there was always one who qualified to be put into hospital so that the other nine
could take the opportunity to see the sights.When Moon discovered I had a temperature just
before departure from Savannah, because I was trying to cut a wisdom tooth, he told me to
report to Sick Call, but not to tell them about my inflamed gum. “Let ’em try and figure it out.”THE
FLAKCHAPTER 2Mechanical-problems, people-problems, timing and plain luck. Those are the
main ingredients to life and certainly to that pressure cooker of life: COMBAT; which can serve
as an excellent benchmark or reference to normal life experiences. Think you’ve got a problem
with losing your job or your home? Think about it in relationship to losing your life.Besides sex
and survival there is another instinct with which we are provided to help us through life. It is the
mysterious and usually unpredictable SENSE OF HUMOR. It can be thought of as the lubricant
that reduces friction and the salve that eases the pain of outrageous fortune.Baumersbach, a
copilot in our billet, had ridden in the tail gunner’s position of our lead aircraft in order to watch
the Group’s formation as “eyes” for the leader on the Quakenbruck raid. That evening he
complained of a strange feeling in his private parts. A visit to the Flight Surgeon provided the
answer to his mechanical problem.Unlike the forward compartments of the ship, there is no
heating in the tail gunner’s position. Sometimes tail gunners were even provided a metal can
with a concoction of powdered milk, flavoring and a stick to stir the contents while on a long
mission in order to make ice cream. That’s how cold it really got in the tail, where the air was
even colder than the inside of an ice cream freezer.Tail gunners knew this, but not
Baumersbach, nor any one else who had never before been on a mission in the tail. So what had
happened was, when he relieved himself into the relief tube at minus-fifty degrees, he frostbit his



penis.The fact he had been wearing an electric flying suit (the precursor of electric blankets) did
not change the law of Physics that states: A warm wienny exposed to minus fifty degrees – even
briefly – will be bitten by frost.It might be said that Baumersbach’s misfortune was what broke the
ice between the older crews and us newcomers. Again, it was just a part of the great
EXPERIMENT where much was left to trial and, too often, error.Everybody, even Baumersbach,
had a good laugh; proving that comedy – usually based on tragedy – has healing properties.It
also helped to warm the relationship between all occupants of our billet when the whole Group
had a “Stand Down” without a mission on Sunday. We got better acquainted, freshened up with a
shower a quarter of mile away in the “Ablution,” which the “Limeys” (nickname for the British)
called the showers; then had lunch in the mess, which was another quarter mile hike for those
who didn’t have a bicycle – like me.Yep, my bike had been a nuisance at times, but I was glad I’d
taken the trouble to put it on board the brand new B-17G we had ferried to Nutts Corner, Ireland
from Savannah, Georgia. After all, there didn’t seem to be any regulation against it.The saying “if
you have time to spare, travel by air” could not have been more appropriate than for our flight
across the Atlantic Ocean and to the war, because the idea of going to “war” did give us pause.
Like in, “time to spare.”We felt justified in our reluctance, because it was customary to allow the
troops at least a two weeks leave to see their loved ones, for possibly the last time, before going
overseas. However, it was a privilege denied our crew.We were ordered from Drew Field at
Tampa, Florida to report directly to Savannah, Georgia, to pick up a new B-17 Flying Fortress
and to fly it to Europe.Corky, our ball turret gunner, assured us that we would have orders for
leave awaiting us in Savannah. How did he know that?Well, having had his schooling toward
becoming a lawyer interrupted, he was the “Barracks Lawyer” for our crew and claimed he knew
about such things. Besides, just to make sure, he’d sent a telegram to President Roosevelt to
correct it.“Ohh God,” Moon exclaimed. “You aren’t supposed to contact the PRESIDENT of the
UNITED STATES! You’re not even allowed to contact your Congressmen. There’s a war going
on! They might even send us to Leavenworth prison.”“And what?” Corky asked, “Shoot us before
they send us off to combat to get shot?”I had been the last to be assigned to Moon’s pick-up
crew at Drew Field in Tampa, Florida, in December 1943, shortly before my twentieth birthday in
January. Prior to that, after graduating from pilot training in the Class of 43-I at Douglas, Arizona,
I had been in Columbia, South Carolina, as a pick-up copilot on B-25’s. The leaders were
survivors of the 30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO group and they certainly knew how to fly the B-25
Mitchell medium bomber.By comparison, the B-17 heavy bomber seemed very large to me with
its 104′ wingspan. However, Moon put me at ease from the very beginning and was tolerant of
my inexperience. In fact, the whole crew was very casual, had a great sense of humor and was
the most non-military group I had encountered in service.It didn’t seem to bother anyone but me
that Ears appeared unable to navigate us to the east or west coast of Florida. The reason he
couldn’t find Florida that first night I flew with them was simply because he couldn’t stay awake.
But then, since it kept me awake, he didn’t see any reason for both of us to worry about it and he
went back to sleep.This is not to suggest that the crew was not dedicated. Why, there was the



one night we completed a whole month’s practice bombing requirements on a single flight.After
loading the bomb-bay with hundred pound practice bombs, we loaded some more into the radio
room and put another load into the waist of the ship so we wouldn’t have to return from the
bombing range to the base to reload. That would have taken many more hours.Burnell
engineered some headphones into the bomb-bay where Ears and I hung onto the catwalk above
the open bomb-bay doors and listened for Eut to yell, “BOMBS AWAY!” from his bombardier’s
position in the nose. The rest of the crew passed the bombs to us hanging in the bomb-bay and
we dropped them through the open doors. Moon, alone in the cockpit, did all of the piloting
himself.It was a good thing it had been the darkest of nights so that I couldn’t see the ground
below us as Ears and I hung in the open bomb-bay wrestling the bombs into position and
dropping them through our legs, because height frightened me.When we had asked for the extra
bombs from the Armament Officer, he protested until we explained how we planned to get the
job done.The assignment was to drop a single bomb on each Bomb Run and not to salvo the
entire lot. Therefore, the arming-wires in the bom-bbay would not have to be used, since we
could arm each bomb by hand just before we dropped it. It would be as easy as – what? Falling
off a log.“Just make sure you don’t fall out of the damned bomb-bay,” the Armament Officer
cautioned when he gave us the bombs and complimented us on our dedication to duty.Yes, sir,
we were dedicated alright – when motivated.The extra effort in getting rid of our month’s required
bombs in a single night earned us the luxury of –. Well, we all felt the nurses on the Base
deserved to know how much fun it really was to fly at night. A couple of them agreed, or they
wouldn’t have been waiting for us in the dark at the end of the runway in the flight suits we had
provided them.It was a non-sexual affair shared by ten guys about to go overseas and two caring
nurses. Everyone was on their best behavior.Moon and I stayed in the cockpit while Carmen and
Dyer put them aboard in the waist. They were shown how to crawl back into the tail where Hill
gave them a view from his gun position. Rudy had Glenn Miller tuned in by the time they got to
the radio room and Burnell went back from his top turret to escort them forward through the
bomb-bay to the flight deck, crowded by the three of them and his top turret.The B-17 is a
machine whose only purpose is that of warfare. It was not built for comfort. It lacks the luxury of
space in which to move about. It is even more crowded than a submarine, without padding, and
with hard corners and “grabbers” to poke and to restrict your movement. But for one black-velvet
night, there was at least one Flying Fortress that seemed to share, if only so briefly, in an
experience of tenderness.It was a bandage of comfort that the nurses brought aboard in their
caring about what it was that we did. Everyone a gentleman, yet like a child, proudly showing off
for recognition from a surrogate “mother.”Ears and Eut guided our guests down and forward into
their shared “office” in the nose, which they had made more comfortable with lifesaving
cushions. There were no refreshments to be offered, but they weren’t needed. In a place
between heaven and earth, with the heavy drone of the four Wright Cyclone engines in the
background, Glenn Miller’s orchestra personally serenading from the earphones and the
dancing of lights below. The flight was one of pleasure, yet haunted by melancholy.Too soon, it



seemed, it was time to go overseas, so we gave our old “Crew-Car,” which we had all chipped in
to buy, along with more than enough gas ration coupons, to a girl who happened to work in the
PX. We had overheard that her husband, a ball-turret gunner, had been shipped overseas, she
had a child, and her commute to and from work was a long bus ride. So, we all decided to give
her our car, with plenty of gas coupons. In return, she gave us her gratitude, along with the
memory of the tears in her eyes. Then we left for Savannah, Georgia, to pick up our new
airplane.Corky was right. A direct order from our Commander-in-Chief, President Roosevelt,
awaited our arrival in Savannah. And while leave orders for two weeks at home made us very
happy, everyone else at Savannah was equally unhappy with us.Fourteen days is not much time
when commercial air transportation required a Priority, which we didn’t have, and bus or rail
travel would eat up a week’s time for both ways. I opted for the train: three days and two nights in
a chair car through assorted connections to Ponca City, Oklahoma, to see my mother, brother
and not many friends, as everyone was off to the war.The good news was that my dad arranged
to catch a ride in a C-47 Troop Carrier transport, who favored him with an overnight stop in
Ponca City, and we both flew back with them to Grenada, Mississippi. From there I caught a ride
the next day in a cross-country AT-6 trainer to Augusta, Georgia, and then took a bus to
Savannah, Georgia. Thus, my leave time was mainly spent in travailing half way across the
United States and back. However, it was well worth the effort to be with family.Based on the
philosophy of smelling the roses along the way, we did our best to hook some “sniffies” as we
slowly made our way to the European Theater of Operations from Savannah, Georgia.Out of the
ten of us, there was always one who qualified to be put into hospital so that the other nine could
take the opportunity to see the sights.When Moon discovered I had a temperature just before
departure from Savannah, because I was trying to cut a wisdom tooth, he told me to report to
Sick Call, but not to tell them about my inflamed gum. “Let ’em try and figure it out.”THE
FLAKCHAPTER 2Mechanical-problems, people-problems, timing and plain luck. Those are the
main ingredients to life and certainly to that pressure cooker of life: COMBAT; which can serve
as an excellent benchmark or reference to normal life experiences. Think you’ve got a problem
with losing your job or your home? Think about it in relationship to losing your life.Besides sex
and survival there is another instinct with which we are provided to help us through life. It is the
mysterious and usually unpredictable SENSE OF HUMOR. It can be thought of as the lubricant
that reduces friction and the salve that eases the pain of outrageous fortune.Baumersbach, a
copilot in our billet, had ridden in the tail gunner’s position of our lead aircraft in order to watch
the Group’s formation as “eyes” for the leader on the Quakenbruck raid. That evening he
complained of a strange feeling in his private parts. A visit to the Flight Surgeon provided the
answer to his mechanical problem.Unlike the forward compartments of the ship, there is no
heating in the tail gunner’s position. Sometimes tail gunners were even provided a metal can
with a concoction of powdered milk, flavoring and a stick to stir the contents while on a long
mission in order to make ice cream. That’s how cold it really got in the tail, where the air was
even colder than the inside of an ice cream freezer.Tail gunners knew this, but not



Baumersbach, nor any one else who had never before been on a mission in the tail. So what had
happened was, when he relieved himself into the relief tube at minus-fifty degrees, he frostbit his
penis.The fact he had been wearing an electric flying suit (the precursor of electric blankets) did
not change the law of Physics that states: A warm wienny exposed to minus fifty degrees – even
briefly – will be bitten by frost.It might be said that Baumersbach’s misfortune was what broke the
ice between the older crews and us newcomers. Again, it was just a part of the great
EXPERIMENT where much was left to trial and, too often, error.Everybody, even Baumersbach,
had a good laugh; proving that comedy – usually based on tragedy – has healing properties.It
also helped to warm the relationship between all occupants of our billet when the whole Group
had a “Stand Down” without a mission on Sunday. We got better acquainted, freshened up with a
shower a quarter of mile away in the “Ablution,” which the “Limeys” (nickname for the British)
called the showers; then had lunch in the mess, which was another quarter mile hike for those
who didn’t have a bicycle – like me.Yep, my bike had been a nuisance at times, but I was glad I’d
taken the trouble to put it on board the brand new B-17G we had ferried to Nutts Corner, Ireland
from Savannah, Georgia. After all, there didn’t seem to be any regulation against it.The saying “if
you have time to spare, travel by air” could not have been more appropriate than for our flight
across the Atlantic Ocean and to the war, because the idea of going to “war” did give us pause.
Like in, “time to spare.”We felt justified in our reluctance, because it was customary to allow the
troops at least a two weeks leave to see their loved ones, for possibly the last time, before going
overseas. However, it was a privilege denied our crew.We were ordered from Drew Field at
Tampa, Florida to report directly to Savannah, Georgia, to pick up a new B-17 Flying Fortress
and to fly it to Europe.Corky, our ball turret gunner, assured us that we would have orders for
leave awaiting us in Savannah. How did he know that?Well, having had his schooling toward
becoming a lawyer interrupted, he was the “Barracks Lawyer” for our crew and claimed he knew
about such things. Besides, just to make sure, he’d sent a telegram to President Roosevelt to
correct it.“Ohh God,” Moon exclaimed. “You aren’t supposed to contact the PRESIDENT of the
UNITED STATES! You’re not even allowed to contact your Congressmen. There’s a war going
on! They might even send us to Leavenworth prison.”“And what?” Corky asked, “Shoot us before
they send us off to combat to get shot?”I had been the last to be assigned to Moon’s pick-up
crew at Drew Field in Tampa, Florida, in December 1943, shortly before my twentieth birthday in
January. Prior to that, after graduating from pilot training in the Class of 43-I at Douglas, Arizona,
I had been in Columbia, South Carolina, as a pick-up copilot on B-25’s. The leaders were
survivors of the 30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO group and they certainly knew how to fly the B-25
Mitchell medium bomber.By comparison, the B-17 heavy bomber seemed very large to me with
its 104′ wingspan. However, Moon put me at ease from the very beginning and was tolerant of
my inexperience. In fact, the whole crew was very casual, had a great sense of humor and was
the most non-military group I had encountered in service.It didn’t seem to bother anyone but me
that Ears appeared unable to navigate us to the east or west coast of Florida. The reason he
couldn’t find Florida that first night I flew with them was simply because he couldn’t stay awake.



But then, since it kept me awake, he didn’t see any reason for both of us to worry about it and he
went back to sleep.This is not to suggest that the crew was not dedicated. Why, there was the
one night we completed a whole month’s practice bombing requirements on a single flight.After
loading the bomb-bay with hundred pound practice bombs, we loaded some more into the radio
room and put another load into the waist of the ship so we wouldn’t have to return from the
bombing range to the base to reload. That would have taken many more hours.Burnell
engineered some headphones into the bomb-bay where Ears and I hung onto the catwalk above
the open bomb-bay doors and listened for Eut to yell, “BOMBS AWAY!” from his bombardier’s
position in the nose. The rest of the crew passed the bombs to us hanging in the bomb-bay and
we dropped them through the open doors. Moon, alone in the cockpit, did all of the piloting
himself.It was a good thing it had been the darkest of nights so that I couldn’t see the ground
below us as Ears and I hung in the open bomb-bay wrestling the bombs into position and
dropping them through our legs, because height frightened me.When we had asked for the extra
bombs from the Armament Officer, he protested until we explained how we planned to get the
job done.The assignment was to drop a single bomb on each Bomb Run and not to salvo the
entire lot. Therefore, the arming-wires in the bom-bbay would not have to be used, since we
could arm each bomb by hand just before we dropped it. It would be as easy as – what? Falling
off a log.“Just make sure you don’t fall out of the damned bomb-bay,” the Armament Officer
cautioned when he gave us the bombs and complimented us on our dedication to duty.Yes, sir,
we were dedicated alright – when motivated.The extra effort in getting rid of our month’s required
bombs in a single night earned us the luxury of –. Well, we all felt the nurses on the Base
deserved to know how much fun it really was to fly at night. A couple of them agreed, or they
wouldn’t have been waiting for us in the dark at the end of the runway in the flight suits we had
provided them.It was a non-sexual affair shared by ten guys about to go overseas and two caring
nurses. Everyone was on their best behavior.Moon and I stayed in the cockpit while Carmen and
Dyer put them aboard in the waist. They were shown how to crawl back into the tail where Hill
gave them a view from his gun position. Rudy had Glenn Miller tuned in by the time they got to
the radio room and Burnell went back from his top turret to escort them forward through the
bomb-bay to the flight deck, crowded by the three of them and his top turret.The B-17 is a
machine whose only purpose is that of warfare. It was not built for comfort. It lacks the luxury of
space in which to move about. It is even more crowded than a submarine, without padding, and
with hard corners and “grabbers” to poke and to restrict your movement. But for one black-velvet
night, there was at least one Flying Fortress that seemed to share, if only so briefly, in an
experience of tenderness.It was a bandage of comfort that the nurses brought aboard in their
caring about what it was that we did. Everyone a gentleman, yet like a child, proudly showing off
for recognition from a surrogate “mother.”Ears and Eut guided our guests down and forward into
their shared “office” in the nose, which they had made more comfortable with lifesaving
cushions. There were no refreshments to be offered, but they weren’t needed. In a place
between heaven and earth, with the heavy drone of the four Wright Cyclone engines in the



background, Glenn Miller’s orchestra personally serenading from the earphones and the
dancing of lights below. The flight was one of pleasure, yet haunted by melancholy.Too soon, it
seemed, it was time to go overseas, so we gave our old “Crew-Car,” which we had all chipped in
to buy, along with more than enough gas ration coupons, to a girl who happened to work in the
PX. We had overheard that her husband, a ball-turret gunner, had been shipped overseas, she
had a child, and her commute to and from work was a long bus ride. So, we all decided to give
her our car, with plenty of gas coupons. In return, she gave us her gratitude, along with the
memory of the tears in her eyes. Then we left for Savannah, Georgia, to pick up our new
airplane.Corky was right. A direct order from our Commander-in-Chief, President Roosevelt,
awaited our arrival in Savannah. And while leave orders for two weeks at home made us very
happy, everyone else at Savannah was equally unhappy with us.Fourteen days is not much time
when commercial air transportation required a Priority, which we didn’t have, and bus or rail
travel would eat up a week’s time for both ways. I opted for the train: three days and two nights in
a chair car through assorted connections to Ponca City, Oklahoma, to see my mother, brother
and not many friends, as everyone was off to the war.The good news was that my dad arranged
to catch a ride in a C-47 Troop Carrier transport, who favored him with an overnight stop in
Ponca City, and we both flew back with them to Grenada, Mississippi. From there I caught a ride
the next day in a cross-country AT-6 trainer to Augusta, Georgia, and then took a bus to
Savannah, Georgia. Thus, my leave time was mainly spent in travailing half way across the
United States and back. However, it was well worth the effort to be with family.Based on the
philosophy of smelling the roses along the way, we did our best to hook some “sniffies” as we
slowly made our way to the European Theater of Operations from Savannah, Georgia.Out of the
ten of us, there was always one who qualified to be put into hospital so that the other nine could
take the opportunity to see the sights.When Moon discovered I had a temperature just before
departure from Savannah, because I was trying to cut a wisdom tooth, he told me to report to
Sick Call, but not to tell them about my inflamed gum. “Let ’em try and figure it out.”

Company Commander: The Classic Infantry Memoir of WWII The Fall of Japan: The Final
Weeks of World War II in the Pacific Tail-End Charley: Stories from an American fighter pilot in
World War II
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Taurus, “REALITY CHECK-BARE BONES FLYING. We Americans have a tendency to glorify
many of our deeds, whether they be military, fireman, or police stories, which makes for
interesting reading and is usually governed by a sense of duty,glory and a higher purpose. Not
so in this book, the author took the real essence of flying bombing missions over Germany in
1944-1945, and lays it out as it was. Crew members counting each mission knowing after you
completed 25 and survived they would send you home, but just as your nearing completion, the
missions are raised to 30, than 35 due to heavy losses. Then the author introduces the real
dangers that accompany you with each mission which include numerous human errors
accompanied by mechanical failures, than mix these facts with what ever the enemy had in store
for you. You experience the long dangerous hours aboard your flying bomb a/k/a as the B-17
while attempting bombing missions over Germany.Your bomber is filled with high octane gas
and thousands of pounds of bombs, oxygen and ammunition and all that protects you is
Plexiglas, some bullet-proof glass in the cockpit and a thin aluminium skin. Conditions in the
bomber were deplorable, temperatures at high altitudes was well below freezing and the men
wore heave semi heated suites and oxygen masks which caused it's own numerous problems. A
wounded man at altitude was in real trouble and many were parachuted out to the enemy
because they would never have survived the return trip. Men were forced to a special tube to
urinate into. At high altitude should your skin touch the metal tube it would adhere to the metal.
Defecating was an art fully described. What you have is a non glorified story of a young 20 year
old co-pilot of a B-17, the assistant driver of a flying delivery truck which unloads it's cargo most
often in a "carpet bombing drop" all this while being fired at with accurate German anti-aircraft
weapons, while guys in high-performance sports-car type flying machines try to shoot you down.
Along with this the co-pilot relied strongly on the pilots ability and personality and the
performance of his crew, because the crews survival could hinge on anyone's performance or
failure. A bomber had to survive the take off, heavily laden with fuel, bombs, ammunition and
weapons, than the placing of your aircraft in the assigned position of the forming mass formation.
Then survive the many miles to target while keeping in close formation, hoping against hope that
there would be no major mechanical failures or the bombers around you maintained their
positions. If you ran into a minor problem, you could turn back, but if you did this too many times
you earned a cowards award that could stick with you. As you approached the target you were
set upon by numerous enemy fighters who would attack either from below or head on. As you
approached the anti-aircraft guns, the fighters disappeared and now you were surrounded by
puffs of black clouds which were quite deadly and caused much damage, wounding and deaths
if the fighters had not already accomplished that. The return trip home could be equally
challenging, especially in a crippled bomber with casualties aboard. Enemy fighter were now
waiting for these ruptured ducks. Sometimes the enemy fighter would even ram a bomber and if
the enemy pilot was good he could shear off your tail and survive. By 1945 the USAAF was



sending 1,000 bombers on missions and the chaos was almost indescribable, but here the
author with great ability brings to life the daily routines of the 10 man crews, enduring each
mission which keep getting extended because of losses. The constant arrival of innocent
replacements coming through learning the true story of the air war over Europe with all its
horrors, including terrible flying weather, the terrible deaths and maiming, the horror of observing
the bomber in your formation break up spilling out its human cargo or simply exploding into
nothingness, bodies falling through the clouds or even striking your aircraft. Tail gunners
murdered in their tiny space, belly gunners disappearing, loosing the entire nose of the bomber
encased in Plexiglas along with a gunner and bombardier, counting chutes of crippled bombers,
and returning to empty empty bunks, and packing the belongings of the missing with special
orders to omit anything which could be offensive to their family. From late 1942 through May
1945 The United States Army Air forces took more casualties than any other American combat
service. The unbelievable amount of men killed in accidents while attempting landing a
damaged aircraft or just plain fatigue. Take off's were very dangerous and and then the many
mid-air collisions which accounted for hundreds of deaths while forming up for the mission which
could include 500 to a thousand bombers. This process alone was a very along tedious
operation, often in poor visibility and literally took nerves of steel. And this was just the beginning
of the mission. When an American heavy bomber went down, whether it was a B-17 or a B-24,
ten men went with each bomber, few escaped by parachute and the loses were appalling,
almost enough at one point to curtail the entire American daytime effort. American bomber
command demanded daytime missions allegedly so that accurate targeting by the famous
Norden bomb site could be most effective in reducing civilian casualties thus turning these
missions into suicide runs. The British had warned the Americans of the dangers of daytime
bombing without fighter cover, but pre-war American doctrine held to the theory that the highly
armed bomber could protect itself and the Norden bomb-site was not effective at night. but all
suggestions were brushed aside. It wasn't until late 1944 that the P-51 Mustang could cover the
bombers to target and back. Even when carpet bombing became the name of the game,
something the high-minded Americans initially rejected on humanitarian grounds, the Americans
continued their day time missions to devastating effect for their expendable crews. This book
brings to the reader the very true and horrifying experience of a USAAF, 20 year old second
lieutenant assigned to the 8th Air Force as a co-pilot, who after surviving the intense training
which included formation flying leading to numerous deadly accidents, many were lost on bad
take-offs and landings. Too often men and or machinery failed bringing horrific tragedy to a
training exercise. Finally arriving in England only to be shunned by the experienced crews who
knew the true story of the air war. The book is riveting and a good lesson for American youth. "
War is Hell.”

Ponto, “A great read for WW2 historians.. Very good book detailing the pilots 35+ flights in
WW2.Insightful & introspective. Led an amazing life. He had an incredible memory.”



DACHokie, “Using Wrong to Make Right …. When I think of what kind of person it takes to pilot/
co-pilot one of the most sophisticated military aircraft in the world, a 20 year old “man” certainly
isn’t what comes to mind. But, 70+ years ago, 2nd Lt. Truman Smith was just that … too young
to drink, inexperienced with women and life in general, but responsible for flying a 4-engine
bomber deep into Germany at 27,000 ft. with 9 fellow crewmen much like himself. THE WRONG
STUFF clearly reveals how the war fought in the skies of Europe was never a glamorous affair
and certainly no safer than the battles being fought by the “ground-pounders” below.Smith
explains in his introduction that the book’s title, THE WRONG STUFF, is about “Nature’s Law of
Equal and Opposite” … the good offsetting the bad and right offsetting the wrong. While the
book is one man’s vivid account of his wartime experience in a B-17, it’s also a testament that
the good of winning the war was offset by the cumulative effect of the bad … mishaps, mistakes
and bad luck … the wrong stuff. Rather than simply telling his story, Smith chooses to actually
take readers back with him to experience what he went through first-hand … the movie vividly
plays out while your read!The book is presented in a unique manner. The chapters seem to be
misleading and/or mistitled, the text is choppy and Smith frequently emphasizes using ALL
CAPS, but it oddly works … very well. It only took me a few pages to get acclimated with his
writing style and simply become immersed in the unfolding story.THE WRONG STUFF presents
that sought after you-are-there/fly-on-the-wall feeling that allows readers to have a better
understanding of what these young men had to go through. While I hesitate to classify Smith’s
wartime duty as anything but serious and deadly, it is hard not to read his book and sense the
whole affair as a grand adventure full of fear, frustration, misery and even humor (which was
more a coping mechanism to offset the general sentiment that the odds favored a fiery death,
severe injury or even captivity over surviving the mandatory 35 missions). Smith documents
each of the 35 missions he achieved and while some were more exciting to read about than
others, they all presented challenges of one sort or another. I found the interaction among Smith
and his crewmates to be the most enjoyable aspect of the book as they all shared the burden
together and developed a bond that centered on trust. This bond also generated a great deal of
humor, even in the heat of battle. From the superstitious habit of kissing props and peeing on
tent pegs before missions to the dilemma of suffering the “runs” and needing to relieve oneself at
27,000 ft. with German fighters attacking, Smith offers details of things I’d never previously
considered. It’s hard to imagine the author being only 20-years old considering his
responsibilities, but when he reveals his inexperience with alcohol and women you’re reminded
he’s still just a kid. I find it equally amazing how vivid Smith’s memory was in recounting his
wartime service.THE WRONG STUFF is a terrific and unique account of the air war in Europe.
There are numerous books that detail events, but few that actually bring events to life like this
book manages to do.”

TempestS, “I didn't really like it. Its written very much from the authors .... When I started reading
this, I didn't really like it. Its written very much from the authors POV at the time, a very young,



unworldly american. I have nothing like that perspective, and found it hard to get into that
mindset. But as I read more, I started seeing it from that viewpoint and found it not just
interesting, but really made me think about the authors experience and its impact on the Author.
I'd say its a great book, but different from what you are expecting.”

Abr13, “Very Good. At times this book is laugh out loud funny. I found this surprising, given the
subject matter and the different generation of the author. The more serious aspects of the
author's combat tour were also interesting and informative. All in, "The Wrong Stuff" is a
compellingly unique account about flying B17s and being in Europe during 1944 and 1945.
Truman Smith is an excellent story teller. Bravo Smitty!”

pat, “Solid and interesting. If you like WWII aviation you'll like this one, i did! funny too in places
and lighthearted. An easy read.”

afa485, “Five Stars. Excellent detailed record of life in a B17 in the 1940s”

Alan Barrett, “Five Stars. Good read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 374 people have provided feedback.
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